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The increasing share of renewable energy sources in European electricity markets raises the interest in leverag-
ing demand flexibility also on a residential level. While in traditional residential electricity tariffs, the provided 
service consists mainly in the delivery of electricity in the right amount and at the right time, more recent tariff 
structures, especially innovative ones with variable capacity prices, are more sophisticated. In the context of 
these new tariffs, service level agreements offer a good opportunity to ensure that providers and consumers of 
that service have a common understanding of its quality. Therefore, a set of four suitable service level indicators 
for tariffs with variable capacity prices is developed in this paper. Furthermore, possible approaches to derive 
related service level objectives and possibilities for providing decision support to customers in choosing a tariff 
are introduced. 
1 Introduction 
The residential sector in Europe is responsible for about 29% of  total electricity demand (Eurostat 
European Commission, 2013). In the context of an increasing share of electricity from renewable energy sources 
e in order to keep a certain 
level of supply security (cf. Hayn et al., 2014a). Therefore, new electricity tariffs for residential customers, e.g., 
tariffs with variable electricity or capacity prices1, become more prominent in research and political discussions.  
In traditional residential electricity tariffs the main service provided to the customer consists of the delivery of 
the requested amount of electricity at the right time at a pre-defined price. More recent electricity tariffs offer 
further differentiations, e.g., regarding the used generation mix or with varying electricity prices. According to 
Parasuraman et al. (1985) services are characterized through their intangibility, heterogeneity and inseparability. 
                                                          
1 Tariffs with variable capacity prices are characterized through a threshold for the contracted guaranteed capacity available for use at all 
times (see section 3.3). 
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As electricity tariffs, especially the more recent ones, fulfill all three characteristics, they can be defined as a 
service: 
 Intangibility: Even though it is possible to measure how much electricity is used, electricity is not tangible 
for most consumers. When using electricity, consumers do not intend to consume electricity itself but 
the related service offered through the electricity consumption, e.g., cooking dinner or watching TV 
(Wilson & Dowlatabadi, 2007). 
 Heterogeneity: While a homogeneous good2, the re-
lated service of its delivery, is heterogeneous. Consumers can choose from a wide range of different 
electricity tariffs from different providers. The heterogeneity exists on various levels of the service rela-
tion. The contracted service may differ, for instance, with regard to the accessibility and quality of the 
customer service, the price structure, or the used generation mix for providing the delivered electricity, 
to name just a few. e rather marginal, it is likely that chang-
es in the energy system will increase the heterogeneity in future (cf. section 4). 
 Inseparability: Production and consumption of electricity are, too a very large extent, inseparable as elec-
tricity storage is nowadays still limited, both from a technical and an economic point of view. In current 
energy markets electricity production and consumption must always be balanced. Additionally, the con-
tracted service of delivering electricity can only be fulfilled satisfactorily when both involved parties, 
the provider and the consumer, collaborate. The service provider r-
ences in order to provide the right amount of electricity at the right time from the right energy sources; 
the consumer needs to demand electricity. While nowadays service providers have almost no 
ture, e.g., 
through the utilization of smart meters. 
As shown, residential electricity tariffs represent a service contract between a service provider, e.g., a utility 
company, and a customer, i.e., households, which specify the conditions of the delivery of electricity. While 
nowadays these conditions are mostly limited to the specification of different price components, e.g., fix and 
variable price components, new electricity tariffs, especially tariffs with variable capacity prices, require the 
definition of service level agreements (SLAs) between providers and customers. Based on the general concept of 
SLAs, this article develops a concept of suitable service level indicators (SLIs) for residential electricity tariffs 
with variable capacity prices. Therefore, we shortly present the relevant basics of SLAs, SLIs and related service 
level objectives (SLOs) in section 2, followed by a short overview on different existing and new residential 
electricity tariffs in section 3. Afterwards, in section 4, we discuss a new concept for SLIs and introduce ap-
proaches to derive adequate SLOs of tariffs with variable capacity prices. The paper ends with a conclusion and 
an outlook on future work in section 5. 
                                                          
2 Once the electricity is available in the grid, consumers cannot differentiate where it comes from and it has a completely uniform quality 
when used.  
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2 Service level agreements 
Several  (2007) for an 
overview. We follow the definition of Berger (2007), who states that a SLA describes specific target values for 
commonly defined performance indicators related to the contracted service. In this paper we focus on these 
performance indicators while other characteristics of SLAs, also described in Berger (2007), are out of scope. 
Performance indicators and their target values are also called service level indicators  (SLIs) and their respec-
tive service level objectives  (SLOs) (cf. Kieninger et al., 2011). Below, we will shortly introduce these two 
constructs. 
2.1 Service level indicators 
SLIs are used in service contracts to establish well defined performance indicators which enable both the provid-
er and the consumer of services to evaluate the quality of the specific service (cf. Kieninger et al., 2011). Par-
asuraman et al. (1985) identify the following ten determinants of perceived service quality: reliability, respon-
siveness, competence, access, courtesy, communication, credibility, security, understanding/ knowing the cus-
tomer and tangibles. While these determinants are strongly dependent on the individual perception of the service 
by consumers and can be evaluated through surveys for instance (cf. Parasuraman et al., 1988), SLAs have the 
objective to define quantifiable service related criteria allowing both the provider and the consumer of a service 
to evaluate the quality of a service (Berger, 2007). Therefore, Berger (2007) highlights six requirements for a 
meaningful definition of SLIs used to evaluate services  SLIs must be: 
 Fully defined 
 Relevant with regard to the value of the service 
 Proportionally related to the described circumstances 
 Meaningful for the customer 
 Fully controllable by the service provider 
 Economic 
For a more detailed explanation of these requirements, please refer to the stated reference (Berger, 2007). These 
requirements are used for the development of adequate SLIs for new residential electricity tariffs in section 4. 
2.2 Service level objectives 
When appropriate SLIs have been chosen for a service, their specific target value still needs to be defined. This 
(2011) propose an 
cost-efficient value for SLOs. 
They suggest deriving the value for a SLI which minimizes both variable servic
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of view, and business opportunity costs, from a customer  point of view. This value represents the Pareto 
efficient value of the SLI and should be set as the SLO (cf. Kieninger et al., 2011). 
3 Residential electricity tariffs 
In Europe, a huge number of different electricity tariffs exists for the residential sector. A good overview on the 
majority of publicly discussed or available tariffs is given in Ecofys et al. (2009). In this paper, we focus on a 
brief introduction of selected tariffs. Figure 1 shows the principal price components of residential electricity 
tariffs and a more detailed breakdown based on German tariffs. While tariffs with variable capacity prices 
(section 3.3) would constitute a new element of the base price, tariffs with variable electricity prices (section 3.2) 
only alter the energy price in a tariff. 
 
Figure 1: Price components of residential electricity tariffs in Germany (based on (Bundesnetzagentur für Elektrizität, Gas, 
Telekommunikation, Post und Eisenbahnen (BNetzA) & Bundeskartellamt, 2014)) 
3.1 Tariffs with flat electricity prices 
The tariff with the largest penetration rate in European households is a tariff with flat electricity prices. This 
ent from any 
other restrictions. The maximum amount of consumable electricity in each time step (capacity in kW) is only 
limited by the technical specifications of the main fuse (over current protection). In Germany, for instance, single 
family houses must be equipped with main fuses with 63 A per phase allowing a maximum load of about 45 kW 
(DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V., 2013). In other countries, e.g., France or Spain, the allowed capacity 
might be limited to a contracted threshold (cf. Électricité de France, 2014; Iberdrola, 2014).  
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3.2 Tariffs with variable electricity prices 
Besides those rather simple tariffs described above, more complex tariffs exist with variable electricity prices. 
Here, time- and load-variable electricity tariffs can be distinguished (Ecofys et al., 2009). Due to the brevity of 
this paper, we only give a short overview of these tariffs. For more details, please refer to Ecofys et al. (2009). 
The easiest form of time-variable tariffs is a so called time of use (TOU) tariff which has different price levels 
for the electricity unit for different hours of the day. These price levels are valid in pre-defined time ranges for 
the contract duration. More complex examples of time-variable tariffs, in terms of occurrence and number of 
different price levels, include real time pricing (RTP) and critical peak pricing (CPP). (cf. Ecofys et al., 2009) 
In load-variable electricity tariffs, on the contrary, the price per electricity unit depends on the electricity con-
sumption of households within a pre-defined time interval (cf. Ecofys et al., 2009). Examples for this tariff form 
include tariffs with different price levels depending on the total amount of electricity consumed, e.g., consump-
tion in one month, or the price levels vary according to the average power used over a specific time, e.g., average 
power in 15 minute time slot. Load variable tariffs originate from energy systems with a high share of conven-
tional power plants in which increasing demand is covered through peak load power plants with higher variable 
generation costs. In energy systems with an increasing share of RES with negligible variable generation costs, 
tariffs with variable capacity prices might more adequately reflect capacity dependent generation costs (cf. Hayn 
et al., 2014c). The concept of such tariffs will be explained in the following. 
3.3 Tariffs with variable capacity prices 
Another kind of tariffs is not described through different price levels for the consumed electricity units but for 
capacity limits (in kW). These tariffs can be referred to as curtailable load tariffs or, if the limit is set to zero, as 
interruptible load tariffs (cf. Ecofys et al., 2009). Within this tariff class, two more concepts can be distin-
guished: i) self-rationing, for instance described by Panzar & Sibley (1978), and ii) priority service, for instance 
described by Marchand (1974). 
In the first self-rationing concepts, consumers decide on their contracted capacity limit by purchasing a fuse 
which limits their load at all times (cf. Panzar & Sibley, 1978). In these contracts, the capacity limit is an upper 
threshold representing the maximum usable capacity amount. Such tariffs on a residential level exist already in 
some European countries, e.g., in France or Spain (cf. Électricité de France, 2014; Iberdrola, 2014), or in con-
tracts for industrial or large commercial consumers (cf. Oren & Smith, 1992). Based on the contracted capacity 
limit,  In tariffs with priority services, however, consumers 
need to specify an interruption order of their load shares. This is realized through different probabilities for the 
delivery of that load (cf. Marchand, 1974). Hence, in contrary to self-rationing, consumers purchase a minimum 
of guaranteed capacity which will be available with a certain probability. For a good overview on these concepts 
including their advantages and disadvantages, please refer to Woo (1990).  
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Based on the highlighted disadvantages, mainly the complexity of priority services and the untimely curtailment 
in the first self-rationing concepts3, Woo (1990) proposes an enhanced self-rationing concept which allows the 
provider of electricity services to control (activate/ deactivate) a circuit 
of capacity shortages. A slightly more complex concept is introduced by Hamlen & Jen (1983); they propose the 
so called limiter method  making use of a complex fuse whose output is, when activated, a fraction of the 
available input. Both approaches enhance the self-rationing concept by substituting the maximum capacity 
threshold through a minimum threshold making their operating mode more similar to the concept of priority 
services. While the technical implementation of such tariffs was more challenging in the past, the utilization of 
smart meters or other controlling soft- and hardware nowadays better supports the implementation. Although 
smart meters are a precondition for all types of variable electricity tariffs, their large-scale roll-out still lacks 
behind in Germany due to the related costs and missing standards (Hoffknecht et al., 2012). The commonality 
motivates us to use the term tariffs with variable capacity prices . 
4 A concept for service level indicators 
Nowadays, residential electricity tariffs with flat or variable electricity prices do not require dedicated SLAs. 
This is mainly due to the fact that providers do not offer different service levels to their customers in these kinds 
of contracts. Each customer has the same right to consume electricity and providers cannot exclude selected 
customers from consumption since security of supply, which is in various aspects influenced by the electricity 
demand, is treated as a public good. Some researchers already discuss whether supply security should remain a 
public good or whether it was better marketed as a private good in the context of the changing energy system as 
in traditional energy-only markets providing capacity is in most cases not refunded (cf. Hayn et al., 2014a; 
Jacobsen & Jensen, 2012). This thought forms the basis of tariffs with variable capacity prices as described 
above. The individual customer must decide which service level fits best to its individual willingness to pay and 
to its individual requirements. This cannot be generalized for all households as the individual behavior and 
preferences determine the requested service level. Consequently, appropriate SLIs need to be defined for these 
tariffs in order to allow providers and customers to decide on the contracted service level. In this section we will 
discuss some conceptual SLIs and respective SLOs for different households, taking the requirements stated in 
section 2 into account, in order to define the service level in tariffs with variable capacity prices. 
Various SLIs can be envisaged to define the service level of tariffs with variable capacity prices. With regard to 
interruptible and curtailable electricity contracts Smith (1989) and Oren & Smith (1992) name three core ele-
ments of these contracts: The frequency of interruptions/ curtailments, the duration per interruption/ curtailment 
and the warning time a customer receives. Depending on the preferences of different customers, each of these 
elements can have a different value. For instance, some customers might be willing to accept daily curtailments 
                                                          
3 Untimely curtailments occur when consumers are limited in their load even if no capacity shortage exists in the system. Panzar & Sibley 
(1978) give the example of the insomniac who blows his fuse at 4 am. 
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with a maximum duration of one hour while other customers would only accept weekly curtailments with a 
maximum of four hours. Consequently, following the terminology of SLAs, the abovementioned elements 
represent three SLIs to describe the contracted service. An additional SLI, not yet made explicit, is the minimum 
guaranteed capacity in case of curtailments. In interruptible load contracts this minimum is zero as the service 
can be interrupted completely. However, in curtailable load contracts it needs to be specified to which level each 
customer can be curtailed. As already mentioned by Woo (1990) a menu structure for electricity tariffs needs to 
be simple. Therefore, we suggest the following four SLIs adequately describing the service level of tariffs with 
variable capacity prices and fulfilling the requirements stated in section 2.1: 
 Guaranteed capacity limit: Defines the minimum guaranteed capacity of the consumer which is available 
at all times of the contract duration. The SLI is given in power units, e.g., watt. 
 Duration of curtailment: Defines the maximum length of a single curtailment. The SLI is given in time 
units, e.g., hours. 
 Frequency of curtailment: Defines the maximum number of curtailments during a specified time period, 
e.g., during one year. The SLI is given in number of curtailments per time period. 
 Advance warning time: Defines the minimum warning time for customers to be informed about upcoming 
curtailments. The SLI is given in time units, e.g., hours. 
Theoretically, it is possible to define an unlimited number of different tariffs with varying SLOs for these SLIs in 
order to satisfy the specific requirements of different customers. In practice, we suggest creating a simple menu 
of different tariffs to satisfy the majority of residential customers specifying dedicated SLOs, i.e., the respective 
target values of these SLIs. Therefore, it is necessary to acquire a good understanding of different consumer 
groups. According to Hayn et al. (2014a) the three most important socio-demographic factors influencing house-
ze), the net income and 
the employment status as these factors not only influence the equipment of a household with electric appliances 
but also the utilization of these appliances. Hence, it can be assumed that these factors also play a vital role in the 
decision of households on different service levels in electricity tariffs with variable capacity prices. Consequent-
ly, they might be an appropriate means to define a tariff menu for different customer segments described through 
these factors. 
A possible approach to derive adequate SLOs for the guaranteed capacity limit, the duration of curtailment and 
the frequency of curtailment can be the use of models for analyzing the load profiles of households with certain 
socio-demographic characteristics. Nowadays, German utility companies use standard load profiles to estimate 
the electricity demand of residential customers, e.g., the H0 profile of the German Association of Energy and 
Water Industries (BDEW formerly known as VDEW) but it is questionable whether these load profiles can 
deliver satisfying results with regard to tariffs with capacity limits. An alternative method could be to base the 
analysis on simulated load profiles of different households from a bottom-up load model as individual differ-
ences between households are better distinguishable. Figure 2 a) shows the simulated load duration curves of one 
four-person household and averaged of 1.000 four-person households; Figure 2 b) shows the related box plot. 
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Both charts use simulated load profiles with a 15-minute resolution from a residential bottom-up load model 
developed by Hayn et al. (2014b). It becomes obvious that the average amongst a large group of customers, 
which is similar to a standard load profile, underestimates the peak demand of households. The peaks occurring 
from the simultaneous utilization of large electric appliances, e.g., dishwasher and stove, in one household 
diminish when observing a larger group of households. Analyzing individual load profiles of different house-
holds can hold valuable insights regarding appropriate SLOs for the first three SLIs. For the last SLI, the ad-
vance warning time, the simulated load profiles cannot be used as this SLI mainly depends on individual prefer-
ences and requirements of different households. In this context a household survey can reveal additional insights 
as individual preferences can be investigated and translated into SLOs. Furthermore, the insights from the 
analysis and possible surveys can be used to define decision support tools for customers choosing such a tariff. 
For instance, the service provider could offer making a proposal of appropriate SLOs for a specific customer 
based on some selected socio-demographic characteristics of that customer, e.g., the household size. 
 
Figure 2 a): Simulated load duration curves; b): Box plot of simulated residential load  
(both based on 15-minute time step bottom-up load model) 
5 Conclusion and outlook 
This paper proposes a concept of SLIs for residential electricity tariffs. Therefore, it is argued that electricity 
tariffs are a service and that tariffs with variable capacity prices require the definition of SLIs with related SLOs 
in order to ensure that commonly agreed service levels between provider and consumer can be met. As a first 
step in this context four possible appropriate SLIs for tariffs with variable capacity prices are defined: Guaran-
teed capacity limit, duration of curtailment, frequency of curtailment and advance warning time. With regard to 
the definition of related SLOs it is proposed to create a simple tariff menu structure based on the requirements of 
households with different socio-demographic characteristics, e.g., household size. Further, it is suggested to use 
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Obviously, this concept is also bounded by some limitations. As currently security of supply is still treated as a 
view, very limited. Also from a technical perspective some hurdles still exist before rolling out this kind of 
electricity tariffs, e.g., the development of appropriate metering hardware. However, the ongoing changes in the 
energy system require developing new concepts to cope with the upcoming challenges. Additional research with 
regard to the long-term economic impact and the social acceptance of such tariffs can further clarify the rele-
vance of this concept in future energy systems. 
Going forward, further research should follow three directions. First, load profiles of households with different 
socio-demographic characteristics should be analyzed in order to derive possible SLOs for the suggested SLIs. 
Second, the impact of the equipment with electric appliances and technological trends should be incorporated in 
the analysis of appropriate SLOs. Especially when new technologies for residential electricity and heat genera-
tion or electric vehicles become more common in households, their demand in the defined SLIs can alter signifi-
cantly. And third, the possibility of residential load management should be considered when defining SLOs. 
Recent findings from researchers show that residential demand is, at least to some extent, flexible and therefore 
might lead to a different consumption behavior with regard to the required guaranteed minimum capacity of 
households. 
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The Smart Grid paradigm enables bidirectional communication and control between the demand and supply side in the
power system. Metering, information and communication technology (ICT) and control infrastructure is increasingly
rolled out, but the economic implications of this roll-out have not been considered sufficiently yet. Demand side manage-
ment offers a framework for changing the role of the consumer in the power system. In particular demand side flexibility
which can be achieved by shifting, curtailing, or in some cases the increase in power draw needs to be harvested in an ef-
ficient manner. In this paper we propose a basic classification framework for quality differentiated products which enable
consumers to self-select with respect to their individual valuation for the particular end energy usage.
1 Introduction
The Smart Grid enables bidirectional communication between distributed actors and resources in the power system.
Through the increase of variable renewable energy sources on the supply side, the share of potentially uncontrollable
generators requires a more flexible demand side. Currently, the system balance is predominantly maintained by the sup-
ply side, in particular the system balancing risk (e.g. the deviation between forecast generation and demand) is only
addressed through controllable generators and system reserves. In the near future the generation risk (i.e. the output
uncertainty of variable renewable energy sources) needs to be borne to a higher extent to the currently rather passive
demand side. In order to activate demand side flexibility, economic incentives need to be designed. These incentives need
to address the individual valuation and application scenario of each customer group. This requires the development of
new products and considerations about the appropriate market environment.
The goal of this paper is to present a structured morphological approach (following (Zwicky, 1967)) that systematically
captures the design options for power products based on quality of service differentiation. Quality of service in our context
considers different risk components, i.e. the service quality is affected by these components. The morphologic approach
captures the possible and viable combinations for such products. Each of the given combinations can then be assessed
from the perspective of the involved stakeholders (e.g. system operators, customers, energy service companies), in our
case under consideration of the German regulatory framework and (retail) electricity market conditions.
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2 Related Work
Quality of service (QoS) has been analyzed form different perspectives in service research (Cronin Jr & Taylor, 1992),
indicators and several models that define and evaluate service quality have been proposed (Ghobadian, Speller, & Jones,
1994; Seth, Deshmukh, & Vrat, 2005) and the role of the customer has been evaluated in given service related environ-
ments (Barrutia & Gilsanz, 2013). For the energy domain, quality of service is yet still mainly perceived to be a strictly
technical property (e.g. voltage limits). This conception has not been altered so far, even though the extension of the QoS
term has promising possibilities.
Product differentiation in the power sector so far mainly focuses on transmitting some sort of scarcity signal for the
availability of electricity in a given time span. Depending on the customer size and type, the variable generation cost of
the system marginal power plant can be communicated via a variable pricing scheme to the customers (C. Woo et al.,
2014; Albadi & El-Saadany, 2008). Variable pricing schemes such as real time pricing (RTP) are well known instances
of this approach. Other, simpler forms of tariffs set higher prices if high overall load needs to be covered.
In addition, research and practice focus on direct load control or price-based coordination schemes for managing flexible
loads (Albadi & El-Saadany, 2008). However, these approaches induce uncertainty for individual customers energy prices
may fluctuate or the energy quantity delivered is curtailed. These uncertainties expose retail customers to concrete risk
situations. For the standard case of risk-averse customers this may result in a potential hindrance for the establishment
and acceptance of innovative electricity rates (C.-K. Woo, Kollman, Orans, Price, & Horii, 2008). Automation technology
can address these obstacles, but customers still appear to be inclined towards less complex electricity products (Duetschke
& Paetz, 2013).
Further work concentrates on the consumer acceptance of different conventional attributes of electricity (Kaenzig, Heinzle,
& Wuestenhagen, 2013), or assesses the willingness to pay for these attributes. In particular the assessment of environ-
mentally friendly generation is at the center of attention (Ozaki, 2011). Several publications suggest that customers (not
only in Germany) have a higher willingness to pay for electricity supply from renewable sources (Borchers, Duke, &
Parsons, 2007; Roe, Teisl, Levy, & Russell, 2001).
Supplementary to the uncertainty aspects and the different aspects of electricity delivery, additional components like the
mentioned source of power supply and in particular usage restrictions need to be considered for a comprehensive analysis
of the options of quality of service product differentiation in a Smart Grid environment, a gap this work addresses.
3 Quality Differentiated Products in the Smart Grid
To better account for customer heterogeneity with respect to risk preferences and flexibility endowments, greater differ-
entiation of energy pricing is required. Using a structured morphological approach we want to systematically identify and
subsequently discuss design options for differentiated transaction objects for future retail energy services. To this end, we
isolate individual components of these retail energy services and compile possible design options in matrix representation.
Then, each combination of the different design options yields a potential solution candidate which can be evaluated. In
the following, we group design options in three categories and present exemplary morphological boxes for each of the
categories (Figure 1).
3.1 Design Options for Service Risk
The design options for service risk encompass in particular the (limited) uncertainty about execution, volume, time of
delivery, price and interruption. The uncertainty regarding the execution is a dimension that is not considered in the
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Figure 1: Overview of the morphological design options.
costs. But the addition of this possibility can greatly increase demand side flexibility and overall supply security. Similar
in its system effect to the potential non-execution is interruption of a started service following a predefined process. A
volume uncertainty describes the possibility of load curtailment. The uncertainty about the time of delivery is a dimension
which addresses the increasingly volatile character of the generation side. Finally, the price which is realized could also
be uncertain, a characteristic that needs to be addressed in a satisfactory manner without high transaction costs for retail
customers as already mentioned above.
3.2 Design Options for Service Pricing
The main characteristics for service pricing are the energy and power component, the service or end-usage component
and temporal and locational differentiation of service delivery. Traditional electricity rates mainly encompass the energy
component which is mostly constant and linear in its shape, accounting for every unit of energy used. Power or demand
charges are added in order to set incentives to reduce the synchronization of applications with a high power rating.
However, these incentives can be contrary to the system needs in situations in which load has to be increased in order to use
available fluctuating renewable energy sources (Caramanis, Bohn, & Schweppe, 1982). A further differentiation can be
performed by the end-usage type of energy. For electric mobility applications km instead of kWh can be priced, for heating
or cooling services, pricing can be based on cooling and heating amounts. Finally, a differentiation by time of delivery,
which captures the mentioned variable generation costs in the power system, and a differentiation by geographical location
can be pursued. The geographical location can have specific demand and supply features which need to be accounted for
in the price, which is currently implemented e.g. by zonal or nodal pricing schemes.
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3.3 Design Options for Additional Components
Additional design components with potential for service differentiation are the supply source or generation mix, the
technical power quality (e.g. voltage deviations and reactive power ratios), usage restrictions and contractual bundling
possibilities with other products. The differentiation by generation source can enable regional power to be more attractive
and support the integration of green generation sources, but can be difficult from a physical perspective since the power
supply route can only be controlled in a very limited manner or in geographically constrained grid segments. Furthermore,
the extended electrical quality, i.e. the (local) voltage deviations and the reactive power characteristics at a location can be
used for service differentiation, in particular in regional settings. Power exclusively used to charge electric vehicles with
a specific charging infrastructure or for heating or cooling applications, represents usage restriction based differentiation.
Last but not least, bundling of the energy service with other products, like smart home security and comfort options, can
be employed to complete the picture of energy service product differentiation in the Smart Grid.
4 Conclusion and Outlook
This paper makes a first step to set a frame for product characteristics and their design options for the description of energy
services, which can be differentiated by quality of service attributes. The valid and innovative combination of the service
design options can help to activate the flexibility potential of the demand side in a Smart Grid environment. Our work thus
addresses the design of economically sound products, building on the infrastructure provided by the Smart Grid. Further
work must address the design options in more detail, propose new products and consider current and future regulatory
environments for a valid frame of action.
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This work presents two main contributions to the fields of literature and e-mobility research. As there is no existing
common and consistent definition of e-mobility, we aim at acquiring relevant literature in order to suggest a holistic
definition of the term "e-mobility", incorporating multiple perspectives on the topic. This definition is intended to be able
to serve as a common ground for further research in the field of e-mobility. To achieve this goal we introduce a software
tool for conducting the search component of systematic literature reviews with a special focus on handling large amounts
of search results efficiently. It addresses all researchers with an interest or need in literature reviews.
1 Introduction
E-mobility is a widely discussed topic in recent research, with almost every automotive company acting on this emerg-
ing market (Schlick, Hertel, Hagemann, Maiser, & Kramer, 2011). Even though e-mobility is very present in modern
economies, there is no holistic definition existing which comprehensively covers the core aspects of e-mobility paired
with co-opted businesses. The necessity of a consistent definition is underlined by the fact that polysemous expressions
can cause different associations depending on the receiving individual (Tremmel, 2004). To approach a comprehensive
solution, we use existing literature in a structured way to find a suitable definition by means of a systematic literature
review (SLR). As the large amount of present literature on this topic has to be dealt with in a structured manner, we
approach an efficient way to solve this problem. To face this challenge, our work presents a methodology of finding and
analyzing literature by using a custom-designed software solution and a statistics-based filtering and synthesizing method
which are explained in a detailed way. This multi-step methodology is then used to solve the initial problem of finding a
holistic definition for e-mobility.
2 Methodology: Systematic Literature Review
In evidence-based research, systematic literature review (SLR) is an important element that is attempting to collate all
evidence that fits pre-specified eligibility criteria in order to address a specific research question with the aim to minimize
bias by using explicit, systematic methods (Higgins, Green, et al., 2008).
One key characteristic of systematic literature reviews is an explicit, reproducible methodology for systematic search that
attempts to identify all studies that would meet the eligibility criteria (Higgins et al., 2008).
Finding relevant literature for a specific topic has always been hard and cumbersome work. Until ten to twenty years ago,
it meant going to a library and searching relevant publications in printed media. Through the Internet, literature research
changed: Since publishers and independent search engines offer online libraries with extensive search capabilities, it is
now easier than ever to find a great amount of distinct sources.
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One of the main contributions of this work is to introduce a tool for conducting the search component of systematic
literature reviews with special focus on handling large amounts of online literature search results.
The data basis for the tool are online libraries and search engines such as Google Scholar. As those search engines are
offered as web services, their feature-set and speed is traditionally inferior to native applications. They especially lack
typical SLR functionalities like filtering, sorting and exporting capabilities. Google Scholar, for example, offers neither
advanced result sorting nor export functionality. Additionally, the underlying ranking algorithms are often unknown
and subject to change and therefore not suited for SLR. Google for instance only states, that they "rank documents the
way researchers do, weighing the full text of each document, where it was published, who it was written by, as well as
how often and how recently it has been cited in other scholarly literature" (Google, 2015). Previous research (Beel &
Gipp, 2009) has shown that the citation count is the highest weighed factor in Google Scholar’s ranking algorithm. As a
consequence, Google Scholar seems to be more suitable for finding standard literature than gems or articles by authors
advancing a new or different view from the mainstream (Beel & Gipp, 2009).
With these drawbacks in mind, the tool is designed with the following objectives
1. to provide a systematic approach to find as many relevant sources as possible,
2. to minimize bias,
3. to provide a thorough, objective and reproducible workflow,
4. to be conducted in several, clearly defined phases,
5. and to use various sources.
In order to achieve these objectives, we developed a modular tool offering a convenient workflow for finding, filtering,
downloading and exporting relevant literature. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no other solutions that offer a
similar functionality.
2.1 Data retrieval
The tool is designed to support multiple data providers like search engines and online libraries in order to perform a
federated search for relevant publications. Search options include searching for multiple search terms, using logical
operators like "and" and "or" in the search term and searching only in titles ("allintitle").
The objective is to fetch the complete result set Pi from the search engine provider i, in order to overcome the problem of
missing results that arises by loading only the first j pages.
Retrieving the complete result set Pi leads to optimum precision and recall values of 1, excluding false negatives. Nev-
ertheless, Pi may be fetched unsorted or improperly sorted and include false positives (reported results, which are not
relevant) – problems, we address in further steps.
If available, public application programming interfaces (APIs) are used for the purpose of result acquisition. Otherwise
raw data is acquired by means of web scraping techniques like HTTP programming and HTML parsing. For speeding up
the process, results can be loaded in parallel from different providers, resulting in significantly reduced retrieval times.
In a first step, a data retrieval module for Google Scholar is implemented. Google Scholar is chosen because of its massive
multidisciplinary index and broad popularity.
2.2 Database normalization and merging of the results
The acquisition of the data is followed by a database normalization process in order to be able to work with the results
locally in a uniform manner. Therefore, a normalization function normalize(p) := rawdata → source is used to






i ). In practice, the
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normalization process includes extracting information like the list of authors or URLs to direct PDF downloads in a






2.3 Faceted search by filtering results
To narrow down the result set from possibly thousands of results, the first step is to filter the results locally by different
properties. The filter process must correspond with the objective – e.g. considering only articles published in the last
ten years or with at least 100 citations. Therefore a module is provided, in which m Boolean filters can be executed
consecutively in order to obtain the filtered result set of articles P′′ = {p ∈ P′ | filteri(p) ∀i ∈ m} with a Boolean filter
functions such as e.g. filter1(p) = citecount(p) > 100.
2.4 Marking relevance
After narrowing down the list of possibly relevant articles by applying the filters above, the next iteration of reducing the
result set is a manual filtering step by relevance for the topic. Irrelevant search results might e.g. include polysemous
expressions. For this time-consuming task, the tool provides a user interface-assisted skim-and-mark process, which
enables going through metadata such as title and abstract in an efficient way. This process is designed to traverse the
result set as fast as possible with a maximum of accuracy. Relevance marking leads to the filtered and marked result set
P
′′′ = {p ∈ P′′ | selected(p)}.
2.5 Exporting results for further use
An important step in the SLR process is the documentation of the search. Therefore the review has to be instantly
documented in sufficient detail and the unfiltered search results should be saved and retained for possible reanalysis
(Kitchenham, 2004). Considering that, our tool allows to export the retrieved search results and additional meta data
like the search term(s) and search timestamp in the Microsoft Excel format for further data processing and statistical
analysis. Additionally, the tool allows for an easy download of single and multiple articles if the particular PDF URLs
were acquired in the first step. Export functionality is generally available for both P′′ and P′′′.
2.6 Workflow-driven user interface
In order to conduct the search component of systematic literature reviews in an efficient and simple-to-use way, we have
to significantly improve its usability for the end-user. Therefore a graphical user interface guiding the user through the
three-step process of searching, filtering and exporting relevant literature is implemented.
Especially the skim-and-mark process for marking relevance needs a radical performance improvement. This gives the
user a fast and reliable method to quickly grasp the essence of an article and either mark it as relevant or skip it. Therefore,
results are displayed in a table with an additional single detail view displaying the currently selected entry. With this
layout, the user gets an overview of the results and a fast way to read through the abstract in order to identify relevance.
With keyboard shortcuts for going up and down in the result set and toggling the marking, one can quickly traverse the
result set.
2.7 Technical details
Our tool is implemented in Java, leveraging Java 8’s new features. For the user interface JavaFX 2 was used. The HTTP
communication is implemented on top of Apache HTTP client. HTML content is parsed with JSoup. Because of Java’s
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platform independence, our tool is usable on every major operating system and has only minimal system requirements.
In future work, we will incorporate additional features in the tool, including the retrieval of data from more sources,
adding more filtering techniques and integration with literature management software like Papers.app and Citavi.
The presented tool is available on https://paperfinderapp.com. The source of the tool is licensed under the
terms of the GPL v2.0 and available on GitHub: https://github.com/scheja/paperfinder.
Figure 1: Screenshot of the user interface
3 Analysis of e-mobility findings
To apply the SLR-based technique on the large amount of available data in the wide field of e-mobility (see Table 1), the
need of core keywords emerges in order to efficiently find relevant literature. Therefore, we select three keywords which
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are directly linked to e-mobility. Due to language barriers we restrict our selection to German and English. The direct
linkage is fulfilled by the word "e-mobility" itself and additionally "electric mobility" and "Elektromobilität" (which is
German for electric mobility). To strengthen the relevance of our research we focus on papers where our particular
keywords are completely mentioned in the title. Furthermore, the "allintitle"-search is conducted due to the assumption
that if the whole keyword occurs in the title of a found paper it is likely to discover defining criteria in it. To structurally
access the literature, we use the IT-based tool described above in the Google Scholar Database. The data was retrieved
on December 7th, 2014. Even though our research terms are restricted by language and the keywords themselves, the raw
data exported from Google Scholar is still not manageable, as the following overview of the searching hits shows:
"electric mobility": 216 [number of papers]
"e-mobility": 149 [number of papers]
"Elektromobilität": 270 [number of papers]
Table 1: Results of the keyword search
In order to optimize the research effort and to analyze only literature which is exclusively relevant for the goal of finding
a holistic definition of e-mobility, a filtering system is established.
3.1 Four-level-filtering
We extend the filtering techniques described above: P′′ = {p ∈ P′ | filteri(p) ∀i ∈ m}. We employ m = 4 Boolean
filter functions filteri(p):
1. On a first glance at the exports, the problem of irrelevant domains like biology, chemistry or physics being included
in the searching results make a relevance check as a first step necessary. Consequently all papers with irrelevant
domains are deleted from the list of results.
filter1(p) = domain(p) ∈ {biology, chemistry, physics}
2. Secondly, literature which is still written in other languages than German or English (less than five sources) is
eliminated.
filter2(p) = language(p) ∈ {english, german}
3. Analyzing the quantity of publications over a time span from the early 1950s until 2014 a large growth since 2007
is discovered which shows that this is the relevant period to focus on (Figure 2).






































Figure 2: e-mobility publications plotted over time






The following fraction describes the proportion of citations, literature with a higher citation count than source p
accumulate in relation to the total citation count of all sources in P′:
citefrac(p) :=
citesum(q ∈ P′ | citecount(q) ≥ citecount(p))
citesum(P′)
The sources we like to focus on are those in the lower quantile of the citefrac-measure. For illustrative reasons we
show the literature-citations graph for every keyword (Figure 3) and additionally present the cumulative citations
graph (Figure 4) with a line which visualizes the 50 percent border of the overall citations. This results in the inter-
section of the two graphs which then highlights the lower area quantile. Due to the assumption that this lower area
quantile of the overall citations represents the view on e-mobility of the scholary majority, the resulting number of
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Figure 4: cumulative citation curves
The number of papers which are finally analyzed in order to create a definition is shown below:
"electric mobility": 10 [number of papers]
"e-mobility": 11 [number of papers]
"Elektromobilität": 24 [number of papers]
3.2 Synthesizing approach of the filtered result set
Studying the selected literature aims at resulting in a dual layer system which consists of a top level represented by a
basic clustering and particularly lower levels of more detailed components. The lower level components are sequentially
generated while analyzing the sources and subsequently structured in a concept matrix in order to discover commonalities
for the top level clustering (Webster & Watson, 2002). Every mind-set or concrete definition of e-mobility that can be
found during the research process serves as a new lower level component for the clustering or is matched to an existing
one if the particular mind-set on e-mobility is the same.This then results in a holistic definition of the broad e-mobility
sector.
To achieve a reasonable precision in mutual matching and checking of the results, we recommend a multiple number of
researchers to independently create individual research tables and merge them in the end. In our case we realised this
approach with two researchers. Generally speaking, the larger the number of independently working researcher the more
objective are the results.
4 Perspectives of the definition
In this chapter firstly the distinct components of the definition are presented clustered in their top level categories, as
three perspectives are discovered in literature: The technological, market-oriented and social perspective. Afterwards
the complete comprehensive definition of e-mobility is orchestrated from its components. Generically we focus on basic
definition techniques as we firstly analyze and then synthesize the findings (Borkowski, 1956). The results below reflect
the widely spread understanding that researchers have on e-mobility.
4.1 Technological perspective
A basic technological characteristic of e-mobility is that the particular vehicles use an electric drive as a substitution of
the classic combustion engine (Zanker, Lay, & Stahlecker, 2011; Maia, Silva, Araújo, & Nunes, 2011). In addition the
main energy source (e.g. a battery) is portable (Martiny & Schwab, 2011; Rua et al., 2010) and can differ on available
range and charging speed which leads to various usage types (Leitinger & Litzlbauer, 2011; Brauner, 2008). Another
common understanding of e-mobility is the continuum view on the degree of electrification (Yay, 2010; Link, 2012). In
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practice, researchers distinguish between electric vehicles which vary in the share of distinct energy sources. Speaking
on a macroscopic top-level, vehicles differ mainly in four types of energy supply: The internal combustion engine vehicle
(ICEV), the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) and the battery electric vehicle
(BEV). The degree of electrification continuously increases with this mentioned order as figure 5 shows. But even though
the degrees of electrification differ, the range of e-mobility comprises HEV, PHEV and BEV as electromotive entities
(Bioly, Kuchshaus, & Klumpp, 2012; Franke & Krems, 2013; Schwedes, Kettner, & Tiedtke, 2013).
ICEV BEV PHEV HEV 
low high degree of electrification 
Figure 5: continuum view on electrification
4.2 Market-oriented perspective
From a market-based view, the high interdisciplinary cross-linkage between different industries and institutions such as
automotive industry, mobility services, information technology, energy suppliers and the government, is characteristic of
e-mobility (Hanselka & Jöckel, 2010; Galus et al., 2012; Leurent & Windisch, 2011). Researchers agree on e-mobility
being a highly connective element for still existing market incumbents. Consequently new markets and business models











Figure 6: e-mobility as an interface
Another widely mentioned aspect are the current intensive innovation dynamics in the domain of e-mobility (Schlick et
al., 2011; Schiavo, Delfanti, Fumagalli, & Olivieri, 2013). Although this topic is very present, we still exclude it from our
definition because we do not want to predict any future expectations and to keep our results atemporal, as far as possible.
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4.3 Social perspective
Regarding e-mobility from a social perspective, mobility in general and e-mobility in our case serve people’s mobility
needs by transporting them from one place to another (Bioly et al., 2012). The need for mobility has been deeply rooted in
societies all over the world for eras. People do not need mobility per se but the utility that derives from it, e.g. in order to
pursue a business or to conduct social activities (Kranton, 1991). E-mobility addresses a possibility to fulfill these needs
in an energetically sustainable way if the demand for sustainability is met by mainly using renewable energy as a power
source which integrates green energy into the minds of the people (Pehnt, Höpfner, & Merten, 2007; Schlick et al., 2011;
Faria, Moura, Delgado, & de Almeida, 2012; Stamp, Lang, & Wäger, 2012; Franke, Cocron, Bühler, Neumann, & Krems,
2012; Bures et al., 2013).
5 Definition
In respect of all components mentioned above, we suggest the following holistically merged definition of e-mobility:
"E-mobility (electric mobility) is a highly connective industry
which focuses on serving mobility needs under the aspect of
sustainability with a vehicle using a portable energy source and
an electric drive that can vary in the degree of electrification."
6 Conclusion and prospect
In order to come up with a holistic definition of e-mobility by combining existing mind-sets and definitions, we employed a
systematic literature review approach. To achieve this goal, we introduced a software tool with special focus on efficiency.
This tool offers a convenient workflow for finding, filtering, downloading and exporting relevant literature. The tool is
both able and designed to be applied to other fields of science to handle large amounts of sources. The support of the tool
makes the systematic discovering of relevant papers possible and gives a sufficient overview about the existing literature.
The limiting factor hereby lies in the index of the leveraged search engine providers. Looking at future projects, this
problem can be overcome by increasing the number and variety of search engine providers. In addition to this, another
factor, the choice of new emerging keywords of "e-mobility", could have an impact on the resulting definition.
Based on the results acquired with the tool, we employed a methodology with a focus on several selection criteria to
manage and structure the literature in an efficient and transparent way. This procedure enabled us to discover diverse
definition components, which were clustered to top-level categories and merged to one overall definition of e-mobility.
In doing so, its complexity and multi-dimensionality were considered and handled resulting in the definition described
above. The holistic character of the e-mobility definition was determined by the macro-perspective on the broad range
of e-mobility. Additionally, the distinct perspectives could serve as entry points to multiple sub-definitions to enable
every researcher to pick the aspect he would like to focus on. This concept then could provide more detail on a micro
perspective. In this context, the applicability of the above developed definition can be examined by e-mobility experts to
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In this paper, we present a method for the performance evaluation of automated storage and retrieval systems. 
For this purpose, a discrete time queueing approach is applied. This approach allows the computation of the 
complete probability distributions of key performance measures such as the transaction cycle time, thus helping 
practitioners to determine efficient system configurations and control policies during the design phase of these 
systems. 
1 Introduction and problem description 
Automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RSs) are central elements of many logistical systems. They usually 
consist of storage and retrieval machines (SRMs) automatically serving the racks by running through aisles 
between the racks (see figure 1). During the design phase of a system containing an AS/RS it is important to 
assure that the system configuration is capable of fulfilling the operational requirements in an efficient way. 
These requirements are mostly storage capacity and throughput. Another important requirement is the service 
level which is usually defined as the possibility to fulfill a storage or a retrieval transaction within a given time 
span. The method presented in this paper can be used to determine the service level of a given AS/RS configura-
tion. The design aspects of AS/RSs such as velocity, acceleration/deceleration rates and vertical/horizontal 
dimensions also affect the energy efficiency of these systems. Being used in combination with an energy model, 
the method presented in this paper constitutes assistance for system designers.  
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Research on automated storage and retrieval systems using SRMs has been done since the 1960s. Zschau (1964) 
and Schaab (1968) were the first to calculate mean service times for systems with random storage policies. 
Afterwards, Gudehus (1972) developed the first approach for the exact computation of cycle times of AS/RSs 
with single and dual command cycles taking into account the shape factor of the rack. Graves et al. (1977) and 
Hausman et al. (1976) published first models that focused on alternative storage assignment policies in the 
1970s. Bozer and White (1984) developed models for single and dual command cycles regarding the rack as a 
continuous surface with normed and scaled coordinates. Based on these models numerous models have been 
developed since then. They extend the basic models by studying different control policies, configurations of 
AS/RSs and/or operational characteristics. For further information about these models the reader is referred to 
the survey of Roodbergen and Vis (2009). 
As shown in the literature overview there is no paper dealing with the calculation of the complete probability 
distributions of AS/RS performance measures. Existing models are either dealing with the computation of mean 
cycle times or the calculation of characteristic performance measures only on the basis of means and variances. 
The calculation of the quantiles of performance measures such as the probability to perform 99% of the retrieval 
transactions within a given time span is not possible. Thus, we propose a discrete time queueing system approach 
to model automated storage and retrieval systems. In contrast to continuous time calculation methods (e.g. 
classical queuing models) all input and output variables are described with discrete probability distributions. 
Events occur only at discrete moments which are multiples of a constant time increment tinc. Thereby the dis-
cretization of the time is not a limitation. On the contrary, operational times in material handling systems very 
often exist in form of discrete values, such as in the case of a storage and retrieval machine. As the level of detail 
is increased significantly, the discretization is an advantage for the determination of key figures (Schleyer 2007). 
Due to the advantages offered by a discrete time approach, numerous models for the basic elements branching, 
merging (Furmans 2004), single server station (Grassmann and Jain 1989), and parallel processing stations 
(Matzka 2011) were developed. In addition, collecting processes and handling of batches were extensively 
analyzed (Schleyer 2007) (Özden 2011). Using the existing methods we are able to model an automated storage 
and retrieval system. Thus, we obtain the complete probability distributions of the performance measures. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a system description and the modeling approach as well as the 
calculation of the performance measures are presented. Afterwards, a numerical study compares the results of the 
analytical model with a discrete event simulation in continuous time (see section 3). Finally, section 4 summa-
rizes the paper and provides directions for future research. 
2 System description and modeling approach 
The investigated AS/RS consists of a single aisle served by one SRM. The number of racks in horizontal and 
vertical direction is variable. Furthermore, the buffer in front of the I/O point for incoming transactions is as-
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sumed to be infinite. The SRM has one load handling device that can hold one unit load. The racks are equally 
sized, single deep and can store one unit load.  
Figure 1 depicts the AS/RS. The SRM travels with a maximum constant velocity vx and accelera-
tion/deceleration rate ax/bx in horizontal direction as well as vz and az/bz in vertical direction. The racks are 
indexed (i, j) with i = 0, ..., nx-1 and j = 0, ..., nz-1 where nx is the number of racks in horizontal direction and nz 
the number of racks in vertical direction. The width and height of a rack are given by w and h, respectively. 
Regarding the control policies random, class-based1 and turnover-based2 storage assignment rules as well as a 
FIFO transaction serving rule can be applied. The system can be operated by single command or dual command 
cycles. Therefore, the percentage of dual command cycles has to be specified. It is assumed that the number of 
storage transactions equals the number of retrieval transactions. This is also the prerequisite for the steady state, 
thus the assumption makes sense for real systems. Moreover, the model assumes a return to I/O dwell point 
policy. 
 
Figure 1: aisle of an AS/RS 
The SRM is modeled as a discrete time G|G|1 queue. The generally distributed arrival stream consists of both 
single command and dual command cycles. They are assumed to be customers of a single class, thus they are 
waiting in the same queue before they are served by the SRM. The service time distribution is determined by the 
system configuration (number of racks, velocity of SRM etc.) and the control policies. Therefore, the modeling 
approach is based on existing methods to calculate performance measures of a G|G|1 service station (e.g. the 
distributions of the number of customers at the arrival instant, the waiting time and the interdeparture time 
(Furmans and Zillus 1996) (Grassmann and Jain 1989) (Jain and Grassmann 1988)). In the following, the steps 
to determine the performance measures are explained in detail. 
 Step 1: calculation of the service time distribution of single and dual command cycles 
                                                          
1 Class-based storage assignment: each product is assigned to a specific area of the rack system. Within the area 
a random storage assignment rule is applied.  
2 Turnover-based storage assignment: the storage locations are determined based on their demand frequency. 
Frequently requested products are stored at the fastest accessible locations. 
The cycle time of a single command consists of the dead time t0, the travelling times from the I/O point to the 
rack and back as well as the operating times of the load handling device (LHD) at the I/O point and at the rack. 
We obtain the cycle time  for each rack (i, j) by building the sum of these times.  
 
The probability  of travelling to rack (i, j) is based on the storage assignment rule. For example, using a 
random storage assignment rule results in a probability of  for each rack.  
Finally, the distribution of the service time   is calculated as follows, where  denotes the probability of a 
service time of k time increments. 
 
For example, if we assume that there are 3 out of 525 racks in the aisle (nx = 35, nz = 15) which we can serve in 
 under a random storage assignment rule, the probability for a service time of  of 10 time increments will 
be calculated as follows. 
 
The service time distribution of dual command cycles is calculated analogously. 
 Step 2: calculation of the overall service time distribution 
Since the AS/RS can be operated by single command and dual command cycles, the service time distributions of 
both types of cycle have to be weighted. Given the percentage of dual command cycles  and single command 
cycles , the overall service time distribution can be computed. 
 
 Step 3: calculation of the waiting and transaction time distributions 
The calculated service time distribution is used as input for the G|G|1 service station. The waiting time distribu-
tion  (which is equal for all transaction types) is computed using the algorithm from Grassman and Jain 
(1989). The transaction time distributions  can be obtained by the convolution of the waiting time distribution 
and the service time distribution. 
 
 Step 4: calculation of the distribution of storage transactions waiting at the arrival instant 
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In practice, the buffer area in front of an AS/RS is usually dimensioned based on a chosen quantile (e.g. 95%) of 
the number of waiting storage transactions. To compute this measure, we first use a G|G|1 model to calculate the 
distribution of the number of customers in the system at the arrival instant  (Furmans and Zillus 1996). The 
number of waiting customers  is derived from this distribution, where  denotes the probability of k waiting 
customers.  
 
Subsequently, we use the binomial distribution and the law of total probability to calculate the distribution of the 
number of waiting storage transactions at the arrival instant . For example, if there is just one customer wait-
ing, the probability for a waiting storage transaction is equal to the sum of the probability for a dual command 
cycle and the probability for a single command storage transaction.   
 
 Step 5: calculation of the retrieval interdeparture time distribution 
To compute the retrieval interdeparture time distribution, the model of (Furmans 2004) is used. This model 
distributes a stream of arriving customers stochastically to several directions (a probability has to be specified for 
each direction). We use the interdeparture time distribution of the G|G|1 service station as model input. Storages 
and retrievals are modeled as customers. However, just the retrievals leave the system physically and correspond 
 split into two directions. The probability of the first 
direction equals the percentage of retrieval transactions , the probability of the second 
direction equals . The retrieval interdeparture time distribution of the AS/RS then is given by the interde-
parture time distribution of the first direction. 
3 Numerical study 
In this section, a numerical study demonstrates the accuracy of the model by comparison with a discrete event 
simulation in continuous time. The approximation quality is measured by the deviation of the analytical model to 
the simulation for the mean and 95% quantile of the following performance measures: 
 QS: number of waiting storage transactions at the arrival instant 
 TR: retrieval transaction time  






Number of racks in horizontal direction 
Number of racks in vertical direction 
Horizontal distance between two racks 
Vertical distance between two racks 
Operating time load handling device 
Dead time 
Maximum horizontal velocity 
Maximum vertical velocity 
Maximum horizontal acceleration/deceleration 
Maximum vertical acceleration/deceleration 
Storage assignment rules 
Arrival stream distribution types 
Utilization rates 
Probability single command cycles 
Time increment 
nx = 35 
nz = 15 
w = 0.6 m 
h = 0.8 m 
tLHD = 4 s 
t0 = 2.3 s 
vx = 4.0 m/s 
vz = 2.0 m/s 
ax = bx = 2.0 m/s2 
az = bz = 1.5 m/s2 
Random, Class-based, Turnover-based 
Uniform, Discrete random values, Exponential 
 
 
tinc = 0.2s 
 
In general, the discrete time approximation delivers a high approximation quality. Figures 2 and 3 show the plots 
for the cumulated distributions of the relative and absolute errors of the discrete time approximation for TR and 
QS, respectively. The average relative errors for the expected value and the 95% quantile of TR are 2.55% and 
2.84%, respectively. The average absulute errors for the expected value and the 95% quantile of QS are 0.19 and 
0.53 storage units, respectively. An additional analysis reveals that the highest deviations occur in the test cases 
with high utilization rates .  
 
Figure 2 (left side): cumulated distribution of the relative errors for TR  
Figure 3 (right side): cumulated distribution of the absolute errors for QS 
4 Conclusion 
In this paper we presented a method for the calculation of AS/RS performance measures. By modeling the 
system as a discrete time queueing system it is possible to determine the complete probability distributions of the 
retrieval transaction time, the storage transactions waiting at the arrival instant and the retrieval interdeparture 
time. A numerical study demonstrated the accuracy of the model in comparison to a discrete event simulation. 
The study revealed that high utilization rates, which should be avoided when designing an AS/RS, lead to the 
largest deviations. The deviations for utilization rates that are more relevant in practice were rather small. In 
general, the discrete time approximation deliveres a high approximation quality. Therefore, the method can be 
used to help practitioners determining efficient system configurations and control policies during the design 
phase of intralogistics systems. Further research is needed regarding alternative system configurations and 
control policies such as varying I/O locations and double deep racks. Additionally, an energy model could be 
added to help designers planning energy efficient AS/RSs that fulfill the operational requirements. 
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Growing importance of usage instead of ownership enables servicification of larger parts of the economy and gives rise
to economic coordination challenges. The mobility sector is expected to be one of these affected parts and thus will
traverse through significant changes in the near future. Due to the reduced cost of multimodal mobility, it may gain
notable shares of so-far purely individual mobility. Hence, car-sharing may play the central role of a system enabler
in multimodal mobility systems. In order to improve its economics, flexibility provision by consumers will become
increasingly important. Therefore, we propose the study of consumer flexibility in car-sharing. So far, research on
flexibility has mostly been confined to industrial, production settings. However, the integration of consumer (or demand-
side) flexibility may foster more efficient capacity utilization, improved service provision, and thus facilitate the overall
proliferation of the concept. Irrespective of the technological shortcomings of electric vehicles, electrification has received
significant attention in recent years. Based on appropriate incentives with the goal of revealing consumers’ flexibility
potentials, the latter may be leveraged to match uncertain demand more precisely with multi-technology fleets in car-
sharing systems, as well as assist in overcoming the current technological limitations of electric vehicles. This paper
outlines some approaches to incentive design with the goal of harnessing consumer flexibility in car-sharing.
1 Introduction
Future mobility systems will make use of reduced transaction costs and allow consumers to select appropriate means of
transportation on a regular, possibly per-trip, basis. With information about travel modes becoming increasingly accessi-
ble, multi-modal travel will gain importance (Kuhnimhof et al., 2012). In this vein, electrification promises sustainable
individual mobility, especially if the electrical energy required is generated from renewable energy sources (wind, solar,
etc.). However, electric vehicles generally are limited in driving range and require time-consuming recharging. A large
share of car-sharing reservations features only short distances and thus may not be adversely affected by limited range.
Accordingly, car-sharing poses one of the economically most interesting use-cases for electric mobility. High utilization
ratios of shared vehicle fleets partially offset higher initial capital expenditures for electric vehicles.
In multi-modal mobility systems, efficient capacity utilization requires coordination of fluctuating demand with fixed
supply. Through approaches incorporating both algorithmics and economics, demand heterogeneity can explicitely be
taken into account. Then, mobility demand can appropriately be assigned to conventional and electric parts of the fleet.
As a result, the overwhelming part of aggregate mobility demand may be served, while both operating expenses and
emissions are reduced.
However, these desired results hinge critically on successfully harnessing consumer flexibility in station-based car-sharing.
Up to this point, the dimensions comprising consumer flexibility and each user’s flexibility endowments are not well
understood (Kuhnimhof et al., 2006). To further the understanding of consumer flexibility in car-sharing, we propose
mining empirical data in order to identify and quantify consumer flexibility. A detailed understanding of flexibility is
necessary as input to sophisticated (static or dynamic) assignment schemes. Goals may comprise achieving “good” trade-
offs between high fleet utilization and high service satisfaction levels among consumers.
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2 Related Work
Under individual ownership of (electric) vehicles, each vehicle must satisfy highly heterogeneous mobility demands,
comprised of both short and long distance trips. Due to their limited range, electric vehicles are effectively sidelined as
the process of choosing a vehicle technology is dominated by few long distance trips. Moreover, EV adoption suffers from
(anticipated) range anxiety (Eberle & von Helmolt, 2010), the fear of running out of energy to complete a trip. However,
EV charging can be controlled to fulfill a plethora of goals that may compensate for the drawbacks of electric mobility.
The literature provides rich examples, such as cost minimization under variable electricity prices through appropriate
timing of the charging decisions, maximizing sustainability (Schuller et al., 2014), or maximizing the consumption of
self-generated electricity.
The question of optimally assigning reservations to vehicles yields the well-known bin-packing problem (Nemhauser &
Wolsey, 1988; Dyckhoff, 1990). Via the use of consumer flexibility, more efficient assignment decisions become possible,
as all items are assigned using a reduced number of bins. This is a popular problem, found in numerous other domains,
e.g., assignment of virtual machines to physical hosts. For the offline bin-packing problem, a simple next fit algorithm
yields a competitive ratio of two. In practical applications, however, this lower bound can often be beat by the use of a
model of future arrivals. Setzer & Bichler (2013), for example, propose the use of dimensionality reduction techniques for
an online bin-packing where the workloads exhibit seasonalities. Through succinct representation of the corresponding
optimization problem, larger instances may be solved, while the simpler problem representation barely affects solution
quality.
In the literature on Revenue Management, Choudhary et al. (2005) report ambiguous effects of personalized pricing on
profits in a two-firm setting. If the cost of providing higher quality is sufficiently convex, both firms may be better off by
not introducing personalized pricing, and avoiding the cost of higher quality provision. In car-sharing, higher quality pro-
vision may exhibit highly convex costs structures, effectively prohibiting higher quality for consumers. However, through
the use of consumer flexibility, provision of high-quality service may be possible at lower cost, effectively reducing the
convexity of the cost function. As a consequence, firms may find themselves in a prisoner’s dilemma in competitive
settings. For the monopolist’s case, and refraining from a long-term perspective, we believe that the use of consumer
flexibility is a dominant strategy.
In the marketing literature, the seminal work of Cronin & Taylor (1992) highlights the difference between service quality
and consumer satisfaction, with the latter having a larger influence on purchase intentions. Following this result, demand
differentiation and segmentation in car-sharing may enhance customer satisfaction and thus provide positive feedback on
further uptake of the concept.
3 Quality-Tiering Access to Car-sharing systems
Capacity utilization and consumer service in car-sharing systems may be improved by appropriately substituting consumer
flexibility for operator capacity. Following Jordan & Graves (1995), adding even small amounts of flexibility can assist in
coping with demand uncertainty, potentially leading to significant improvements regarding economic outcomes. Adding
system flexibility on the operator’s part, however, is not straight-forward, as it may involve vehicles’ re-positioning in
order to respond to shifting demand patterns. Consumers, on the other side, may exhibit a certain degree of flexibility
which becomes apparent in their usage choices regarding time, location, and type of vehicle. This kind of flexibility may
be employed to improve operational objectives, e.g., fleet utilization. Alternatively, optimization goals may be formulated
following consumers’ perspective, e.g., better fleet availability or other forms of higher service quality.
Overall, consumer flexibility may provide an important lever for the electrification of car-sharing fleets. Ceteris paribus,
the denser the station network becomes, the smaller the amount of spatial flexibility required to achieve efficient outcomes.
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Figure 1: Efficiency-complexity trade-off for the proposed coordination approaches
By assigning “fitting” reservations to electric vehicles, the latter are utilized more intensively, faster recouping higher
initial investments. Clearly, dispersed flexibility potentials are initially unknown, requiring the design of appropriate
incentives, for example in the form of variable tariffs, to reveal consumer flexibility. Under economic mechanisms that
make revelation of private information – regarding spatial and/or temporal flexibility as well as expected driving range
– a good strategy for the user, car-sharing may grow beyond a niche application and render individual mobility more
sustainable.
Through appropriate statistical methods, already present flexibility in space, time, and vehicle type may be identified from
empirical consumer decision data. In more detail, at each user interaction a specific choice set is available, which may be
obtained from user interactions with the reservation system. The state of the system (availability and stock-outs) can then
be identified from a stream of reservation data given the fleet.
In current systems, the user may leverage different kinds of his flexibility to meet his respective mobility demands,
contingent on system state. To identify the corresponding type and amount of flexibility, empirical reservation streams,
of which we have access to, provide a rich source of censored data that allows detailed exploration and modeling of
consumer choice. In future reservation systems, the task of leveraging different kinds of users’ flexibility, contingent on
the state of the system, may be addressed more efficiently by the system operator.
The state of the shared fleet can, to some extent, be re-constructed from reservation data, available for billing purposes, if
the time of reservation, as well as beginning and end date of each reservation (and possibly the distance) are available. Note
that non-observations, i.e., intended, but unrealized reservations are not included in the data (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005,
cf. p.474). However, such information could potentially be derived from logging user interactions with the reservations
system, but is out of the scope of this work.1 In more detail, during times of scarcity, i.e., heavy fleet utilization, consumers
deviate to some extent from their initially desired vehicle, either in time, space, or type. Given empirical customer choice,
consumer flexibility clusters may be identified and appropriate tariffs provided. Fig. 1 illustrates the efficiency-complexity
trade-off involved when selecting a tariff type.
Static Tariff Under a static tariff, the operator may have the right (option) to postpone or geographically re-assign the
corresponding reservation to another vehicle. The goal of introducing such tariff structures lies in trading-off fleet utiliza-
tion and consumer inconvenience by explicitly employing available flexibility. The advantage of a static flexibility tariff
lies in its low complexity (see Fig. 1), requiring consumers to choose a certain tariff bracket only once (or infrequently).
This low complexity, however, induces the lack of adaptability to a user’s specific situation. For example, circumstances
may reduce a user’s flexibility. Demanding excessive flexibility in such situations may significantly affect user acceptance
1The lack of such observations, so called censored data, is a common problem in retailing and service systems.
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of static pricing schemes. Nevertheless, as Cohen et al. (2014) indicate, static pricing decisions may already yield highly
competitive outcomes compared to more dynamic mechanisms that introduce additional complexity.
Revenue Management Dynamic tariffs feature varying prices, based on two distinct components. First, prices may
vary over time of day, day of week, or even season of the year, similar to electricity tariffs. Second, prices may reflect
scarcity it space. Given those varying prices, consumers select their utility maximizing from a menu of options. Clearly,
dynamic tariffs offer more specific choices and allow consumers to incorporate their corresponding, situative flexibility
level into the decision making process. However, these are more complex to implement compared to static tariffs.
Besides price-based control, the operator’s capacity could (partially) be reserved for high-valued consumers that reveal
their demand only shortly before beginning a trip, following the literature on revenue management. Key to its successful
application through appropriate model parametrization is detailed knowledge on future demand arrival and in particular
its valuation. By means of such detailed knowledge, the risk of poor decision making on behalf of the operator can
presumably be reduced massively. Modeling car-sharing operations via a newsvendor model, or, more realistically, via
multiple, correlated newsvendor models, may give rise to detailed insights into car-sharing operations and – in space,
time, and vehicle type – heterogeneous reservation classes.
Furthermore, overbooking, either dynamically or statically (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005), may provide an additional lever
to improve the system’s efficiency. In contrast to airline operations, the cost of denied service in car-sharing may be
relatively low, rendering overbooking a realistic addition to the car-sharing revenue management toolbox.2
Besides heterogeneous flexibility endowments, demand may be heterogeneous with respect to the notification period
prior to the reservation’s begin. Earlier notification (under systems relying on consumers’ flexibility revelation) reduces
the amount of flexibility available to the operator to adapt its schedule, but clearly is more favorable for consumers.
Accordingly, lead-time differentiation may provide yet another lever to both assign reservations more efficiently and skim
consumers’ willingness to pay.
Mechanism Design Alternatively, following a mechanism design approach, consumers may reveal their flexibility en-
dowment with respect to space, time and vehicle type at each interaction instead of choosing a specific alternative directly.
The mechanism then computes allocations and corresponding payments, taking competing demand into account. As it can
build on a greater information set, better trade-offs involving consumer inconvenience in the form of spatial or temporal
deferral and operator objectives can be found. Flexibility revelation may comprise the following examples:
• Commit to a particular vehicle at a specific time and place.
• Allow postponement on the same vehicle class.
• Allow the use of the same vehicle type at a different station.
The main drawback of such an approach relates to more exhaustive information revelation by consumers. Therefore, it
may be met with caution by those preferring data-sparse mechanisms.
4 Conclusion and Outlook
Car-sharing is expected to contribute to the servicification of the mobility sector, providing a richer choice menu and
enabling comprehensive, sustainable, multi-modal transportation offers. Accordingly, the economic and social importance
2While the next flight may only be available hours or days from now, the next vehicle, given a sufficiently dense network of vehicles (stations), may
be available with little offset/inconvenience to the consumer.
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of car-sharing may be further increasing, calling for both methodologically sound and interdisciplinary research at the
intersection of economics, computer science, and information systems.
We envision a number of interesting research avenues regarding the operations of car-sharing, as it becomes part of main-
stream consumption. For one, a better understanding of customer choice is necessary. To this end, statistical modeling
poses an important and challenging milestone. Spatio-temporal models may be the appropriate means to model the de-
mand process and associated uncertainty in time and space. However, prior to building these models, a principled method
to cope with erroneous and censored data must be applied. To this end, methods from statistics and machine learning will
be valuable. Eventually, building on a solid to-be-developed understanding of consumer choice in car-sharing, appropri-
ate incentive schemes may be designed. Here, we expect the application and extension of methods from both, revenue
management (Talluri & Van Ryzin, 2005) and online mechanism design (Porter, 2004; Gerding et al., 2011) to the domain
of car-sharing in order to tap into available flexibility endowments.
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Developments in ICT lead to a wide range of new services in the dynamic mobility market. Especially emerging web-
based mobility services (WBMS) like Uber or Moovel have a disruptive potential 
needs. The absence of an established classification scheme is an obstacle in comparing these new services and thus in 
investigating their critical success factors. This paper applies a business model approach to generate such a classifica-
tion framework for WBMS and thus closes the research gap. The concept exhibits promising features in structuring a 
market of WBMS and facilitates first comparative insights. It can be used for mapping current market structure in the 
area of mobility services and investigating critical success factors in each WBMS class. 
1 Changing business model in mobility markets  
Value generation by means of fast Internet connections and coordination of information is disrupting business models 
in many industries by restructuring their critical processes  e.g. online banking in banking and e-commerce in retail 
(LaValle et al. (2013) , Kagermann (2014)). This holds for passenger transportation and related mobility services, too. 
Advances in information and communication technologies (ICT), e.g. continuous web access via smartphones, facili-
tate the advent of new services like car- and ride-sharing. Additionally, new incumbents on the mobility market like 
Google1 force established players to adjust (Stricker et al. 2011). 
Success of ride coordination services like Uber2 and Lyft3  in terms of a rapidly growing user base  are perfect 
examples of this novel development. Both are gaining ground and start to transform taxi markets and public transpor-
tation around the globe (Anderson 2014). They enable intelligent resource allocation for ride-sharing in real-time and 
facilitate booking as well as payment processes in one application. Information Systems for intermodal passenger 





transportation like Moovel4 or Qixxit5 are currently gaining momentum in the German market. They focus on solving 
the multidimensional mobility problem to overcome a distance by coordinating different modes of transportation like 
trains, bicycles and cars while considering user preferences.  
As stated above, the variety of the emerging services in the dynamic mobility market is high and comprises a wide 
range of aspects of individual mobility. To the knowledge of the authors, a taxonomy or established classification 
scheme for mobility services has not been devised until today. Without such a classification, it is it difficult to entirely 
compare these services, understand their user acceptance and thus gain insights about their critical success factors. 
This paper aims at establishing a framework, which enables a classification of WBMS in mobility markets. Further-
more, first insights into the current state of the German market for WBMS are given. 
2 A comparison framework for WBMS 
2.1 Web-based mobility services 
Individual mobility can be seen as the spatial and timely motion of an individual in order to overcome distances 
 ways with an explicit destination and intended purpose consisting of a sequence of stages (Ammoser & Hoppe, 
2006). The complex variety of reasons why individuals need to overcome distances can be summarized under the 
concept of mobility needs. The interaction of resources and instruments with which the mobility needs can be 
satisfied are defined as mobility services6 (Ammoser & Hoppe, 2006). Mobility services in gerneral have already 
been widely investigated in literature. This paper focusses on the subset of web-based mobility services 
(WBMS) for passenger transportation, which have been enabled by recent developments in ICT and are defined 
follows: 
Web-based mobility services support the customer to inform about, coordinate and/or realize a spacial move-
ment  including the physical transition  in order to satisfy their individual mobility needs by using web-based 
technologies. 
Based on this definition the corresponding services in the German mobility market are identified by Internet 
research and expert intetviews. Followig WBMS are considerd in this study: Moovel, Qixxit, DB Navigator, 
Allryder, My Mobility Map, Google Maps, FromAtoB, GreenMobility, Waymate, GoEuro, Stuttgart Services, 
Mein Fernbus, Busliniensuche, Flixbus, Verkehrs- und Tarifverbund Stuttgart (VVS), Kölner Verkehrs-Betriebe 
(KVB), Hamburger Verkehrsverbund (HVV), Münchner Verkehrsverbund (MVV), Swoodoo, myTaxi, Uber, 
                                                          
4 www.moovel.com 
5 www.qixxit.de 
6 These services posses a potential-, a process-, and an outcome-dimension and can be material as well as imma-
terial. Material instruments are the means of transportation, e.g. cars, ships, airplanes, trucks as well as the 
infrastructural components, while immaterial instruments can be seen in information and coordination mecha-
nisms, e.g. timetables or routing services. 
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DriveNow, Multicity, Car2go, Flinkster, Citeecar, Autonetzer, Nachbarschaftsauto, Cambio, Tamyca, DB Call a 
Bike, Nextbike, Rent-a-bike, Flinc, BlaBlaCar, Mitfahrgelegenheit, Matchrider. 
2.2 The business model approach 
Absence of an established classification scheme is characteristic in a phase of innovation within a young and dynamic 
market like the one for ICT-driven WBMS. According to Stähler (2002) such digital services cannot be compared by 
classic approaches, since they are more of a reconstructing and disruptive nature and posses a higher degree of inher-
ent volatility. However, it is possible to compare these new services based on their business models  the business 
model approach. Business models describe the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers and captures value. 
Thereby they provide insights about the critical success factors. In literature, there exist different concepts about how 
a business model should be described (Scheer et al. 2003). Based on established concepts (Osterwalder & Pigneur 
(2011), Stähler (2002)) categories for the classification framework have been elaborated, which are capable to struc-
ture existing WBMS in the German market: customer segments, customer relationship, channels, cost structure, 
revenue streams, value proposition, key activities, key resources and key partners. 
 
Figure 1: Categories for the comparison framework 
While each category covers certain business aspects and consists of a number of attributes, their combination repre-
sents the business model of a distinct WBMS, see Figure 1
need to be adjusted to meet the requirements and specifications of the application context.  
2.3 Context specific categories 
In accordance to the classifiaction framework the context specific adjustments of each  have been 
elaborated and are illustrated in Table 1. Customer segments help to define different customer groups and gain in-
sights about their distinctive needs. They can distinguish customers by spacial, socio-economic or usage characteris-
tics. The customer relationship aims at establishing an adequate type of relationship between provider and customer, 
 The channels determine how the WBMS are offered and marketed, 
how the customer can access them and which kind of payment options are accepted. The cost structure describes the 



















ability, critical activities and strate-
gic options. The revenue streams document the cash flows, which are related to service generation and provision. 
Table 1: Categories of the comparison framework and ther context specific attributes. 
Category Attributes & Explanation 
Customer 
segments  
local: WBMS is available only in certain regions. 
regional: WBMS is available only in certain regions. 
global: WBMS is available throughout the country. 




Personal assistant: Each customer is connected to the service via a personal assistant, which takes 
care for the customer, allows personalized treatment, and thus the highest information gain in terms of 
customer insights, e.g. Visa travel assistant. 
Account owned by provider: The customer is connected to the service via an account owned by the 
provider and a high level of customer insights is gained  e.g. moovel. 
Account owned by intermediary: The customer is connected to the service via an account owned by 
a third party and a low level of customer insights is gained  e.g. swoodoo. 
Anonymous: The customer is not connected, as far as possible anonymous and can use the service 
without any preconditions  e.g. Deutsche Bahn navigator. Thereby no individual customer insights can 
be gained. 
 
Channels Service access: Online via Webpage, Online via App. 
Payment by: cash, credit card, debit card, bank transfer, PayPal. 
Payment on: -dependent. 
Cost structure Information: Costs related to data generation and processing (e.g. network coordination or pro-
gramming). 
Transportation: Costs related to transportation activities (e.g. infrastructure generation and mainte-
nance of means of transportation). 




(Revenue Model) Free:  
(Revenue Model) Freemium: 
functions are liable to pay costs. 
(Revenue Model) Premium:  costs. 
B2C-related: Leasing, subscription fee, registration fee, and payment for distinct transportation 
service. 




Information related service attributes: Routing with and without modal changes, evaluation of 
time), showing position, price information and mapping the routes, provision of traffic information (e.g. 
warning of time delays due to traffic jams) and an delay alarm, provision of in-house navigation, 
provision of weather information, a customizable user interface (e.g. adjusting functionalities and points 
of interests). 
Transportation related service attributes: Provision of all kinds of mode of transportation, e.g. 
Bus, Tram, Underground, Train, Long Distance Bus, Plane, Ship, Walk, Bike, Bike sharing, privately 
owned Car, Car sharing, Ride sharing, Rental Car and Taxi. 
Supplementary related service attributes: Stage related booking, overall ticketing, learning prefer-
ence (e.g. routes, modes of transportation, point of interest), education related services, e.g. reading 
newspapers, insurance related services, e.g. insurance against delays, Social Media related services, e.g. 
possibility to meet friends on the same way or community blogs, food related services, e.g. possibility 
to have food on the way, travel related services, e.g. integration of hotel finding and booking, personali-
zation related services, e.g. enabling to choose which services should be offered, entertainment related 
services, e.g. lottery and events advertisements, customer loyalty programs and feedback options. 
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Key Activities  
processing. 
algorithms, reducing complexity, and enabling service access. 
ements in terms of ensur-
ing punctuality, offering low cost and high quality services, offering many options for means of trans-
portation and routes, and maintenance of infrastructure and means of transportation. 
ated activities: e.g. Personalization of services, adding 
additional services to satisfy non-primary needs, and payment processes. 
 
Key Resources  
n of the means of transportation, e.g. owning a fleet. 
-
sharing project through the provision of parking slots. 
standing, e.g. long history of success in other branches that 





Key Partners Information related Partners are partners, who help to realize the required information provision, 
-, geo- and weather-data like Google or programmers for the design of routing-
algorisms. 
Transportation related Partners are partners, who help to realize the transportation or the required 
infrastructure, e.g. taxi companies, Deutsche Bahn or public transportation. 
Supplementary related Partners are partners, which help to realize the supplementary services, e.g. 
providing information about points of interest, social services or payment providers. 
 
The value proposition describes all actions and instruments delivered by a provider that enable the customers to satisfy 
their needs and to solve their problems. In the context of WBMS the offered services are divided into the categories of 
information, transportation and supplementary related services. While the key activities list all activities that are 
required to achieve the promised value proposition, the key resources document the compulsory inputs. The key 
partners are indispensable for the service provision and further help to optimize the process as well as they reduce risk 
and uncertainty. Based on those categories and attributes existing WBMS in the German market have been investigat-
ed and rated. For example, if a service offers car and ride sharing both attributes are marked as active in the classifica-
tion scheme. By evaluating each  characteristics  given in Table 1  of a service a picture evoles in the 
framework, which  
3 First insights of the German WBMS market 
Conducting the business model approach to compare WBMS in the German mobility market revealed that the addi-
tional category modality  the portfolio of modes of transportation, which is offered by a WBMS  is a criterion with 
significant discriminatory power. The modality describes a service s capability to connect different modes of transpor-
tation and can be divided into mono-, multi- and intermodal. A WBMS is monomodal when it offers only a single 
mode of transportation for a trip, while a multimodal WBMS offers a selection of modes of transportation for a trip. 
An intermodal WBMS further offers different  at least two  modes of transportation for different stages of a trip 
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(Zumkeller et al. 2005). Up to now, more monomodal than multi- and intermodal mobility services are available in 
Germany. 
Looking at the key resources it is characteristic that monomodal service providers generally own the means of trans-
portation and are responsible for the actual transportation. This determines their major cost structure, i.e. operating 
and maintaining a fleet, and their revenue model, which is focussed on transportation fees. They do not depend on 
many partners to provide their service. Their corresponding key activities and resources aim at developing a strong 
operational excellence. In contrast the multi- and intermodal services focus on coordination aspects and function as an 
integrator, while combining monomodal services 
gathering, structuring and provisioning processes determine their major cost. The induced revenue model is based on 
free information for the customers and brokerage fees or advertisement for business partners. They depend on a large 
network of partners to fulfil their service promise and are therefore focussed on developing a large and stable network. 
Accordingly, their key competences are organizing the transportation chain and connecting with the customer. 
Looking at the key partners it can be observed that due to their network position and monopoly aspects local public 
transportation services and Deutsche Bahn are key players with a high degree of negotiation power when it comes to 
intermodal services. Investigating the value proposition the majority of services focuses on the areas of information 
and transportation, while supplementary related services are only occasionally used. Therefore the full potential 
regarding services satisfying the non-primary needs is not exploited by now. 
4 Discussion and future work 
Applying the business model approach to structure existing WBMS in the German market reveals that the discrimina-
tory power of categories as well as attributes needs to be increased. A clearer and more detailed definition of both 
reduces the probability of misinterpretation during the evaluation process of a WBMS and increases  quality. 
Therefore, future research should focus on improving or rather narrowing down the categories to differentiate WBMS. 
The highly dynamic market makes a regular up-date of the  attributes indispensable. This holds especially 
proposition, which are a critical factor for customers
intention. 
Albeit large potentials for improvement, the proposed framework and the carried out market analysis revealed first 
insights regarding the German mobility market and existing WBMS. Thus, trying to classify the different services 
using a business-model-based framework seems promising. It provides the foundation to compare these services 
regarding nine business relevant categories and thus enables to facilitate insights on a wide range of aspects.  
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Histopathology laboratories aim to deliver high quality diagnoses based on patient tissue samples. Indicators for 
quality are the accuracy of the diagnoses and the diagnostic turnaround times. However, challenges exist regarding 
employee workload and turnaround times in the histopathology laboratory. This paper proposes a decomposed 
planning and scheduling method for the histopathology laboratory using (mixed) integer linear programming 
((M)ILP) to improve the spread of workload and reduce the diagnostic turnaround times. First, the batching problem 
is considered, in which batch completion times are equally divided over the day to spread the workload. This reduces 
the peaks of physical work available in the laboratory. Thereafter, the remaining processes are scheduled to minimize 
the tardiness of orders. Preliminary results show that using this decomposition method, the peaks in histopathology 
workload in UMC Utrecht, a large university medical center in the Netherlands, are potentially reduced with up to 
50% by better spreading the workload over the day. Furthermore, turnaround times are potentially reduced with up to 
20% compared to current practices.  
 
The histopathology and anatomic pathology laboratories consist of a sequence of labor intensive processes. 
Therefore, resources and personnel in the laboratories should be used effectively (Buesa, 2009). However, challenges 
exist regarding turnaround times and employee workload (Muirhead et al., 2010). In this study we aim to reduce the 
peaks in workload for histopathology technicians, while ensuring turnaround times within the required norms (see 
Stotler et al., 2012; Buesa, 2004), by analyzing planning and scheduling solutions for histopathology resources. This 
is particularly relevant for patients awaiting a cancer diagnosis, since a long lead time of pathology processes may 
lead to emotional and physical distress (Paul et al., 2012). 
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Histopathology processes are complex processes (Brown, 2004). The process can be divided into five main steps: 
grossing, tissue processing, embedding, sectioning and staining, and examination. This system of processes can be 
defined as a multi-stage, multiproduct flow shop, in which all specimens go through a predefined order of stages in 
which only their parameter values vary, as known from the process industry (Harjunkoski et al. 2014; Méndez et al., 
2006; Gupta and Karimi, 2003). All stages consist of several single-unit parallel processors, except for the tissue 
processing stage. Here, batch processors are to be scheduled with large processing times compared to the other 
stages. 
The multi-stage, multiproduct flow shop planning and scheduling is a difficult problem to solve, due to the large 
amount of solutions (Prasad and Maravelias, 2008). Frequently used exact approaches to solve these problems are 
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) and Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP). Many 
approaches consider batch size and batch scheduling decisions separately, for complexity reasons. A few approaches 
exist that combine batch size, batch assignment, and batch sequencing decisions (Prasad and Maravelias, 2008). 
However, these approaches only allow for very small instances, with limited number of resources and orders 
(Harjunkoski and Grossmann, 2002). For real life settings, with more orders to be scheduled, heuristics are used.  
The lead-time optimization of histopathology laboratory processes requires a system-wide approach. Existing 
approaches consist of lean or rapid improvement events focusing on operational bottlenecks, and trial-and-error 
experimentation with interventions on the operational level of control (i.e., Brown, 2004). Other work focusses on 
optimizing tissue processing machines (i.e., Vernon, 2005). In this research we aim to integrally optimize 
histopathology processes by considering all resources involved, and addressing the tactical level of control in 
addition to the operational (Hans et al., 2012). More specifically, at a tactical level we optimize the batch completion 
times in order to spread the workload, and at an operational level we reschedule the orders in the histopathology 
laboratory such that the tardiness of orders is minimized. For both problems we use an (M)ILP approach. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the histopathology laboratory. In 
Section 3, we define the problem, and give the mathematical formulation of the problem. Section 4 presents 
preliminary results of the application of our method in an academic histopathology laboratory. Section 5 ends with 
conclusions, discussion, and opportunities for further research. 
 
The histopathology process can be divided into five main steps: grossing, tissue processing, embedding, sectioning 
and staining, and examination, as shown in Figure 1. Depending on the size and the moment of arrival of a tissue 




In the grossing stage, tissues 
are trimmed in representative 
parts by a technician, and put 
into cassettes. In the 
automated tissue processing 
stage, the tissue in these 
cassettes is fixated and 
dehydrated using various 
chemicals. This process takes 
up to 12 hours depending on 
the tissue size. After tissue 
processing, the tissues are embedded in paraffin wax by a technician, to be sectioned in very thin sections (+/- 4 ) by 
another technician. When these sections are put on slides, the slides receive a staining using an automated stainer, 
which is required for the residents and pathologists to subsequently examine the slides under the microscope or using 
digital examination. 
In many academic hospitals in the Netherlands, the tissue processing is regularly done in batches during the night, 
due to the large processing time of the conventional tissue processors. By overnight tissue processing, turnaround 
times are unnecessarily increased with one night. Currently, schedules of pathologists and technicians accommodate 
this delay for diagnosis, by facilitating the overnight tissue processing (Vernon, 2005). This results in batch 
processing throughout all stages of the histopathology laboratory. The implications of overnight tissue processing for 
the diagnostic workload in the histopathology laboratory are a buzzy environment in the morning, with lower work 
pressure in the afternoon (Buesa, 2009). However, when introducing tissue processing during the day, specific 
activities, such as sectioning, will shift from the early morning towards the afternoon (Vernon, 2005), which has 
consequences for the spread of workload over the day. 
As a case study we consider the histopathology laboratory of the department of Pathology of University Medical 
Center Utrecht (UMCU). UMCU is a 1042 bed academic hospital which is committed to patient care, research, and 
education. In UMCU’s department of Pathology there are several laboratories, such as the histopathology laboratory, 
the immunochemistry laboratory, the DNA-laboratory, and cytology. The histopathology laboratory evaluates tissue 
of close to 30.000 patients each year, resulting in the examination of some 140,000 slides each year. 
 
This study considers the scheduling of histopathology processes, using a decomposed, two-phase approach, since 
exact approaches to solve the batching and the scheduling problem simultaneously, only allow for very small 
instances, with limited number of resources, batches, and orders (Harjunkoski and Grossmann, 2002). First, batching 
moments are determined to minimize the workload. This is called the batching problem (Section 3.1). Second, orders 
 
Figure 1: Histopathology processes 
Start 1. Grossing 2. Tissue processing 3. Embedding
4.1 Sectioning 4.2 Staining 5. Examination
Extra tests? Report availablenoImmuno-histology yes




are scheduled for all resources to minimize the tardiness, 
given the start times of batches from the first phase. This is 
called the scheduling problem (Section 3.2). To solve the 
batching and scheduling problem we propose two (M)ILP 
models. Furthermore, we use an approximation method for 
solving larger instances of the scheduling problem. 
 
The batching problem focuses on scheduling tissue processing batches on multiple machines (tissue processors) 
aiming to minimize the workload for employees. This problem is considered separately, since the tissue processors 
experience very high processing times compared to the remaining processes, and since they are the only batch 
processors in the system. The expected duration of the batches might differ, but is known. All batches can be 
processed on all machines, and preemption is not allowed. The moment that a batch is finished is referred to as batch 
completion moment (BCM). The interval between two subsequent BCMs is defined as the batch completion interval 
(BCI): see Figure 2. The length of the BCIs depends on the assignment, sequence, and timing of the batches. 
In this research, we aim to spread the BCMs over the day, such that peaks in workload in the subsequent stages are 
minimized. Consider a set of B batches (b=1,…,B). We then maximize the minimum batch completion interval: 
. 
Under our objective, the workload is most effectively divided over the day when all batches contain the same number 
of slides, i.e., lead to the same workload in subsequent stages. In practice, if two batches of the same batch type are 
scheduled within a small time frame, only a few new arrivals have occurred, and thus the workload resulting from 
the second batch will be small compared to the workload resulting from the first batch. Therefore, the time between 
the completion of subsequent batches of the same type should be maximized. Consider a set of T batch types 
(t=1,…,T), with for each batch type t a corresponding set of batches Bt ( ). This gives a second 
objective: , where BCIb,t equals the interval between two subsequent BCMs of the same batch 
type, which is minimized for all batch types. 
To determine the maximum minimum BCI, we formulated an ILP that not only decides upon the batch sequencing 
on each machine and the batch timing (e.g. the completion time of all batches), as proposed in Van Essen et al. 
(2012), but also considers the batch-machine assignment. This way, we can determine the BCIs, using the sequence 
in which all batches are finished by taking the interval in between subsequent batches. We consider the following as 
given: 
 A set of B batches ( ); 
 A set of T batch types ( ), and each batch type t has its own set of batches Bt ( ); 
 A set of M machines ( ), with known start time s and end time e. 
Figure 2: BCMs and BCIs for a 2 machine problem 
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Considering the machine assignment, we introduce a binary variable Xb,m: 
 
Each batch  should be assigned to exactly one machine  . This gives: 
 (1) 
Considering the batch sequencing on each machine, we define a position variable Pb indicating the overall 
completion position of a batch b B, and we introduce a binary variable Yb,b’: 
 
The position of a batch  equals one plus the number of batches scheduled before this batch. Furthermore, a 
batch is either scheduled before batch , or after batch . This gives: 
 (2) 
 (3) 
Since cycles in the positioning are not allowed, and no batch can be on the same position as one of its successors, we 
introduce the following big-M constraint: 
 (4) 
Now the batch assignment and sequencing are guaranteed, we consider the batch timing. The completion time Cb and 
starting time Sb of a batch  depend on the processing time pb. This gives: 
 (5) 
A batch  can only start processing after the machines’ starting time s and should be finished before the end 
time e. We consider the same start and end time for all machines, which gives: 
 (6) 
 (7) 
The completion time and starting time of two successive batches scheduled on the same machine m M, cannot 




Now the assignment, sequencing, and timing is assured, we can determine the batch completion intervals. Let the 








Furthermore, we can set a lower bound to the objective, since it cannot become negative: 
 (13) 
The objective of the ILP is a weighted sum of the two objectives mentioned, i.e. maximize the minimum batch 




The scheduling problem encompasses three decisions to minimize the tardiness of orders: The sequencing of orders, 
the timing of all processes, and the order assignment to resources.  
We consider multiple stages and multiple resources per stage, as shown in Figure 1. Orders arrive to the system, with 
known target due dates. Furthermore, it is known which resources are allowed to be used to process which orders. 
Preemption of orders is not allowed, since it can cause contamination of specimens, which causes diagnostic errors.  
To solve the scheduling problem to optimality we propose an extended MILP formulation of the problem of Gupta 
and Karimi (2003) that decides upon the order assignment to resources in each stage, order sequencing on each 
resource, and the order timing. We consider the following as given: 
 A set of G stages ( ). 
 A set of J resources ( ), and each stage s has its own set of resources Js. 
 A set of B batches ( ), with known resource Jb, and start times Sb. 
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 A set of I different orders (corresponding to the incoming specimens) ( ), with known target due dates di, 
and known sets of resources Ji  and batches Bi, which are allowed to process this order. 
 A set of T different order types ( ). Each order type  has its own set of orders It, consisting of all 
orders of that type, and its own set of batches Bt ( ). 
The scheduling problem can be written as a MILP. The sequencing of orders in the non-batching stages can be 
modeled using adaptions to the constraints presented by Gupta and Karimi (2003). Furthermore, we need to decide 
upon the assignment of orders to batches and resources, and the timing of orders.  




First of all, each order needs to be assigned to exactly one resource in each stage, since an order has to be processed 
in each stage exactly once (15). From all orders assigned to an operating resource j, one order has to be processed 
first (16). Since not all resources have to be operating, the left hand side of constraint (16) can also be zero. 
     (15) 
   (16) 
Order  can only be processed first on resource  if it is assigned to that resource (17).  
  (17) 
An order cannot have more than one feasible predecessor and one feasible successor in each stage. Each order can be 
processed first on a specific resource, or it succeeds another order (18). Furthermore, orders cannot have more than 
one direct successor (19).  
 (18) 
 (19) 
To assign resources to a specific resource , it should hold that successive orders  and  cannot be 
processed by resources that cannot process them both, but should be processed by a single resource  
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(20) (21). The combination of constraints (20) and (21) performed best in the review of Gupta and Karimi (2003), 
and were therefore included in our model. 
 (20) 
     (21) 
Now the order assignment and sequencing is accounted for, the start times of the orders should be set in each stage, 
as follows from the continuous time representation. Therefore, we define a decision variable Sig as follows:  
 
To assign an order to a batch in the batching stage, we need an indicator for an order to be assigned to a specific time 
slot. Therefore, we define variable Qi,j,b as follows: 
 
An order  can only start processing in the next stage, after order  has finished processing in the previous 
stage, and is transported to the next stage. Therefore, stage sequencing constraints are introduced. 
When a batch  is selected in a batching stage, this batch should start processing after order  has finished 
processing in the previous stage, and is transported to the batching stage (22). 
 (22) 
To start processing in a post-batch stage, all orders of the batch containing order i should be fully processed in the 
batching stage, and transported towards the post-batch stage (23), with nsig defined as the next processing stage of 
order , currently being processed in stage .  
     (23) 
In the stage sequencing relation between two non-batching stages, order  has to finish processing in stage  
and be transported to the next stage before starting in next stage (24). The stage dependent timing constraints are 
adapted from the timing constraint of Gupta and Karimi (2003) to take the increasing order size into account, and to 
correct for batching influences.  
     (24) 
Not only relations between stages influence the timing of orders on processing resources, also the relation between 
orders should be taken into account. 
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In all non-batching stages, order  can start processing on  after its predecessor order  is finished (25). 
This constraint is adapted from the constraint of Gupta and Karimi (2003) to take the increasing order size into 
account.  
    (25) 
The timing of orders on resources is subject to some constraints. The first order  on resource  can only start 
processing after the release time of the resource (26). Furthermore, each order can only start processing after its 
release time (27). Setup times are not taken into account.  
    (26) 
  (27) 
The assignment of orders to a specific batch on a specific resource, is subject to two constraints. First, all orders can 
only be assigned to one batch, which follows from constraint (28). Second, the corresponding batch starting time 
equals the order timing of order i in stage g (29). 
    (28) 
    (29) 
Orders can only start processing on resources when the resources are available. Since resources are unavailable 
during night-hours, we consider D nights during the planning horizon. To indicate if order  is planned before or 
after a certain night , let Wdig be an auxiliary binary variable defined as follows:  
 
Processing of any order in any stage cannot start at moments it cannot be finished before the closing hours of the 
resource. Therefore, processing of an order  in stage  should start before or after the non-working 
moments (30) (31), which does not involve the transfer time. These constraints only holds for non-batching stages, 
since the batch processors in the histopathology laboratory model are able to work during night hours, when the 
process is started before the start of the night.  
    (30) 
     (31) 




The tardiness of order  equals the sum of the start time in last stage (  ), the transfer time of order  in 
this stage, and the order factor times the processing time of order  in this stage, which together equals the 
completion time of order , minus the due date of this order (ddi) (32). This constraint is adapted from Gupta and 
Karimi (2003). 
     (32) 
Specific specimen types are more important to finish on time than others. Therefore, the orders are prioritized, by 
priority factor i. This makes the objective to minimize the sum of the weighted tardiness (33).  
 (33) 
Some additional constraints are proposed to increase the efficiency of the MILP. An upper bound on the order timing 
Tis can be given by the end time of the planning horizon H. A better upper bound is derived when subtracting the 
processing time of order i in the final stage. Since the processing times are equal in all resources, the last resource is 
chosen for the upper bound determination. This results in constraint (34). 
      (34) 
When an order cannot be processed by resource , since it is not allowed to be processed by that resource (i.e. 
), the order cannot be assigned to that resource (35).  
     (35) 
As mentioned, only small instances can be solved using the MILP, due to the large problem size of real life instances 
and the long computation time (Harjunkoski and Grossmann, 2002). Therefore, we propose a constructive heuristic 
based on several dispatching rules to find a feasible solution within reasonable time for real life instances (including 
up to 130 orders per time interval, 4 stages, and 13 resources). These dispatching rules include Earliest Due Date 
(EDD) and First In First Out (FIFO), since these are easy to implement in the histopathology practices and have 
shown to result in near optimal solutions (Haupt, 1988). In the remainder of this research, we will use EDD  
 
The histopathology laboratory of UMCU has provided real life data to evaluate the applicability and performance of 
the solution method. We consider 10 different problem instances based on historical data of 22,379 patients derived 
from January to December 2013. The instances differ in terms of number and type of orders. Each instance includes 
four order types, corresponding with large specimens (type 1), small specimens (including biopsies) (type 2), priority 
specimens (type 3), and external specimens (type 4).  
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The priority of the order type is reflected in their due date, as shown in Table 1. The turnaround time (TAT) targets 
per order type, and therefore the corresponding due dates, are set by hospital management, the Dutch government, 
and external parties, to ensure a timely diagnosis for all patients (Pathologie, 2013). 
We consider two scenarios. First we consider the current situation, for which only the scheduling problem is solved. 
The batching problem is not solved since the batching moments are already known in the current situation. Second 
we consider the situation with the batching policy as 
derived from the batching model. In both scenarios we 
fix one batch of type 3, to 11:15 AM each day, due to 
hospital regulations. 
All experiments are solved on a HP laptop personal 
computer with 2GB RAM, using CPLEX 12.6 in 
AIMMS 4.0. 
 
In the current situation, all orders are processed in batches during the night, except for type 3 orders, which are 
processed on fixed moments during the morning, but only consist of a very small amount of orders (1-3 slides per 
batch). This results in a high workload during the morning, as shown in Figure 3 for one representative instance. 
The overall TAT results are shown in Table 2. One can see that only a small percentage of type 2 and type 4 orders 
are ready before their due date. This is a direct result of tissue processing during the night, which leads to a one-day 
delay for all orders. 
Table 1: TAT targets per order type 
 
Order type TAT target 
Order type 1 90% diagnosed within 7 days 
Order type 2 90% diagnosed within 5 days 
Order type 3 80% diagnosed within 24 hours 
Order type 4 90% diagnosed within 3 days 






















































































In the batching policy, we consider four interventions, based on the number of batches per order type per day 
allowed: (2-3-1), (1-3-1), (2-2-1), (1-2-1)1. Order type 1 batches are omitted, since type 1 orders are technically 
restricted to be processed during the night.  
Figure 4 shows the spread in workload for one representative instance, including 6 batches. The TAT results are 
shown in Table 2. All interventions showed improved results regarding their norms, but specific patient types 
experience reduced performance compared to the current situation, such as type 1 patients. However, the results 
show that the performance of an intervention depends on the timing of the batches, especially in relation to the 
underlying arrival patterns of orders. 
 
Intervention 1: Current situation 2:(3-1-1) 3:(2-1-1) 4:(2-2-1) 5:(3-2-1) 
Type 1 patients on time 99,4% 93,9% 93,6% 93,4% 93,4% 
Type 2 patients on time 54,6% 88,4% 91,7% 94,7% 97,0% 
Type 3 patients on time 98,0% 97,4% 97,4% 98,0% 97,4% 
Type 4 patients on time 84,5% 92,5% 90,9% 90,4% 88,7% 
TAT (in hours) 25,77 21,00 20,96 21,29 20,12 
 
We have introduced a decomposed solution method to optimize and prospectively assess the planning and scheduling 
of batches and orders in the histopathology laboratory. The results show that the turnaround time, which is the main 
performance indicator, can be reduced by 20% through eliminating unnecessary waiting during the night hours. 
Furthermore, peaks in workload can be reduced by more than 50% by shifting a part of the pile of work from the 
morning towards the afternoon. 
The batches under the solution approach are not always equally filled, which in specific cases may result in larger or 
smaller peaks in workload depending on the patient arrival pattern, especially since different arrival patterns are 
encountered over the day. Therefore, future work will be dedicated to analyze the effect of weighing the BCIs 
according to the arrival distribution of orders per order type during the corresponding BCI. 
By fixing the batch starting times of specific batches, the corresponding orders in that batch are prioritized, since 
they have a higher chance of being processed at a favorable time. The analysis showed evidence that prioritizing 
specific order types increases the TAT performance of those orders. However, this occurs at expense of others. 
Further research will be executed to analyze this relation. 
                                                          
1 (# order type 2 batches, # order type 3 batches, # order type 4 batches) 
Table 2: TAT performance per scenario 
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Based on this work, UMC Utrecht is currently implementing planning and control approaches in the histopathology 
laboratory regarding the planning and scheduling of tissue processing batches and stage one resources. 
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Electronic health record (EHR) data is becoming ubiquitous in the healthcare domain, with potential to provide 
valuable insights to clinicians and managers. Data mining methodologies have been largely unexplored to 
analyze EHR data retrospectively and to inform expected patterns of disease and utilization during the course of 
patient stay. In this work, we propose a data mining methodology based on feature selection and logistic regres-
sion models to predict if an episode length-of-stay will be outside the expected interval, as well as the set of 
diagnosis codes (from the International Classification of Diseases  ICD) assigned to each episode along the 
course of patient stay. The experiments were carried out using EHR data from the records of 5089 episodes of 
inpatients admitted in a large (772-bed) hospital in Portugal. The predictive performance of models in terms of 
precision, recall and F1-score values showed the potential value of using decision support tools during patient 
stay, since in several experiments the developed models exhibited performance values with sufficient accuracy to 
provide support in clinical settings. 
1 Introduction 
In recent years, information systems have undergone extensive development in the healthcare domain (Ford, 
Menachemi, and Phillips 2006), where EHR systems have played a central role as main platform for recording 
clinical data. The large volumes of EHR data have induced interest in reusing these data for research and deci-
sion support (Hersh 2007) and in increasing the proportion of data captured in structured formats (Fernando et al. 
2012) so as to surpass the challenges of using narrative data (Jaspers et al. 2011). 
Data mining in medicine has been a hot topic in recent years (Bellazzi and Zupan 2008; Patel et al. 2009), 
making use of techniques to extract knowledge from data and support clinicians and managers on their decisions 
(Iavindrasana et al. 2009). The applications include length-of-stay (LOS) (Rowan et al. 2007) and clinical coding 
(Stanfill et al. 2010) prediction, amongst others, and typically encompass elements such as retrieval and prepara-




and building models to extract patterns from data. However, most research adopts a retrospective batch approach 
whereby models are developed using all data available in the dataset, without evaluating the potential of devel-
oping decision support tools during the course of patient care, as more information becomes available. In the 
case of inpatient episodes, decision support on clinical and managerial elements such as diagnoses and LOS, 
respectively, during the course of the episode would be valuable to inform timely decisions. 
In this scope, we sought to analyze the extent to which decision support tools may be developed to inform 
expected LOS (which can be regarded as a proxy of resource utilization) and episode coding (which may inform 
on disease patterns) during the course of the episode. For this purpose, we propose a data mining methodology to 
build models for predicting LOS and episode coding in different instants of patient stay. In effect, previous LOS 
prediction studies have analyzed LOS in different moments of patient stay, yet, up to our knowledge, no study 
has used a systematic approach of defining features and building models consistently across different moments 
(and comparing performance amongst them). On the other hand, as far as we could appraise, episode coding has 
only been addressed within a retrospective frame, without addressing coding support during the course of patient 
stay. The rest of this article is structured as follows: section 2 describes the proposed methodology, section 3 
presents key results to illustrate an application with a real world dataset for LOS and episode coding prediction, 
and lastly section 4 presents our main concluding remarks. 
2 Methods 
2.1 EHR data properties and preparation 
In this work, the dataset from which we set off consists of EHR database entries produced during clinical prac-
tice using the EHR system Soarian® (Haux et al. 2003). These entries contain patient information in structured 
formats, regarding demographic data, diagnoses, personal history, allergies, prescriptions and medication, as 
well as structured forms (assessments) composed of labeled fields through which health professionals record 
information using controlled formats (such as buttons, pick lists and dropdowns). The use of such system elimi-
nates the need to extract computer-readable information from narratives 
(Hripcsak et al. 1995)) and, thereby, the challenges associated with it. 
The development of prediction models based upon structured data requires data to be represented in a data 
matrix format, i.e., with dataset instances represented in terms of values of the feature space (i.e., a matrix in 
which lines represent instances and columns represent features) (Bishop 2006). Since EHR data is natively 
represented as relational database entries (and not in a data matrix format), it was necessary to define features 
from data. In practice, defining features from data consists in defining the variables based on which clinical data 
can be represented and whose values (for each instance) are used to build prediction models. This feature defini-
tion process requires identifying the clinical concepts contained in the dataset, defining a feature for each con-




matrix representation. However, for large datasets (with high number of features and instances), the process of 
building and populating a data matrix becomes laborious. In order to mitigate this issue, we implemented a 
framework with a set of routines that build and populate a data matrix automatically from a dataset (further 
details available in (Ferrão et al. 2013)). Therefore, after using this framework to automatically digest the dataset 
and build a data matrix from the original EHR database entries, it was then possible to work on the development 
of prediction models using the clinical dataset represented in a data matrix format. 
2.2 Feature selection and model development 
In this study, the decision support tools to predict LOS and episode coding were based on prediction models 
developed from historical data (i.e., clinical records from past episodes) aiming to predict outcomes for new 
episodes. To this end, we adopted a supervised learning approach (Bishop 2006), which consists in using data 
from past instances (episodes) and the corresponding known outcomes (in this case, LOS and assigned clinical 
codes) to fit models that are subsequently used to predict those outcomes for new instances. There are two main 
types of models within supervised learning models, depending on the type of outcome to be predicted: if the 
outcome is discrete or nominal, classification models are employed, as opposed to regression models used for 
continuous outcomes. In our approach, we modeled LOS and episode coding prediction as binary outcomes. 
Firstly, we modeled LOS as a binary variable according to whether or not the duration of patient stay is within 
the boundaries of the corresponding diagnosis-related group (DRG) (and thus within the fixed-rate payment 
scheme). Secondly, for episode coding, we defined a binary variable for each ICD code in the dataset: since 
multiple codes can be assigned to each episode, we built a model predicting the assignment of each ICD code to 
a given episode. We hereby describe the processes of data preparation, feature selection and model development. 
The data matrix resulting from structured EHR data tends to contain a large number of features, which hinders 
model performance and, as such, feature selection methods come to play (Guyon and Elisseeff 2003). We chose 
to implement a filter method for its scalability to large datasets and independence of prediction models (Saeys, 
Inza, and Larrañaga 2007). We performed several tests with different filter methods by evaluating the predictive 
power of multiple filter methods, namely fast correlation-based filter (Yu and Liu 2004), information gain and 
chi-square (Yiming Yang 2014), Relief (Kira and Rendell 1992), symmetrical uncertainty (Press et al. 1992), 
correlation-based feature selection (Hall 1999) and minimal-redundancy maximal-relevance (mRMR) (Peng, 
Long, and Ding 2005). In these preliminary tests, mRMR revealed higher performance, and as such, we present 
results obtained with this method in section 3 (also due to space constraints). In practical terms, we used mRMR 
feature selection to select a subset of features of the original feature set according to the mRMR criterion, which 
defines a score based on mutual information and aims to minimize redundancy while maximizing relevance of 
the feature subset. The mRMR method outputs features sorted by decreasing order of mRMR score. From this 





The prediction models used in this study  logistic regression models  have simple formulations, reasonable 
scalability and interpretability of results, and are tailored for binary outputs (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000), 
being used in this work to predict LOS and ICD code assignment. Logistic regression models were developed in 
a forward selection, stepwise approach, adding one feature at a time by decreasing order of mRMR score. For 
each logistic regression model developed, we used classification thresholds ranging from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.005 
(in order to compensate for class imbalances). Model performance was tested with 5-fold cross-validation, 
whereby the dataset is randomly split into 5 subsets, using 4 of these subsets as training set and the remaining 
one as test set. As evaluation metrics, we analyzed precision and recall, which are based on the proportion of 
false positives and false negatives, respectively, as well as the F1-score, which is the harmonic mean between the 
precision and recall. 
Our experiment approach consisted in (1) extracting structured EHR data, (2) creating 8 separate datasets for 
each of the moments after patient admission (using the time stamps associated with each database entry), (3) 
building a data matrix for each separate dataset, (4) performing feature selection with the mRMR method and (5) 
developing prediction models and evaluating predictive power for each of the 8 datasets. Predictive power was 
evaluated at 8 different moments of patient stay: 1, 4, 8, 12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 hours after patient admission. For 
this purpose, we firstly determined the date/time boundaries and used the timestamps in EHR database records to 
filter data, thereby creating a dataset for each instant. 
3 Results 
Our real-world dataset contained 5089 inpatient episodes from medical wards of a large hospital in Portugal. 
EHR data from these episodes was extracted and prepared, yielding 4820 features with non-missing values. The 
distribution of positive and negative examples was quite imbalanced: 15.72% of positive examples in the LOS 
problem, one ICD code with 40% positive examples, 5 other codes with more than 15% of positive instances, 
while the remaining had less than 10% positive examples. 
3.1 LOS prediction 
In the first experiment, we developed models to predict whether an episode is within the boundaries of the DRG 
class it is assigned, in different instants of each episode. The results are depicted in Fig. 3.1. As expected, one 
may observe that model predictive power tends to increase along the course of the episode. This tendency is 
evident for precision, i.e., the number of false positives decreases as more information becomes available in the 
EHR. Recall seems to decrease in initial stages of each episode, recovering along the episode. It is also interest-
ing to note that precision was tendentially higher than recall, which in practice yields that these models are more 
suitable to correctly spot LOS-outlier episodes. The overall performance (in terms of F1-score) has a steeper 





Figure 3.1:  
Precision, recall and F1-score values (average of 5-fold cross validation) obtained with logistic regression models to predict if 
LOS falls within the boundaries of the assigned DRG class. 
3.2 ICD codes prediction 
We also developed logistic regression models to predict the assignment of ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes. In order 
to keep the analysis manageable, we focused on the 50 more frequent codes. We analyzed performance averaged 
across all 50 codes and also analyzed performance for selected codes that showed different tendencies (Fig. 3.2). 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2:  
(a) Average performance of logistic regression models for the 50 most frequent ICD-9-CM codes in terms of precision, recall 
and F1-score; (b) F1-score values for selected ICD-9-CM codes (486  pneumonia unspecified; 434.91  cerebral artery 
occlusion, unspecified, with infarction; 276.7  hyperpotassemia; 401.9  essential hypertension, unspecified; 593.9  renal 




The trends shown in Fig. 3.2(a) exhibit similarities with the ones obtained with models for LOS prediction, 
namely in what concerns the increase in average predictive power in initial hours of patient stay. Comparing 
precision and recall, these measures now exhibit different behaviors, with recall being tendentially higher than 
precision, rendering models more prone to suggesting incorrect codes while decreasing the rate of overlooked 
codes. It is also interesting to observe the non-monotonic behavior of recall in initial stages of patient stay, 
suggesting that the patterns of EHR data produced in such periods may induce biases in models. 
In order to further investigate the pool of analyzed ICD codes, we selected codes with different behaviors, which 
are depicted in Fig. 3.2(b). In this chart, it is possible to identify two different patterns, corresponding to codes 
exhibiting, or not, a steep increase in performance during the course of the episode. ICD codes referring to 
pneumonia, cerebral artery occlusion and anemia had a marked tendency to increase predictive power on early 
stages, while the other selected codes approximately maintained model results. In light of such results, we 
hypothesize that the potential to develop decision support tools and provide valuable insights during patient stay 
is highly dependent on the type of outcome being predicted, and especially on the characteristics of EHR data 
(e.g. data quality, feature subsets) underlying model development. 
4 Conclusions and future work 
In this study, we proposed a methodology to analyze the extent to which valuable decision support may be 
provided during the course of the episode, using a real-world dataset of inpatient episodes. Specifically, after 
data preparation and feature selection, we have built logistic regression models and analyzed model performance 
in predicting LOS-outliers and ICD code assignment in selected instants of patient stay. Our main conclusions 
refer to the fact that, as expectable, model performance tends to increase during the course of the episode, espe-
cially in the first hours after patient admission. Secondly, this behavior was observed in different magnitudes in 
predicting LOS and code assignment, which denotes the influence of modeling context and of dataset character-
istics in model behavior. It was also possible to observe non-monotonic behaviors (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2(a)), which 
point to the possibility that statistical artifacts and data quality issues may be exerting influence on model results. 
Lastly, we could observe that model performance does not always exhibit a steadily increasing trend, either by 
starting off at higher values (e.g. code 401.9) or maintaining lower values in spite of the increasing availability of 
EHR data. 
From these preliminary results, we wrap up by stating that the research path of developing decision support tools 
to provide on-the-fly insights in healthcare settings may be promising, as demonstrated by the existence of high-
performing models on very early stages of patient stay, with strong correlation with the context of application 
and the availability of data. 
In terms of future work, it should be relevant to firstly carry out a thorough analysis of data quality and data 




stages of each episode. It may also be relevant to analyze feature subsets in further detail using domain 
knowledge from clinical experts as a means to improve the set of features that are used to build prediction 
models. Furthermore, it should also be relevant to test the behavior of different prediction models during the 
course of the episode. In effect, we have tested other models in the scope of coding support in our previous 
works (Ferrão et al. 2012; Ferrão et al. 2013), but only testing model behavior using all available EHR data. 
Lastly, additional methods to tackle issues of inter-label relationships and class imbalance may also be valuable 
in this context. 
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Modelling Exchanges in a National Blood System 
John T. Blake, Dalhousie University & Canadian Blood Services; john.blake@dal.ca 
Matthew Hardy, Dalhousie University & Canadian Blood Services; matthew.hardy@dal.ca 
Canadian Blood Services distributes 850,000 units of red blood cells annually in Canada from ten distribution 
sites.  5-10% of all units are transhipped between sites to accommodate patient need or balance inventory.  In this 
paper we report on the development of a simulation based method for identifying operational policies to govern 
transhipments between facilities in a national blood distribution network.  We illustrate the use of the model 
through a set of experiments on the Canadian network.  The results of the experiments show that while transpor-
tation costs must be traded off against product availability, improvements in operational performance can be iden-
tified through the use of such models. 
1 Background  
Canadian Blood Services is the not-for-profit charitable organization whose mission is to manage the supply of 
blood and blood products in all parts of Canada outside of the Province of Quebec.  Canadian Blood Services 
produces and distributes approximately 850,000 units of red blood cells (RBCs) annually.  These units are distrib-
uted through ten sites (nine full sized regional production and distribution facilities and one small distribution-
only hub).  Each distribution site (DS) services a specific geographic region and is the sole supplier of blood 
products for hospitals in the area.  The volume of red blood cells distributed by the regional distribution sites (DS) 
ranges from 15,000 units to 350,000 units per annum, with the average DS supplying just over 92,000 units per 
year.  While regions strive to be self-sufficient in blood products, blood is considered to be a national asset and 
therefore 5 to 10% of blood is transferred between sites.  Transfers may be planned to make up for known 
mismatches between collections and demand or they may happen on an ad-hoc basis to move units with a rare 
phenotype to meet patient demand or to rebalance inventory across the network.  The total cost of site-to-site 
transfers is in excess of $1M ($CAN) per annum. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
In this study, we report on a simulation-based method to evaluate site-to-site blood transfers within the Canadian 
Blood Services network of distribution facilities.  The purpose of this study is to evaluate operational policies for 





1.2 Literature  
Historically, the operational research literature on blood supply chain management has been oriented towards 
ordering policies for a single hospital or single supplier (Blake and Hardy 2014).   See Nahmias (1975) and Pasta-
cos (1984) for early reviews or Beliën & Forcé (2012) for a more recent survey of single-supplier/single-consumer 
models.  Literature on network planning for a blood supply chain is historically less well developed, but recently 
has become a topic of interest.  Simulation methods are particularly common for evaluating network supply chains 
(Beliën and Forcé 2012).  Brodheim and his co-authors describe a number of studies to set inventory levels within 
a regional blood distribution network under the assumption of a 21-day shelf-life.  See, for example, Brodheim 
and Prastacos (1979).  Hesse et al. (1997) describe an application of inventory management techniques to platelets 
in a system in which a centralized blood bank supplies 35 client hospitals.  Katsaliaki and Brailsford (2007) 
describe the use of a simulation model to evaluate the function of a blood supply chain, but, due to complexity 
issues, focus on a single-producer, single-consumer system.  Yegul (2007) describes the development of a custom 
model to evaluate inventory policies within a regional network, but does not consider inventory rebalancing. Lang 
(2010) uses simulation-based optimization to set inventory levels for a system in which transhipment is allowed, 
but tests on a small problem involving one distribution site and seven hospitals.  Blake and Hardy (2014) describe 
a generic model of a regional blood distribution network and illustrate it s use for evaluating the impact of shorter 
shelf life for red blood cells in a multiple-supplier/multiple-consumer network, but again, do not consider inventory 
rebalancing.  We suggest, therefore, that a model of blood flow between distribution sites in a network of national 
scope is a novel contribution to the literature. 
2 Methods 
A simulation approach was adopted to model site-to-site transfers in the Canadian Blood Services network.  Once 
verified and validated, a set of experiments was executed to test different transfer policies.  The results were 
analyzed using classical statistical methods.   
A custom built simulation framework was developed in Microsoft VB.Net (Visual Basic).  The simulation 
framework assumes , produce and distribute red blood 
cells to a collection Supplier sites may exchange red blood 
cells as either imported or exported units.   
Suppliers and consumers are modelled as separate software classes.  Each class has a series of properties that 
together define the state of the object at any given instant and a series of methods that can be called to change or 
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algorithm.  This algorithm implements a special case of the next-event, time-advance inventory model  in which a 
fixed set of events are executed sequentially and a single, daily update is made to the simulation clock (Law 2015). 
The framework assumes several distribution sites, each of which has its own set of consumer objects (hospitals) 
that exclusively receive products from that supplier.  The supplier object contains methods that simulate the process 
of collecting, producing, inventorying, aging and distributing blood to consumers, as well as methods for 
exchanging blood with other suppliers through import/export routines.  Each consumer object similarly contains 
methods for ordering, receiving, inventorying, and aging blood, in addition to methods for simulating patient 
demand.   
At the beginning of each run the system is initialized; model control parameters are read in from an application 
database and system input data is read in from a transaction database.  Supplier and consumer objects are 
instantiated and assigned a starting inventory, by blood group and type.   
Each day, the model steps through a fixed sequence of events at suppliers and consumers.  The day begins with a 
h supplier by one day and causes any stock 
with -1 days of shelf-life remaining to be outdated and to leave the system.  A call is then made to supplier objects 
to have inventory arrive from collections.  Each supplier object sample from a day-of-week specific distribution 
that determines the total number of units that will be collected.  Each unit collected is then assigned a blood group 
and type as well as a remaining shelf-life drawn from empirical distributions specific to that particular DS.  
Reductions in shelf-life of arriving units are primarily intended to represent delays in the testing process, but are 
also used to represent mandated reductions in shelf-life when units are irradiated to reduce the risk of graft versus 
host disease.  Units imported from other suppliers may arrive at this time.  
Once all incoming inventory is in place at the supplier, the simulation loops through each of the consumer objects 
and makes a call to advance the inventory.  Advancing the inventory at the consumer causes the stock on hand to 
age by one day.  Any units with -1 days of shelf-life remaining are counted as outdated units and exit the system.  
Each consumer object then determines if an order is required.  The consumer object evaluates its inventory 
position, by blood group and type, and compares it to a threshold level.  If the current inventory level is less than 
the threshold level, the consumer issues an order for additional stock to return the inventory to a target level.  
Consumer inventory levels are estimated from historical records; hospitals in Canada, though independent actors 
in the blood supply chain, report their target inventory to the supplier to assist in logistics planning. This value is 
used in the simulation as the upper inventory level.  Inventory order triggers are estimated from historical data by 
subtracting from the upper inventory level the expected demand between orders at each consumer site. 
The process of satisfying consumer requests requires two steps.  Each supplier first evaluates, by blood group and 
type, the total number of units requested from all consumer sites.  If there is sufficient stock on hand to meet all 
requests, no action is taken.  However, if stock is insufficient to meet all consumer requests, the supplier will scale 
consumer demand so that all sites receive the same fraction of their requested amount.  Scaling is done on a 
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prorated basis for each order.  For example, if inventory on a particular day is sufficient to meet only 95% of all 
orders, each consumer order is scaled by 0.95.  When consumer demand has been gauged and scaled, if necessary, 
each consumer object transmits an updated request vector to its supplier, which is then filled exactly.  Scaling 
consumer demand ensures that any shortfalls to stock in a region are experienced equally by all consumers.  This 
shortage.  Upon receipt of the request vector, stock counts are decremented at the supplier and incremented at the 
consumer to simulate order completion. 
To simulate demand for product, a call is made to each consumer object in turn to estimate patient requirements.  
The call generates requests for blood, using a zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) distribution with a day-of-week specific 
mean value.  A ZIP mixes a distribution degenerate at zero with a Poisson process and models situations with a 
surfeit of zeroes (Zamani and Ismail 2013).  Since patient data was not available, demand was estimated from 
consumer shipping data, adjusted for hospital reported outdates.  Unfortunately, shipping data typically contains 
an excess of  0 observations, representing days on which orders for a particular blood type were not issued.  
Accordingly, on a certain fraction of days, no demand is observed in the model.  If, however, demand is to be 
observed, the number of units required is drawn from a Poisson distribution using the mean number of units 
shipped on that day of week.  Once the number of units required has been determined using the ZIP distribution, 
blood group and type are assigned to demand items via empirical distributions specific to the consumer site.  
Demand is filled at the consumer FIFO from available units on the shelf.  If no unit is available, the consumer site 
issues a demand for emergency units from its supplier.  If no unit is available at the supplier, the demand is 
considered to be lost and counted as a shortage. 
Once all demand from consumer sites has been met, suppliers may export units to other facilities.  Imports and 
ad-hoc 
ner analogous to regular 
demand between a supplier and a consumer hospital.  Ad-hoc decisions between distribution sites are modelled as 
an instance of the transportation problem.  For each blood group, a search is made across all distribution sites 
defined in the network.  If the inventory on hand at a particular DS is above a certain threshold (for instance greater 
Similarly, if the inventory on hand at another DS is below a certain threshold (for instance 2 days below the average 
distance, subject to constraints that limit the amount of material that can or must be shipped from or to a particular 
site. The transportation problem is solved by using a Northwest-Corner algorithm to find an initial feasible solution 
and an implementation of the transportation simplex algorithm to identify the optimal solution. Once an optimal 
allocation has been obtained, materials are transferred between sites, with an appropriate transport delay.  The 
simulated day ends and statistics are collected, counters are reset, time is advanced, and the daily inventory cycle 
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database.  All RBC units collected, distributed, or disposed between the periods of 18 Feb 11 and 12 May 12 (i.e. 
fiscal 2011-2012 with a 42 day buffer at the beginning and the end of the period) were provided.  In total, the data 
included slightly more than 1.3 million units.  Unit transfers for the period 18 Feb 11 and 12 May 12 were also 
obtained.  This information made it possible to track all units collected, distributed, or disposed of by a Canadian 
Blood Services distribution site during fiscal 2011/12.   
2.2 Verification and Validation 
The national model was derived from an existing modelling framework, which was validated and proven to rep-
resent regional distribution networks (Blake and Hardy 2014).  Thus, the veracity of the underlying conceptual 
model for the national simulation was assumed to follow from that work.  Nevertheless, input measures were 
verified by ensuring that the amount of inventory collected daily at each DS, by group and type, matched that of 
the historical record at a 95% prediction interval.  Output measures were similarly verified by comparing daily 
demand at each consumer site against the historical record at a 95% prediction interval.  The optimal allocation of 
surplus units to demand sites was verified by comparing a known example of a transportation problem (Winston 
2004) against the model.  Once the function of the model was verified, its ability to correctly model imports and 
exports between sites was validated by comparing model results against historical records. 
Table 1: Comparison of model results for imports and exports against historical values 
 Imports Exports 
Simulation Historical Simulation Historical 
Mean Variance Mean Export Variance  
Site A 56.3 7.40 56.5 0.8 0.03 1.1 
Site B 38.8 7.89 35.4 22.9 2.26 21.5 
Site C 1.4 0.15 0.7 60.2 1.51 58.6 
Site D 2.8 0.86 4.0 37.3 1.30 35.3 
Site E 23.9 2.59 23.2 3.5 1.45 3.4 
Site F 4.8 0.29 5.3 2.2 0.46 2.2 
Site G 31.4 1.53 30.1 4.6 1.68 4.2 
Site H 0.7 0.07 0.5 34.5 10.24 34.7 
Site I 12.4 0.08 12.7 6.5 0.22 7.4 
Total 172.5  168.4 172.5  168.4 
 
The results, shown in Table 1, indicate the model produces marginally more imports and exports than seen histor-
ically in aggregate.  However, when compared on a site-by-site basis, model results were statistically indistin-
guishable from the historical record at a 95% level.  Please note that while there are 10 distribution sites in the 
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Canadian Blood Services network, only the nine that are full production/distribution sites that engage in site-to-
site transfers are included in the national model. 
3 Results and Conclusions 
A series of experiments was formulated to test the impact of both inventory thresholds and standing orders on 
network operations.  Inventory thresholds (i.e. the level at which a DS would signal that it had surplus inventory 
or requirements for extra units) were varied and the volume of products shipped between sites according to 
standing orders was systematically altered.  One set of experiments assumed a common set of thresholds for 
declaring inventory surplus or required, expressed in number of days on hand at each of the distribution sites. 
Thresholds were varied from 0 to 4 days for import (demand) limits and 0 to -4 in for export (supply) limits; 
standing orders were also discounted from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.25.  The experimental framework consisted of 
125 different scenarios, each of which was executed for a total of 10 replications of one year with a 42-day warm-
up.   
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the results of the experiment. The ANOVA indicated that 
import thresholds, export thresholds, and reductions to standing orders all significantly affected product 
availability and transport cost, the two output metrics of greatest interest.  In addition, the ANOVA indicated 
significant two-way interactions between factors.  The presence of interactions complicates the search for an ideal 
policy, since it implies that factors must be considered as a group.  Thus, to obtain policy recommendations, a 
range of relative weightings between a unit shortage and the cost of transporting one unit one kilometer was tested.  
For each setting, the results of the experimental scenearios were weighted and the scenario with the smallest 
penalty was identified.  The results (Table 2), show that three would be considered good, given the range of 
relative weights of a shortage compared to the cost of transporting a unit of RBC tested.  Shortages, in all scenarios, 
were extremely rare (<1unit/day given an average demand of 2,300 units per day).  As might be expected, 
statistically lower shortage rates were found, when compared to the baseline, when shortages were weighted 
heavily compared to the cost of transporting a unit.  Transport cost, as measured by total distance, showed mixed 
results.  In general, increasing product availability implies a greater transportation cost, as also might be expected.  
However, with a mid-range weighting of shortages (1.0E+06), model results suggested that a lower shortage rate 
could be achieved without a statistically significant increase in transport cost, when compared to the base case. 
Table 2: Model results comparing optimal scenarios at different relative weights for a shortage.  Results that are 
statistically different from the base line are starred.  
Relative Weight 











Base case - - - 5.21E-02 1.60E+05 
1.00E+08 0 0 0 1.37E-03* 2.49E+05 
1.00E+06 0 -1 0.25 5.48E-03* 9.12E+04 
1.00E+04 2 -1 0 1.02E-01 5.79E+04 
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We conclude, therefore, that it is possible to develop a model to represent a national network of blood distribution 
sites and to use such a model to identify the tradeoffs between product availability and site-to-site transportation 
costs.  Moreover, we demonstrate that it is possible to use the model to identify transfer policies that yield 
improvements to operational performance parameters without statistically significant increases in costs.  We note, 
however, that only a limited set of scenarios were considered in this set of experiments and thus, while the results 
in Table 2, while interesting, cannot be considered truly optimal in the mathematical sense.  We suggest, therefore, 
that future work could include integrating the model framework with a heuristic optimization controller to explore 
a larger solution space. 
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Simple additive value models have been used in risk management to evaluate risk sources in multiple dimen-
sions and the MACBETH elicitation technique can be used to build value functions and weighting the dimen-
sions based on qualitative pairwise comparison judgements given by risk managers. However, the simple addi-
tive aggregation procedure ignores value interdependencies often detected between evaluation dimensions. To 
address this issue, several authors in the context of industrial performance evaluation have replaced the linear 
additive model by the Choquet integral aggregation procedure and combined it with MACBETH for the same 
purposes. Alternatively, we have recently proposed the MACBETH- . This paper 
presents and discusses the application of this approach to model interdependencies in the context of evaluating 
occupational health and safety risks, in the Occupational Health and Safety Unit of the Regional Health Admini-
stration of Lisbon and Tagus Valley at Portugal.  
1 Introduction 
Promoting Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) is a world-wide challenge, as it affects all sectors and 
companies, 
of health care services, absenteeism and thus into economic and social losses (Hughes et al., 2011). Registers 
from the International Labour Organisation show that a large number of individuals die per year in the European 
Union (EU) as a consequence of work-related accidents and occupational diseases, and many workers have their 
health affected by past accidents. Furthermore, new work-related diseases have been emerging in working 
places, such as depression. Most of these accidents and diseases can be avoidable, and the first step in preventing 
them is risk management. Risk management provides decision makers (DMs) with an improved understanding of 
risks that can threaten individuals and organizations goals (Aven, 2008) and typically requires the evaluation of 
impacts caused by different sources of risk. Depending on the context (either in OH&S or in other risk manage-
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ment contexts), these impacts can be evaluated on a single or in multiple dimensions (Aven, 2008), such as loss 
of lives, absenteeism, financial impacts and environmental damage. Multicriteria value models can assist in 
evaluating those impacts (Linkov et al., 2006). Developing such models very often requires the identification and 
modelling of value interdependencies between impacts, which is a major challenge in Multiple Criteria Decision 
Analysis (MCDA) literature (Grabisch et al., 2010). Several studies have explored the use of CI operators to this 
end, with many of these studies having used an extension of MACBETH with CI operators (Clivillé et al., 2007; 
Merad et al., 2013). As we will briefly describe in Section 2, there are methodological challenges in these meth-
ods. In this article we aim at improving existing methods and we report how we have applied an alternative 
- ependent risk impacts in a real case of 
evaluating OH&S risks with the Occupational Health and Safety Unit (OHSU) of the Regional Health Admini-
stration of Lisbon and Tagus Valley (RHA LVT).  
Section 2 of this article briefly reviews key concepts. Section 3 explains how the MACBETH-Choquet direct 
approach was implemented, while Section 4 presents selected results. Section 5 presents concluding remarks. 
2 Review of studies 
Proper management of OH&S 
organizations, including the International Labour Organization and national governments, in line with promoting 
a healthy and productive labour force (Froneberg, 2005). Risk matrices (RMs) are one of the tools most widely 
used to evaluate risks in general (Oliveira et al., 2014) and OH&S risks in particular (National Patient Safety 
Agency, 2008; Administração Regional de Saúde de Lisboa e Vale do Tejo, 2010), as they are easy to handle, 
demand for limited expertise, have a straightforward interpretation, allow for performing a quick analysis 
(IEC/FDIS 31010, 2009) and are recommended by international standard rules. Nonetheless, several studies 
point out that RMs violate theoretical principles that compromise their feasibility and use (Bricknell et al., 2007; 
Oliveira et al., 2014), with some problems being the misuse of rating scales for impacts (which leads to quantita-
tively meaningless ratings) and a disregard of the cumulative effects of multiple impacts.  
A proper modelling of the effects of multiple impacts on a common scale is required for a proper use of RMs (as 
well as for other risk evaluation tools), and very often interdependencies between impacts in multiple dimensions 
exist. In this study we will focus on the evaluation of impacts caused by different types of risks when interde-
pendencies between impacts are observed (and as framed in the context of evaluating the impacts of OH&S 
risks). A review of studies on this topic has shown that a lot of research has been devoted to the topic of model-
ling interdependencies. The CI has been used for that purpose in several evaluation contexts, such as: (i) industry 
(Clivillé et al., 2007); (ii) education (Cardin et al., 2013); and (iii) risk management (Vernadat et al., 2013). Most 
of these studies have combined the 2-additive CI operator with MACBETH to model interdependencies in real 
contexts, as it presents a good compromise between complexity and richness in modelling interdependencies 
(Grabisch et al., 2010). 
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MACBETH is a MCDA approach that requires only non-numerical judgments about differences in attractiveness 
between options to help the DMs measure the value of options or the impact value of risks (Bana e Costa et al., 
2012). MACBETH allows the building of a meaningful impact rating scale and can take into consideration 
cumulative effects of multiple impacts. Previous studies have shown that MACBETH provides a simple and 
transparent approach in modelling complex multidimensional problems with a user-friendly protocol, and hence 
its wide applicability (Omann, 2003; Ferreira et al., 2014). Although many MACBETH applications use additive 
models that respect the "difference independence" conditions (working hypothesis), many studies have also 
shown the case for using MACBETH with the 2-additive CI operator (1) - a generalisation of the linear model - 















where VAg represents the aggregated value of an option u, vi corresponds to the overall value of the option u on 
the dimension i, considering a specific baseline in the other dimensions; x(i)u represents the impact level of the 
option u in the dimension i; si corresponds to the Shapley parameter of the dimension i; and Iij the interaction 
parameter between the dimensions i and j  for further details, consult (Lopes et al., 2014a).  
Previous studies applying the MACBETH approach with the CI made a key contribution to the modelling of 
interdependencies, but there is scope for improving these methods. For instance, these studies use questioning 
protocols that ask for local judgements (i.e., for value judgements in separate dimensions)  whereas, whenever 
possible, it is preferable to ask for global judgments (i.e., which account for impacts in several dimensions) , 
and make a limited use of functionalities of the MACBETH approach (for further details, consult (Lopes et al., 
2014a)).  
In this study we report how we have implemented and applied the MACBETH-Choquet direct approach, de-
signed by (Lopes et al., 2014a), to model interdependencies of OH&S risk impacts. This study was carried out 
within the following context: the OHSU is responsible for evaluating OH&S risks for all the individuals working 
in primary care centres and in administrative offices of the RHA LVT. Following some difficulties felt by the 
OHSU team in the evaluation of OH&S risk impacts, we have built value-risk matrices (VRMs) (Lopes et al., 
2014b)) as an alternative to RMs within the project IRIS - Improving RIsk matriceS using multiple criteria 
decision analysis (Oliveira et al., 2014). Developing VRMs required converting risk impacts in multiple 
dimensions into a common scale of value (for further details, consult (Lopes et al., 2014a)), and in this article we 
only report how the MACBETH-Choquet direct approach was implemented and applied to build such a scale 
within an interactive learning process with our DMs (which in our case are all members of the OHSU). Up to our 
knowledge, this is the first study modelling interdependencies with the Choquet Integral and MACBETH in the 
health care context. 
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3 Methods 
Before testing and modelling interdependencies, the relevant dimensions for appraising risk impacts were 
structured with our DMs. This led to the value tree depicted in Figure 3.1 that considers three impact dimensions 
  that were operationalised 
through different descriptors of impact, namely healthy years of life lost (for EH), a five level qualitative scale 
(for WC) and the number of days/years of absenteeism (for AB).  
 
 
We then proceeded in testing whether preference independence conditions were respected. This was done by 
adopting a structured questioning 
reversing the impacts of a risk that implies 15 years (1.6 months) of healthy life lost (HLL), irrecoverable partial 
disability with return to work and 1 year of absence from work (AW) and another risk that leads to 15 years (1.6 
months) of HLL, recoverable disability and 1 year of AW  Note that both swings depict the case of going from 
a lower reference level to an upper reference level in the second dimension  work capability , when different 
similar protocol, we hav
and that preference independence conditions were not respected, thus being appropriate to apply the MAC-
BETH-Choquet direct approach. 
Implementing this approach required the design of a socio-technical process that involved the sequence of 
interconnected activities depicted in Figure 3.2(a). The social component consisted in various meetings and 
decision conferences held with our DMs, which enabled the development of a requisite model of risk impacts 
(Phillips, 1984)). On the technical side, we designed the following 
steps to apply the MACBETH-Choquet direct approach: (1) defining a global descriptor of impacts that consid-
ers all plausible combinations of the impact levels of the identified dimensions; (2) adopting a specific question-
ing protocol supported by the Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 (MOP) to compare in sequential and interactive 
way the desirability of the plausible combinations of impacts that only asks for non-numerical judgments; (3) 
populating a single MACBETH global matrix that assists in proposing and analysing numerical scales compati-
ble with the judgments given by the DMs; and (4) using of the Microsoft Office Excel 2007 (MOE) for deter-
mining the CI parameters from the information given by the MACBETH Decision Support System (DSS).  
Figure 3.1: 






For defining a global descriptor of impacts, feasible combinations of different impact levels across all the three 
dimensions were defined  in our example, 36 combinations of impacts, varying from the status quo correspond-
ing to no impact (0 HLL, null disability and 0 days of AW) to the worst level corresponding to states equivalent 
to death (34 YHLL, irrecoverable disability (ID) and 18 years of AW) were considered.  
Then, using the application of the MACBETH-Choquet based elicitation protocol, the DMs were asked to 
quantify the relative attractiveness of reverting each set of impacts through a qualitative pairwise comparison 
questioning mode, demanding for a decision support system. This was done with a MOP application that enabled 
applying the questioning protocol in a sequential and interactive manner (using the ActiveX textbox tool)  see 
Figure 3.2(b). To illustrate the protocol, the DMs were asked about the attractiveness of fully reversing the 
following combination of impacts  34 HLL, ID and 18 years of AW  in the MACBETH categorical scale 
 type of questioning 
protocol was applied to all the combinations of risk impacts (as explained in (Bana e Costa et al., 2008)). 
Using those answers, a single MACBETH global matrix with qualitative judgements was populated, validated, 
and then M-MACBETH assisted in proposing and analysing a numerical scale to be validated by the DMs. MOE 
was finally used to calculate the CI parameters, and thus the underlying model to evaluate risk impacts. 
4 Application results 
Figure 4.1(a) presents the MACBETH matrix of qualitative judgements that gathers all the final judgments from 
the DMs to evaluate distinct combinations of impacts (note that after detection of inconsistencies and group 
Figure 3.2:  
(a) Activities developed for implementing and applying the MACBETH-Choquet direct approach at the 
OHSU (b) and screen of the interactive questioning protocol adopted with the OHSU. 
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discussions, some judgments have been revised). Then, M-MACBETH DSS assisted on generating a global 
(numerical) scale that was finally discussed, adjusted and validated, leading to the numerical scale displayed in 
Figure 4.1(b). The scale can be read as follows: a risk event that implies a chronic back pain that leads to 4 
YHLL, a irrecoverable total disability (ITD) and 18 years of absenteeism corresponds to a score of 64.54, while 
 These scores will be used by OHSU to 
assess risk impacts within a VRM framework. 
Based on the global information, the following CI parameters were obtained: the Shapley parameters, 
 and and the interaction parameters, 
 and . These parameters are in line with the expectations 
of our DMs. The EH dimension is the one that mostly contributes for the aggregated impact value, which 
matches the DMs preferences. Regarding the interaction parameters, there is a synergism between dimensions 
EH and WC, and EH and AB, i.e., according to the DMs, the combined impact is valued more than the sum of 
individual impacts (given by the positive interaction parameters between the dimensions mentioned above). On 
the other hand, there is no interaction between the three dimensions altogether, neither between the dimensions 





(a) Global MACBETH matrix of judgments; (b) corresponding numerical scale validated by the DM (b). 
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5 Conclusions 
There is scope for developing tools to assist the modelling of interdependent dimensions for decision aid, and 
this article reports the application of the MACBETH-Choquet direct approach to improve the evaluation of 
impacts of OH&S risks. The proposed approach asks for global judgments (of combinations of risk impacts) and 
enables for detecting inconsistent judgments, for modelling cases of differences in opinion or hesitation, promot-
ing more robust results. It also helps overcoming the problems identified in a very popular tool, RMs, by build-
ing a meaningful impact rating scale that considers the effects of multiple impacts. For applying that approach to 
a real evaluation case  which aimed at building a scale to evaluate OH&S risk impacts within the RM frame-
work , we have developed visual interactive preference modelling system that combined several DSS: MOP 
assisted in applying the questioning protocol in a sequential and interactive way, MACBETH supported global 
preference modelling, and MOE enabled the determination of the CI parameters. 
The members of the OHSU found it easy to answer to the MACBETH-Choquet questioning protocol and 
validated the numerical value scale, and reported that developing this scale has helped them to have a better 
understanding of the impacts of OH&S risks. There is scope for developing further research to assist risk 
management in general, and the evaluation of OH&S risks in particular  for instance, exploring the 
compatibility of the proposed approach with other mathematical formulations, such as the multilinear one, and 
improving DSS tools. 
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A decomposition approach for the analysis of discrete-
time queuing networks with finite buffers 
, Judith.stoll@kit.edu, 
 
Abstract: This paper describes an approximation procedure for determining the throughput time distribution of 
material handling and service systems modeled as queuing networks. We consider finite buffer capacities and 
general distributed processing times in terms of discrete probability functions. In order to quantify the influence 
of blocking caused by finite buffers, we present a decomposition approach. Two-server subsystems of the queu-
ing network are analyzed subsequently to obtain the throughput time distribution of the whole queueing system. 
The quality of the presented approximation procedure is tested against the results of various simulation experi-
ments. 
1 Introduction and Problem Description  
Health establishments are faced with growing health expenses, while the society tries more and more to reduce 
health expenses in order to guarantee its social welfare. This leads to the search of efficiency in order to limit the 
increase of expenses, which is a well known problem in the context of logistics systems. Therefore, some authors 
started with the performance analysis of support services in health establishments, e.g. the sterilization of medi-
cal devices. Starting with a simulation model of a generic sterilization process (see Di Mascolo et al. 2009),  
analytical methods which were previously used to analyse the material flow in production systems, were applied 
to analyze the sterilization service in health establishments (see Stoll and Di Mascolo 2013).  Discrete time 
queueing models have been used as a method to achieve a fast and quite accurate way of determining perfor-
mance figures of service systems. While with classical general queuing models characteristic values are calculat-
ed only on the basis of means and variances, in discrete-time modeling all input and output variables are de-
scribed with discrete probability distributions.  
Grassmann and Jain (1989) were the first who analyzed the waiting time distribution in a G|G|1 queuing system 
in discrete time domain. In addition to their model, several basic elements for network analysis have been treated 
analytically which can now be combined (Stochastic Finite Elements, see publications of Furmans, Zillus, 
Schleyer, Matzka/Stoll and Özden between 1996 and 2012). For an overview of the existing discrete-time 
models see Matzka (2011). The advantage of these models lies in the fact, that they allow the computation of not 
only averages but also the distributions of e.g. waiting times. This enables the derivation of quantiles of perfor-
mance measure, which are often needed for the design of logistics systems.  
All the existing discrete time queuing models with general distributions assume infinite buffers. This assumption 
is not valid for many practical cases. In the sterilization area of health establishments for example, buffers are 
limited, too. The space for buffering medical devices between the single sterilization steps is limited as there is a 
given number of racks or boxes to buffer the devices, before the next process step can start (see Stoll and Di 
Mascolo 2013). If one of these buffers is full, this can cause blocking in upstream process steps. In real material 
handling and service systems, finite buffers cause blocking situations which can be classified in three main types 
of blocking: Blocking After Service (BAS), Blocking Before Service (BBS) and Repetitive Service Blocking 
(RS) (Onvural 1990). For an overview on queuing networks with blocking see Perros and Altiok (1994), Balsa-
mo et al. (2001) and Manitz and Tempelmeier (2012). To our knowledge there is no paper dealing with the 
analysis of queuing networks with blocking with general distributed service times given in terms of discrete 
probability functions. Existing models are either dealing with two-parameter approximations or known discrete 
probability functions, e.g. the binomial distribution. Thus, we will now present a method that enables us to 
quantify the influence of blocking after service in discrete time queuing networks with general distributed 
service times. 
The paper is organized as follows: First we will give a short introduction to discrete-time modeling in section 2. 
In section 3 we give an overview of discrete time modeling of the sterilization process in health establishments. 
In section 4, we present the approximation method for the calculation of the waiting time distribution of blocked 
queuing systems in discrete time domain. As the presented approach is an approximation we want to give some 
insights to the quality of this approximation comparing analytical results to simulation results (section 5). In 
section 6 we give a conclusion and an outlook on further research on this topic.  
2 Discrete-time modeling  
Analysis in discrete time domain assumes that time is not continuous but discrete. This means, that events are 
only recorded at discrete moments which are multiples of a constant increment tinc. These events occur, when 
items are moved or when they change their status, for example by entering a queue, by being served, by merging 
with a stream of other items or at a split of a stream. In our analysis, events are described by a discrete random 
variable. When we have given a discrete random variable X, we denote its distribution, which is also called 
probability mass function (pmf), by 
   (1) 
As a simplification we reduce this notation to 
  (2) 
When we talk about a distribution in the subsequent sections, we refer to the probability mass function. 
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3 Sterilization process in health establishments  
In a sterilization process, reusable medical devices are re-injected in the process after their use in the operation 
room. When we integrate the use step, the sterilization process becomes a sterilization loop, with the following 
steps: use, pre-disinfection (including the transfer from the operating rooms to the sterilization service), rinsing, 
washing, verification, packing, sterilization, transfer from the sterilization service to the operating rooms, stora-
ge, before a new use (Di Mascolo et al. (2006)).  
In order to improve the performance of the system, different scenarios for the transfer of medical devices to the 
sterilization area can be analyzed. In practice, the transport is normally not following a certain rule. This un-
steadiness can cause a duration of pre-disinfection that does not lead to the desired effect on the material. Model-
ing the different possibilities of transport organizations would enable us to compare their performance and 
especially show the impact that a modification of the transport would have. 
In Stoll and Di Mascolo (2013), we used a discrete time queueing network model to analyze some performance 
figures of a particular sterilization process. In a previous work, Di Mascolo et al. (2006) analyzed a specific 
health establishment via simulation. We used the same input data to compare our queueing network model to the 
accordant simulation model.  
From the queueing model, we obtained two important performance figures that we compared to the simulation 
results. One of them is the average duration of the pre-disinfection step. The ideal duration of pre-disinfection, to 
guarantee an optimal impact of the disinfection liquid to the medical devices, is about 15 minutes. On the other 
hand, the sojourn time in the liquid should not exceed 50 minutes, because the disinfection product attacks the 
material, and thus causes a premature ageing. We thus want to know the average pre-disinfection time as well as 
the percentage of medical devices that stay in the liquid more than 50 minutes. Compared to simulation, our 
queueing network model obtains quite good results for the average pre-disinfection time (simu: 29.40 min, 
analysis: 30.50 min) and the percentage of medical devices, that stay in the liquid more than 50 minutes (simu: 
92.90 %, analysis: 91.46 %). The deviations are caused by the fact that we had to make some assumptions in the 
queueing network model.  
A second important parameter is the throughput time of medical devices through the sterilization process before 
they are ready to be used again. From a survey in the Rhone-Alpes region, we know that many health establish-
ments are not able to estimate the duration of their sterilization process (see Di Mascolo et al. (2006)). The 
average throughput time calculated by our queueing network model can give them an idea of the cycle time of 
medical devices. This figure also allows us to compare different loading policies for the washers and autoclaves 
and the influence of the number of parallel machines to the throughput time in discrete time queueing networks 
with general distributed processing times. 
All the existing discrete time queuing models with general distributions we used for the sterilization model 
assume infinite buffers. This assumption is not valid in many cases. In the sterilization area of health establish-
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ments, buffers are limited, too. The space for buffering medical devices between the single sterilization steps is 
limited as there is a given number of racks or boxes to buffer the devices, before the next process step can start. 
Thus, it is our intention to get an approach that helps us to quantify the influence of blocking on the throughput 
time. 
4 Decomposition approach  
Let us regard a queuing network, consisting of several queuing systems in series. For each node of the network, 
the service time distribution is given in terms of a general discrete probability function by 
  (3) 
If the buffers in front of the servers would be infinite, we could use the methods of Grassmann and Jain (1988 
and 1989) to calculate the waiting time distribution for each queuing system and the inter departure time distri-
bution that connects the nodes of the network. The distribution of the number of customers in the system could 
be calculated according to the method of Furmans and Zillus (1996). As we assume the buffers to be finite, we 
have to consider blocking of servers if a succeeding buffer is full. This has an influence on the waiting time of 
jobs in the buffer in front of a blocked server.  
In order to consider the influence of finite buffers in discrete-time queuing networks we propose the following 
decomposition approach. We define subsystems of a queuing network consisting of two queuing stations in 
series (see figure 1). Starting from the most downstream server, we quantify the influence of blocking to the 
waiting time at the upstream server(s). 
 
Two-server subsystem with blocking after service 
The first server (upstream server) is modeled as a discrete time G|G|1 queuing system with infinite buffer and the 
second server (downstream server) is modeled as a G|G|1-k queuing system with a finite buffer capacity k, which 
means that a maximum of k units can wait in the queue. When the buffer of the second queuing system is full, a 
material unit that is finished cannot leave server 1 after service. The upstream server is blocked and stops further 
processing. We analyze the influence of blocking to the sojourn time of a job in the upstream server, and thus the 
waiting time of jobs in the upstream buffer. We define sojourn time in this context as the time, the job spends in 
the server, that is service time and blocking time. 
We distinguish three cases for the sojourn time distribution of jobs in an upstream server: 
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1. If the downstream buffer is not full (number of customers in the queuing system N< k+1), when a job of the 
upstream server is finished and wants to leave the server, there is no blocking and the job enters the down-
stream buffer. The sojourn time is then equal to the service time of server 1, and the distribution of sojourn 
time (  is equal to the distribution of the service time of server 1 ): . 
2. If at the departure of a job, the succeeding buffer is full (N=k+1), the server is blocked and the sojourn time 
of the job increases by the residual service time of server 2 and the distribution of the sojourn time can be 
calculated by convoluting the service time distribution of server 1 and residual service time distribution of 
server 2 : .  
3. After blocking, the next job in the upstream server and the next job in the downstream server start simulta-
neously. If the service time of the job in server 1 is shorter than the service time  of the job in server 2 
( ), the upstream server is blocked again and the sojourn time of the job in server 1 is equal to the 
service time in server 2 ( ). In the opposite case, server 1 is not blocked and the sojourn time distribu-
tion in server 1 is equal to his service time distribution ( ). 
The three cases build a closed markov chain, where the states are given by the three different cases to calculate 
the sojourn time of a customer in the upstream server (see figure 2). The transitions between the system states 
can be interpreted as follows: 
If a job was finished without blocking, his sojourn time was . The following job also has a sojourn time of 
, if the number of customers N in the succeeding queuing system is smaller than k+1 in his departure 
moment. If there are k+1 customers in the system, the queue is full and the sojourn time increases to . 
Note that we calculated the number of customers in the system using the method of Furmans and Zillus (1996) 
for infinite buffers, and thus have to normalize the probabilities with P( ). If a job was blocked and had 
a sojourn time of , the following job starts his service simultaneously with the job in server 2. If the 
service time of the job in server 1 is smaller than the service time in server 2 ( ), the sojourn time of 
server 1 equals the service time of server 2. In the opposite case, the sojourn time is equal to the service time of 
server 1. When the sojourn time of server 1 equals the service time of server 2, the following job also starts his 




Markov-chain with sojourn times for succeeding customers 
From the above shown markov chain, we get a set of linear equations that leads to the following system state 
probabilities: 
   (4) 
 
   (5) 
 
   (6) 
 
with   (7) 
 
and  (8) 
 
Using the analytical method of Furmans and Zillus, we can calculate the system state probabilities (system state 
= number of customers in the system at the arrival of a customer) of a G|G|1 queuing system with infinite buff-
ers. Thus, we can approximate the blocking probability . 
The probability that the service time of server 1 is higher than the service time of server 2 can be calculated 





Knowing the probabilities for the sojourn times of a job in a server in each of the three cases, we can calculate a 




With this modified service time distribution we can calculate the waiting time distribution of queueing system 1 
according to the method of Grassmann and Jain (1989). The number of customers in the system can again be 
calculated by the method of Furmans and Zillus (1996). We then declare server 1 as the downstream server of a 
new subsystem. These steps are repeated until the first node of the network is reached. Knowing the waiting time 
distributions and service time distributions of each node, the throughput time distribution of the complete net-
work can be calculated.  
5 Analysis of the approximation quality  
As the presented approach is an approximation we want to give some insights to the quality of this approxi-
mation. For an example with two succeeding servers, we can compare the waiting time distribution calculated 
with the analytical approach to the distribution obtained by simulation as shown in figure 3.  
 
Waiting time distribution in queuing system 1 obtained by analytical approach and simulation  
In order to make the experiments comparable, we calculate the deviation of the mean waiting time of analysis 
and simulation and show its dependence to the blocking probability. The blocking probability is influenced by 
the following parameters: number of buffer spaces k, variability of departure process from server 1, variability of 
the service process of server 2. Table 1 shows the results for a couple of experiments.  
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approximation quality depending on the blocking probability  
We can see that the approximation quality is quite high for low blocking probabilities. The higher the blocking 
probability gets, the higher are the deviations between analytical results and simulation results. In practice, 
blocking probabilities of more than 5 % would not be tolerated. The buffer spaces would be increased or the pro-
cess would be improved to be more stable. Thus, for practical applications, the analytical approach is useful to 
analyze the waiting time distribution in front of a server with blocking. 
6 Conclusion and Outlook  
In this paper we presented an analytical approach for the analysis of blocking after service in discrete time 
queuing networks. For the analysis we build two-server subsystems and approximate the influence of blocking 
by a modified service time distribution for the blocked server. The approximation quality is good for low block-
ing probabilities and therefore applicable for practical cases. Our next step will be to apply the new method to 
our model of the sterilization process in health establishments replacing the model elements with infinite buffers 
by finite buffer. 
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When users try to satisfy information needs, relevance is traditionally defined by metrics based on term or concept
distance, link structure of the investigated information collection or previously conducted search sessions and selected
results (by the same or other users). Leveraging the information within one’s own social network to enrich search results
is currently discussed in the concrete forms of Social Media Question Asking (SMQA) and Social Search. Analyzing
two large datasets crawled from Twitter (360, 000 user profiles, 223 million tweets) and Facebook (25, 737 user profiles,
4.6 million posts from 936, 992 users), our findings suggest that content created by people who are socially close is of
higher individual relevance than content created by others. Furthermore, our results indicate that the willingness to help
satisfying information needs is higher for users within one’s social network.
1 Introduction
Several approaches have been discussed to enhance the search and recommendation process with social aspects (Oeldorf-
Hirsch, Hecht, Morris, Teevan, & Gergle, 2014; Lampe, Gray, Fiore, & Ellison, 2014). Traditionally, search results are
calculated based on several relevance metrics based on search term distance, link structure, historic information (e.g. for
personalization and former relevance judgments) and ontology-based approaches for conceptualization. Taking "social"
in Social Search (McDonnell & Shiri, 2011) seriously, relevance must be regarded in a much broader sense, allowing
social influence to impact individual relevance judgments like in marketing (Burnkrant & Cousineau, 1975) or in the
choice of apps on a mobile phone (Aharony, Pan, Ip, Khayal, & Pentland, 2011). Information items might at first only
be relevant because friends are interested in them but also might provide more serendipitous results caused by the social
relevance of these items in the social groups of a user. Thus they belong to the sphere of the wider unconscious information
needs (Groh, Straub, Eicher, & Grob, 2013). A more "social" search engine could allow users to query privacy restricted,
non-public information spaces of their friends directly, leading to results with a special social flavor of relevance (due to
highly individual knowledge about the information seeker) and a broader information space (due to access to otherwise
restricted information). Based on a corpus crawled from Twitter we investigate retweet behavior, considering retweeting a
message as a positive relevance judgment. Our findings indicate that users assess tweets of people they directly interacted
with as more relevant than messages sent from others. Furthermore, our analysis suggests that people we interacted with
before tend to react to our questions faster than others. Analyzing messages posted on Facebook, we show that replies to
a question are liked more by the information seeker (and are therefore possibly considered to be more helpful) when the




The paper focuses on the following research questions:
I. Are relevance judgments on content correlated to the strength of the social relationship between author and recipient
of the content?
II. Does social closeness influence the willingness to react to questions in a social media question asking scenario?
A positive relationship in RQ I suggests that search applications could benefit from integrating the content of socially
close friends. Affirming RQ II indicates that a distributed social search approach should rely on querying socially close
people.
2.2 Dataset
Twitter is one of the major online social networking services with more than 200 million active users by the time we
collected our dataset1. Users have the possibility to select a tweet and resend it to their own followers (i.e., retweet it).
In addition, users can send direct (but public) messages to other users using Twitter’s @-operator at the beginning of a
tweet. We collected a large sub-graph of Twitter on a per-user-basis by means of breadth-first search (Granovetter, 1976),
collecting publicly available tweets dated between January 1 and July 26, 2012.
Facebook is one of the world’s largest online social networks. Among numerous other things, users can establish friend-
ship edges and post (and reply to) public messages. Users also have the ability to like content objects. The Facebook
dataset has been retrieved using a crawling procedure based on Metropolis-Hastings Random Walk (cf. Gjoka et al.
(Gjoka, Kurant, Butts, & Markopoulou, 2009)).
Tweets/posts ending with a question mark were regarded as questions. Previous research (Teevan, Morris, & Panovich,
2011) analyzing response quality and quantity in SMQA showed that phrasing a question as a single sentence with a ques-
tion mark improves response quality and quantity. Validity checks on subsets (100 posts/tweets) revealed recall/precision
values of 83%/55% (Facebook) and 25%/66% (Twitter)2. A question was considered as a "relevant" question only in
case one could expect a real answer (e.g., no rhetorical questions). We are not in a position to reliably check to which
degree a reply is a valid response to a question - even if the reply is a counter question it could provide information that
is considered helpful by the author of the question. A small sanity check of 100 randomly chosen questions from the
Facebook dataset and their respective answers confirmed that the answers in general fit the questions. We only collected
publicly available data, accessible by any internet user. The data is not published and is only used for legitimate scientific
research. The published information derived from the data does not disclose any details about the crawled profiles.
2.3 Evaluation Methods
2.4 RQ I: Correlation of relevance judgments and social connections
Twitter We consider the act of retweeting a tweet as a relevance judgment in favor of the original tweet by the retweeting
user and assume that two users are "socially connected" if they have exchanged at least one directed message using
Twitter’s @-operator (regardless of the direction of the message). Following a user is not considered as a form of social
connection, since it is one-sided and often motivated by the posted content (and not the respective "real" person). To
simplify further analysis, we stick to the following notation:
1https://twitter.com/twitter/status/281051652235087872
2The lower recall value on Twitter is caused by the heavy usage of hashtags following the question
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2 RESEARCH APPROACH
• Mab is the number of directed posts (using Twitter’s @-operator) sent from user a to user b,
• RT ab is the number of tweets originally sent from user b and retweeted by user a,
• RT a is the total number of all retweets sent from user a, i.e. RT a = ∑x∈U RT ax with U being the set of all users,
and
• TW a is the number of tweets sent by user a.
RT ab and TW








u. The set of
retweets posted by a user u may contain tweets which were originally posted by (1) users who are followed by u, (2) users
who exchanged at least one direct message with u and (3) users who don’t belong to either of the previous two groups.
Therefore, we define the following sets of users:
• Friends(u) are users who are followed by u,
• SocConn(u) are users who exchanged at least one direct message with u,
• Other(u) are users who don’t belong to either group, i.e. Friends(u) ∩ SocConn(u)
Due to Twitter’s API limitations, it is not possible to reconstruct the retweet graph: If a user a originally tweets a tweet
t, a different user b retweets t as t′ and a third user c retweets t′ as t′′, the tweet t′′ is only marked as a retweet of t (but
not of t′). Therefore, it’s possible that users appear to retweet tweets from strangers (i.e. users not connected via follower




which represents the ratio between tweets originally from users of group x which got retweeted by u and tweets originally
from users within u’s social contacts and people u follows which also got retweeted by u. A broader indicator, Ru2 (x),




Assuming that retweets are distributed equally, it is useful to compare Ru1 (x) and R
u
2 (x) to T
u
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2 (x) reflecting




It represents the ratio of tweets posted by the respective group within the collected corpus, excluding users who are not




While Ru1 (x) and R
u
2 (x) represent the contribution of a particular group (socially connected people; friends, i.e. people
one follows; strangers) to the set of tweets retweeted by user u, Tu1 (x) and T
u
2 (x) represent the proportion of all tweets
posted by the respective group within the corpus. If one of the groups is overrepresented within the set of retweets (in
comparison with the group’s proportion in the full corpus) it could suggest that this group has more relevant content for
a user u than other groups. To quantify this overrepresentation, the average ratios 1/|U | · ∑u∈U Ruk/Tuk are used for
k ∈ {1, 2} with U being the set of all available users.
Facebook For our analysis, we rely on the existing friendship network within Facebook and interpret the likes of a user
as a relevance judgment. We (1) identify the set of questions and (2) analyze the responses for identified questions, i.e.
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2.5 RQ II: Relation of willingness to help and social closeness
check whether the response has been posted by a friend of the question asker and check whether the question asker liked
the response. A higher like-ratio for responses written by friends of the question asker than for other responses could
suggest that friends are able to provide more valuable information than strangers. Using an explicit relevance judgment
of the asker is in line with previous research on community Q&A (e.g. (Shah & Pomerantz, 2010)), where the answer
explicitly chosen by the asker is considered best.
2.5 RQ II: Relation of willingness to help and social closeness
Twitter To assess the willingness to help other users, we analyze tweets containing a question indicated by ending with
a question mark. For each of these tweets, we identify the responses and calculate response time and number of messages
sent between the user asking the question and the user providing the answer. A negative correlation between response
time and the number of exchanged directed messages would suggest that the closer two users are (i.e., the more direct
messages they exchanged), the faster they reply to each others’ questions. To improve the likelihood of the selected tweets
actually forming a relevant question/answer pair, we only considered pairs of tweets posted within a time span of less than
three weeks.
3 Results
3.1 RQ I: Correlation of relevance judgments and social connections
Twitter The average set of retweets of a user consists of tweets from users in the sets Friends ∩ SocConn (44.4%),
Friends ∩ SocConn (26.7%), Others (24.7%) and SocConn ∩ Friends (4.1%). Table 1b shows the average results
for R1, R2, T1 and T2 for the respective groups. Figure 1a depicts the ratio
R1
T1
which can get interpreted as the degree
of overrepresentation of a specific group within the set of retweets. It is noticeable that users retweet tweets from users
who they follow and exchange direct messages (SocConn ∩ Friends) much more often than their contribution to the
overall amount of tweets would suggest. Furthermore, users one exchanged messages with, but didn’t follow (group
SocConn ∩ Friend), got retweeted (relatively) more often than users one only followed (group Friend ∩ SocConn;
0.88 vs. 0.69).
Facebook Out of 82, 268 replies, 73, 941 replies came from friends (thereof 11, 144 were liked by the question asker)
and 13, 327 were given from other users (thereof, 1, 692 were liked by the question asker). On average, 15.1% of the
answers are liked by the question asker if the author of the response is marked as a friend on Facebook – if this is not the
case, the question asker likes only 12.7% of the replies. Fitting a linear regression model revealed a significant, but very
weak positive correlation (ASKER_LIKES = 0.02 · IS_FRIEND + 0.13, with p < 1.021 · 10−12 but a very low
R2 score of 5.82 · 10−4).
3.2 RQ II: Relation of willingness to help and social closeness
Twitter We analyzed average and median response time for questions and the social connection between question
asker a and responder r (using max(Mar ,M
r
a )). For this part of the paper, we only considered a random sample of
550, 680 replies to questions for performance reasons. A linear regression model explains the response time as −43.55 ·
max(Mar ,M
r
a ) + 10, 786 with p < 2.2 · 10−16, but does not explain the variance (R2 = 6.505 · 10−4). We estimated
the stability of the result by running the same experiment on a smaller dataset (50, 000 replies), where we got comparable
results (−47.691, intercept 8, 892, p < 1.01 · 10−8, R2 = 6.559 · 10−4). Given the high number of replies and the
low p-value, we don’t expect the result to change significantly when analyzing a larger set. The whole collection also
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(a) Overrepresentation within the retweet set (R1/T1).
Group R1 T1 R2 T2
Friends ∩ SocConn 0.35 0.07 0.27 0.07
Friends ∩ SocConn 0.59 0.85 0.44 0.82
Friends 0.94 0.93 0.71 0.89
SocConn ∩ Friends 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.06
SocConn 0.41 0.15 0.31 0.13
Others n/a n/a 0.25 0.05
(b) R1, T1, R2 and T2, averaged over all users.
Figure 1: Results for RQ1 – users in the intersection of social connection and friendship (i.e. users who are being
followed and exchanged at least one directed message) are retweeted 4.6 times more often on average than their
overall contribution would suggest.
only represents a (larger) subset of all twitter messages and the analyis does not rely on the graph structure, therefore
the quality of the result is not weakened. Figure 2a shows the average response time and suggests that the more directed
messages two users exchanged, the smaller is the average response time. User pairs who exchanged a direct message
for the first time when answering the question under consideration (i.e., exchanged messages equals to 1) have a high
average response time of 3.8 hours (13, 791 seconds, SD: 73, 795) whereas users who have exchanged at least 1 message
before have an average response time of 2.5 hours (9, 096 seconds, SD: 54, 086). In addition, 90% of the question asker /
responder pairs have exchanged ≤ 35 messages. While pairs with no previous interaction have a median response time of
10 minutes (598 seconds), pairs who have directly communicated before have a lower median response time of 7 minutes
(420 seconds) (see figure 2b).
4 Limitations
The interpretation of Facebook’s like statement and retweets as relevance judgments is not optimal, since users do not
necessarily associate it with a judgment on content quality. One might also doubt whether response time is a valid proxy
for the willingness to help others – it could as well be the case that people who reply faster to questions received via
Twitter do so because they spend a much larger part of their life online and maintain more and deeper relationships on
Twitter. The datasets suffer from high variance, making it difficult to show indications and trends. We currently work
towards a more complex modeling approach to further elaborate on this. We only considered direct social relationships,
i.e. only a single step within the social graph. In a more sophisticated modeling approach, indirect relationships could
also be taken into account.
5 Conclusion & Outlook
In this paper, we analyzed the impact of social relationships (number of directly exchanged messages, existence of a
friendship relationship) on content relevance (retweeting a tweet, liking an answer) and willingness to help (approximated
using the average response time) using two large datasets derived from Twitter and Facebook. Our results suggest that
people we directly interact with are able to provide information that is relevant for us. This can be seen as supporting
evidence for the utility of distributed social search, where information spaces from people within one’s social network
could also get consulted to satisfy information needs. Furthermore, people we interact with seem to reply faster to our
questions, laying the foundation of a search concept based on mutual support. We will continue to develop a non-linear





















































Figure 2: Time in seconds between asking the question and posting the response and number of exchanged direct
messages between question asker and responding user (logarithmical scale), size and color reflect number of replies.
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Participatory budgeting (PB) and civic crowdfunding (CF) are both online participation processes that fund 
projects of public interest. Our research aims to investigate the advantages of combining the two processes and 
introduce the first steps of an experimental setting on how to evaluate different institutional budgeting mechanisms 
combined with crowdfunding. 
Keywords: Crowdfunding, participation, budgeting 
 
1 Introduction 
Civic participation has been simplified by the use of online platforms. Participatory budgeting and crowdfunding 
are ever increasing in popularity. With PB, institutions like local governments, enterprises, universities and the 
like are able to empower their members (i.e., citizens, employees, students, etc.) to participate in decisions on how 
to spend the institutional budget (Cabannes, 2004). CF, in addition to the process of budget allocation, takes a 
slightly different perspective as it  to pay for certain projects at issue (Belleflamme 
et al., 2014). Naturally, such CF typically entails a decision on how the money should be used- the online platform 
Kickstarter is a popular example (Ricker, 2011). In this paper, we introduce and compare evaluation categories for 
these two participation processes and sketch out how to combine the two processes to offer a wider range of 
financing possibilities in the public sector. Such allocation methods for co-financing projects in institutions yields 
 by involving them in budgeting decisions and ii) 
tapping their individual willingness to pay and hence increasing financial leeway for project realisation overall. 
With our work, we seek to provide a structure for evaluating and comparing CF and PB and address the question 
of how different allocation mechanisms of such co-financing 
participation, funded amounts, perceived fairness, etc. 
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This paper is organized as follows: After giving an overview on participatory budgeting and civic crowdfunding 
in Section 1, we introduce categories to evaluate these platforms in Section 2 and present our research proposition 
and concluding remarks in Section 3. 
1.1 Participatory Budgeting  
The participatory budgeting (PB) of Porto Alegre, Brazil, in the late 1980s has set an example on participation 
worldwide (Herzberg, 2006). From South America, PB has now become even more popular. More than 1500 PB 
examples can be found at present.1 These processes differ in numerous aspects. Regarding European examples of 
PB, a definition has been established (see Sintomer et al., 2010) that contains five criteria: (1) a financial and 
budgetary dimension, (2) a territorial dimension (compulsory connection to an area), (3) an iterative dimension 
(excluding one-time voting), (4) a deliberative dimension (PB as a special form of public discourse), and finally 
(5) commitment (to account for results). In Germany, over 100 local governments included participatory budgets 
in their financial decision making over the last years (Scherer et al., 2012). Good examples that include an explicit 
use of ICT are the PB of Berlin-Lichtenberg2, the city of Potsdam3, the city of Trier4, and the city of Köln5 (see 
Nitzsche et al. 2012). Although many types of PB exist, the German Basic Law6 confers in art. 28 (2) the financial 
autonomy to local authorities. This power of decision thus includes the final word of the local governments. Most 
PB use discussions and votes for decision making and determining the budget allocation. Muller et al. (2013) 
introduce a budgeting mechanism similar to CF in an enterprise setting, where IBM equipped all participants with 
$100 that they can only use to support projects on their website (also see Feldmann, 2014). However, in our work 
we use the term crowdfunding in its narrow definition, where the individuals are included in the budget provision. 
1.2 Crowdfunding 
Crowdfunding started as financing model in creativity-based industries (Agrawal et al., 2013) and has quickly 
become popular with online platforms like Kickstarter as a relatively easy way to access the possibility of start-up 
funding. CF is as a method of financing from the crowd  (Moritz et al. 2013, p2), which is initiated by an open 
call and aims for financial support for a project or company with or without reward (Belleflamme et al. 2010). 
Usually copious investors engage in the funding on CF websites that act as an intermediary. The platforms as 
intermediaries are particularly advantageous as they offer a standardized process for investments.  
Civic crowdfunding, as CF of projects that are of public interest, has become interesting in the context of social 
inequality and civic participation (Davies, 2015). Examples can be found on Spaceive, Neighbor.ly and 
citizinvest.com. 
                                                          
1 cf. http://www.participatorybudgeting.org/about-participatory-budgeting/where-has-it-worked/ 
2 cf. https://www.buergerhaushalt-lichtenberg.de/ 
3 cf. https://buergerbeteiligung.potsdam.de/kategorie/buergerhaushalt 
4 cf. https://www.trier-mitgestalten.de/haushalten/4698 
5 cf. https://buergerhaushalt.stadt-koeln.de/2015/ 
6 cf. http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/  
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Feldmann et al. (2013) embedded CF inside an organisation and introduced an interaction structure which can be 
compared to the IBM case (Muller et al. 2013, Muller et al. 2014), but also to the narrow definition of 
crowdfunding, as soon as the participants invest their own money. 
2 Evaluation Categories 
With the increasing number of participatory processes on online platforms many questions arise. Besides legal 
aspects that differ from area to area, it has not completely been investigated how to qualitatively judge these 
instruments. Beside the requirements on the funding mechanism itself, that we will focus on in Section 3, in this 
section, we present a number of general quality criteria for participation platforms and civic crowdfunding, 
followed by a comparison between the two concepts. 
Participation and CF platforms can be evaluated in the following categories (cf. Escher, 2013; Kersting, 2014; 
Scherer et al., 2012), whereas the order proposed is rather random and does not imply importance:  
Achievement of objectives: Each platform has its individual aim. This can be the allocation of a budget as desired 
by the citizens, the realisation of as many projects as possible, the maximisation of the total welfare, the gain of 
needs for CF and PB a well-stated aim to be able to be evaluated. 
This category is closest to the funding mechanism and is therefore further investigated in Section 3. 
Usability: The technical and graphical implementation of participation and CF platforms require the same usability 
demands as other websites. During the conception and implementation of the platform the creation of usage 
incentivisation and measures to tie users should be especially considered. The usability of a platform is mostly 
determined by the effectivity and efficiency of the application and the satisfaction of the users.  
Inclusiveness: Both CF and PB websites try to reach as many people in the target group as possible and are able 
to offer a variety of projects. Therefore it is important that participation and CF platforms draw attention from 
public relations and the connection with other formats and media. Still the motivation behind inclusiveness is 
different. The democratic nature of PB claims representativity to reach as many citizens as possible and motivate 
them to participate, whereas CF websites try to maximise the financial capacity. The uniqueness of participation 
platforms lies in the definition of its target group. Ideally all segments of society and stakeholders should 
participate to be able to interpret the voting result as a representation of the whole population. The website, 
however, should also be accessible to underrepresented segments of the society. 
Efficiency: Authorities and institutions have great interest in an efficient participation process. The better the 
process can be integrated in authorities, the easier it is accepted by the employees. The same holds for CF: an easy 
and efficient process motivates capital acquirers and investors. 
Responsiveness: The acceptance (as well as the preparedness of the officials) and an active and numerous 
participation of citizens is a prerequisite for the success of a civic platform. It can also be measured by the way the 
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authority integrates itself into the online process and actively participates in the discourse. Intermediaries of CF 
platforms have a similar responsibility as local authorities. It is important to maintain CF projects to keep the 
 
Commitment: Regarding commitment in participatory processes, PB and CF differ, especially in Germany. PB 
includes citizens in financial decision making, but still has the right to neglect the outcome of the vote7, so that the 
PB tend to have a low level of commitment. CF, however, needs a high degree of commitment due to the financial 
relation of the agents. 
Security: When looking at online political opinion making and voting, questions about the safeguard for identity 
and data security have to be answered by the maintainer of the platform. It is important to sensibly and recognisably 
weigh between the necessary degree of authentication and identification of the citizen and the risk of being 
vulnerable to manipulation. The security of personal data in the context of CF faces the same challenge. In addition, 
even more data of investors as well capital acquirers is needed during the actual payment process, such as bank 
account numbers. Maintainers have to take over responsibility to defend all participants from data abuse. 
Transparency: The traceability of aims and rules is essential for both kinds of participatory platforms, since PB 
as well as CF platforms claim absolute reliability to encourage users to participate. Therefore, the responsible 
authorities of PB should bare how they proceed with proposals and voting results. This includes an extensive post-
processing. CF depends on the reliability of its projects (and the platform itself), which is promoted by explanations 
and comments of the responsible agents (e.g., the documentation of project progress). 
The list of categories prompts that there is a big intersection in the evaluation of both types of platforms: The 
categories Usability, Efficiency, and Transparency have predominantly similar requirements, Security only differs 
in the additional personal payment data and Inclusiveness in the representativity in the political context. 
With regard Commitment, PB in Germany is still on an early stage. A higher level of commitment can be reached, 
if local governments include CF in the process of PB
their interest using their own finances, has not yet been included in PB. Authorities probably do not know their 
willingness to pay and would therefore be happy to have an adequate instrument to find out. This aspect can be 
covered by combining participatory platforms with budgeting and crowdfunding techniques. 
We start with our first category Achievement of objectives that is closely attached to the funding mechanism. When 
applying our research results on the mechanism on platforms in the future, one will have to check for the other 
criteria step by step to build a successful participation platform. 
 
                                                          
7 cf. http://www.buergerhaushalt.org/sites/default/files/6._Statusbericht_buergerhaushalt.org_.pdf  
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3 Research Outlook 
In this Section we pose the question on how different forms of institutional support mechanisms affect individual 
decisions in a crowdfunding scenario. For this purpose, we sketch out an experimental blueprint design for 
evaluating different forms of institutional support mechanisms in the context of crowdfunded projects. 
Specifically, we address the question of how the design of an allocation mechanism for institutional budgets 
impacts crowdfunding behaviour in a setting where projects are funded both by the institution and its members. 
Moreover, we aim at considering total welfare and individual satisfaction.  In a 2-by-2 matrix, Table 1 assigns and 
illustrates the cases when i) the decision of how the budget is used and ii) budget provision is distinguished for 
individuals and the institution. 
 
Table 1: Mechanisms by decision makers and budget providers.  
In the following, we briefly sketch out an experimental design suitable to investigate co-funding as outlined above. 
We assume that an institution, i.e. a community government, a university, or a company, etc. faces several different 
projects j with cost cj and needs to decide on how to allocate its budget B across those projects. Budget, however, 
j). Since the projects, however, directly benefit 
the members of the institution, i.e., its citizens, students, or employees, they might exhibit a certain willingness to 
pay for each project too. In some sense, the community members are able to support projects on an internal 
kickstarter-like platform (Kuppuswamy et al. 2013). 
consider the case in which a central institution is also present and wants to support its members by providing co-
funding. The crucial question for practitioners is how to set up the support rules in the most efficient way, i.e. 
spending its budget optimally from the desired perspective (e.g., total welfare). Let uij denote the derived utility of 
subject  if project  is realized. This utility value is zero otherwise. The projects thus have the character of a 
threshold public good (Zhang et al. 2014). Every subject now has a certain individual budget at his or her disposal, 
denoted by bi. We assume that no subject can fund any project entirely on his or her own (bi < cj for all i and ) 
and that also no subject would want to do that (uij < cj for all  and ). Moreover, we assume that the sum of all 
i j). Lastly, from a global perspective, every project 












In the experiment, several subjects are provided with a list of their personal utility and cost values for every project 
1 to m. They know that n-1 other subjects face a similar situation, with other utility values, however. These utility 
values are private information, but may be correlated to some extent among subjects. Subjects then simultaneously 
decide on how to allocate their budget across the projects. This clearly represents a stark simplification of reality, 
where typically subjects can observe the progress and fulfilment rate of project funding over the course of days or 
weeks and can repeatedly adjust their contribution accordingly. We leave this to future research. The individual 
contributions of subject  to project  are denoted by . If funding for a project is not sufficient, i.e. the threshold 
is not met ( ), the invested amount is transferred back to the subject. Over-investments are refunded 
proportionally.  
Each subject faces the conflict between contributing to the funding of one or more projects which appear beneficial 
to him or her. At the same time, he or she must consider the possibility of overfunding and that a lower contribution 
would have yielded a higher payoff ceteris paribus. This, however, holds for all subjects which introduces the risk 
of not funding a project at all. 
This base scenario with no institutional support in place will be compared to a situation where the institution also 
invests its budget B in several projects following different possible rules. Some mechanisms easily come to mind. 
The institution could, for instance, i) subsidize each investment by a fraction  > 0 until the budget is consumed, 
or ii) close the funding gap of the most popular project which do not have met the threshold. Project popularity 
may, for instance, be measured in terms of relative or absolute funding. Such different support schemes, assuming 
a constant institutional budget B, may work with varying degrees of success. These different schemes may then 
be evaluated by means of i) total welfare (sum of all realized utility values minus money spent), ii) social 
security/solidarity (utility value for least benefited subject), or iii) the number of realised projects. The resulting 
payoff  for subject  in the baseline situation is expressed by: 
     
with     and     otherwise. 
Our next steps will be to further investigate which factors might influence the decision behaviour of participants 
when facing a crowdfunding situation which includes institutional support. We then conduct the experiment 
including the treatments with different funding mechanisms of crowdfunding with institutional support. 
not been investigated from an experimental and behavioural perspective. Our research outline intends to address 
this gap. We anticipate that an institution can most certainly affect its members  willingness to contribute and 
hence also total welfare if designing support schemes appropriately. In times of narrow public budgets this way of 
funding appears highly suitable for tapping private capital, helping to ensure high quality public goods and thus 
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Abstract - Industrial services are an important source for revenue and growth for its providers. However, neither 
the term industrial service nor its concrete subareas are unambiguously defined. In this paper we discuss the 
definition of industrial service and its delineation from related concepts which can serve as a suitable foundation 
for a research area on industrial services for both, academics and industrial researchers. In addition, we will 
identify future areas of interest in the domain to encourage researchers to advance the field. We hope that the 
paper triggers fruitful discussions about its subject and increases awareness about specific characteristics of 
industrial services which have so far not been taken up by the research community. 
1 The Importance of Industrial Services 
In recent years, more and more manufacturing companies have made the expansion of their service business a 
core strategy (Vandermerwe and Rada 1988; Quinn, Doorley and Paquette 1990; Wise and Baumgartner 1999; 
T. S. Baines, et al. 2009). In developed economies industrial services often account for more than half of the 
manu  profits with annual sales volumes of billions of dollars1, thus forming an attractive 
market to operate in (Strähle, Füllemann and Bendig 2012).   
Despite their economic importance industrial services are an underresearched topic. There is a lack of standardi-
zation and systematic approaches to successfully exploit the service potential are often missing. Moreover, the 
manufacturing industry is subject to substantial technological changes (e.g. through the emergence of cyber-
physical systems, Industry 4.0, etc.). Technology will not only influence the way in which industrial services are 
delivered and consumed. It will also promote innovation in the development of industrial equipment, vehicles, 
production processes and entire factories, i.e., it will change the service objects themselves. The lack of methods 
                                                          
1 In Germany, annual sales of industrial (maintenance) services account for approximately 30 billion Euros (Roland Berger Strategy 
Consultants 2010), compared to approximately 1 trillion dollars annually in the U.S. (Cohen, Agrawal and Agrawal 2006). 
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and the changing technological environment will result in a variety of economic, organizational and technical 
challenges which will need to be addressed in the future.  
In this paper we aim to contribute to the establishment of a research area on industrial services for both, academ-
ic and industrial researchers. First, we provide a literate review on definitions of the term industrial service and 
summarize common characteristics (Section 2.1). Second, we outline different perspectives to look at the subject 
and develop a matrix which can be used to classify the various types of industrial services (Section 2.2). Third, 
in order to encourage researchers to advance the field we identify future areas of interest and outline business 
and technological drivers that will affect the domain of industrial services in the future (Section 2.3). Following 
these analyses is a short conclusion at the end of the paper.  
2 Industrial Services– Today and in the Future 
In the following we discuss various definitions of the term industrial service before we outline the fields which 
industrial services cover and point to future developments in this area.  
2.1 Definition of Industrial Service  
Today, there is no unambigious definition of what industrial service is, even though the term is frequently used 
in the literature. In order to establish a shared understanding of the domain and the characteristics commonly 
related to industrial services we will discuss various definitions that have been proposed in the literature. We do 
not aim to provide an extensive literature review on all possible definitions. Our objective is rather to highlight 
the diverse nature of industrial services as well as the different perspectives under which they are studied. Based 
on a review of leading academic journals, conference proceedings and industry publications we found various 
definitions of the term, each highlighting different aspects of industrial service. 
Industry Focused Definitions - Industrial services are defined based on the individual or organization they are 
marketed to or with regard to the entity providing a service. One of the prevailing views is that industrial ser-
vices are marketed to industrial clients (Jackson and Cooper 1988) or clients with industrial production (Brax 
2005) as opposed to consumer clients. Other authors relax this assumption stating that end-users of industrial 
services are not restricted to industrial firms (Oliva and Kallenberg 2003). Proposed characterizations have in 
common that industrial services are defined based on the type of consumer it is delivered to. Contrary to that 
there are definitions taking pective instead. They regard industrial services as all ser-
vices developed and provided by industrial suppliers (Reen 2014), by manufacturers of industrial equipment 
(Brax 2005) or by other companies specializing in services (Brax 2005). Following this line of argumentation 
there is a number of other definitions relaxing or emphasizing on or the other characteristic of industrial services 
in this context (Homburg and Garbe 1999; Oliva and Kallenberg 2003; Kowalkowski 2006). 
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Process Focused Definitions - A second type of definitions emphasize the process view on services following 
the argumentation that industrial services comprise all services relating to organizational processes. For instance, 
Kowalkowski (2006) defines industrial services 
processes, so that value for them is created in those p Jackson and Cooper (1988) 
operational proces (Reen 2014). 
Asset Focused Definitions - In academia and industry the term aftersales services is still frequently used as a 
synonym for industrial services (Homburg and Garbe 1999; Oliva and Kallenberg 2003; Johannsson and Olhager 
2004; Paloheimo, Miettinen and Brax 2004; Kowalkowski 2006). This type of definitions follows the rationale 
that industrial services can be described based on the lifecycle of industrial goods. For instance, Oliva and 
Kallenberg (2003) - or process-related services required by an end-user 
ch definitions (indirectly) assume that industrial services are always provid-
ed in relation to or in conjunction with industrial goods. Homburg and Garbe (1999), for instance, classify 
industrial services into pre-purchase, at-purchase and aftersales industrial services. Jackson and Cooper (1988) 
speak of maintenance, repair and overhaul services, which aim at keeping an organization maintained and 
operating in this context.  
IHIP Focused Definitions - For many years academics have argued about the inherent characteristics that 
differentiate services from goods. In the course of this debate the so called IHIP criteria (Regan 1963; Zeithaml, 
Parasuraman and Berry 1985) have evolved which aim at distinguishing services from goods based on four 
characteristics: intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability and perishability2. Based on the IHIP criteria research-
ers have proposed to distinguish industrial services from services in general by introducing additional criteria 
which they consider to be integral parts of industrial services. Examples of such industrial service specific 
(Jackson and Cooper 1988) (Jackson and Cooper 1988)
 (Morris and Fuller 1989) and many others (Jackson and Cooper 1988; Morris and Fuller 
1989). 
The various definitions illustrate that industrial services are studied from a variety of perspectives each empha-
sizing particlar characteristic of the concept. Consequently, it is difficult to develop a universally accepted 
definition of the term. However, we are convinced that a shared understanding of the common characteristics of 
industrial services is required in order to promote consistent research on the topic despite its interdisciplinary 
nature. Thus, in the following we want to outline a more holistic perspective on industrial services.  
We see industrial services as services relating to industrial products (or rather goods) or industrial systems (a 
system of / systems of industrial goods). In contrast to consumer goods, industrial goods are used by business or 
industrial clients as opposed to consumer clients (Jackson and Cooper 1988). Industrial goods or systems may 
                                                          
2 The practical suitability of using IHIP as a means to distinguish services from products has been subject to discussions in academic 
literature (see e.g. Vargo and Lusch 2004). 
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range from a single pump to an entire manufacturing plant, from a single truck to an entire fleet of vehicles. 
From a functional point of view, industrial services go far beyond traditional maintenance, repair and overhaul. 
Value-added services comprise activities such as condition monitoring, predictive maintenance, advanced 
diagnostics or asset and fleet management. While some of those services are closely integrated with the industri-
al good itself (e.g. manufacturer offering remote access control for measurement equipment) other services may 
only be distantly related to the industrial goods which are perceived to form the core offering of a manufacturing 
company (e.g. manufacturer of measurement equipment offering tank management)3. Besides these changes in 
the functional dimension, recent developments in service business models and contracts have affected the way in 
which industrial services are offered. Full-service contracts as well as availability, usage- or performance-based 
revenue models are gaining momentum. All these different perspectives  the delimitation of industrial and 
consumer clients, the functional view with traditional and value-added services and the contractual perspective 
with the evolvement of new business models and service contracts - allow us to study industrial services from 
various angles and with different methodologies and theoretical approaches.  
2.2 Fields of Industrial Services 
While there is a series of taxonomies and classifications for services in general (e.g. Schmenner 1986; Silvestro, 
et al. 1992; Hill 1999; Buzacott 2000) there is relatively little material as to what services are part of the field of 
industrial services other than the catalogues of service providers (for an exception see Matyas, Rosteck and Sihn 
2009 as well as Henkel et al. 2004 (as quoted by Kowalkowski 2006)).  
To overcome this problem we have developed a matrix which can be used to classify the various types of indus-
trial services (compare Figure 1). It maps service activities and associated research problems with scientific 
expertises needed to develop corresponding solutions. In addition, the matrix considers different industrial 
domains, thus allowing to account for unique technological and business requirements of different industries. 
The matrix was developed and discussed with more than ten researchers from academia and industry with long-
time expertise in industrial service research. In the following we will briefly explain each dimension of the 
matrix.  
First, there are functional areas which represent different types of service activities. Defining a service strategy 
forms an integral part of all subsequent activities and covers strategic planning at different levels. Considering 
the market situation outlined in Section 1, companies need to develop novel service offerings which are techno-
logically advanced, customer-oriented and proactive in order to remain competitive. Customer support is mainly 
concerned with providing information and supporting the customer with required knowledge to operate equip-
ment or services efficiently. Finally, the service operation constitutes the functional back bone of the service 
business. It covers activities from organizing, scheduling, executing and controlling the service delivery process.  
                                                          
3 Similar discussions have been taken up in research on product service systems which are integrated offerings of goods and services (see T. 
S. Baines, et al. 2007). Although we are not able to discuss product service systems in detail in this work we want emphasize that both 
domains are closely linked to each other. Following this line of thought Meier, Roy and Seliger (2010) state that understanding the 
-Service System .  
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The second dimension of the cube describes scientific disciplines which loosely define the academic back-
grounds required for the advancement of industrial services and associated research problems. The main contri-
butions come from economics, operations research and statistics, computer science, more hardware-oriented 
information technologies to various engineering disciplines.  
In addition, we consider a third important dimension which are different industry domains such as manufacturing 
industry, process industry and utilities. They reflect the different economic, organizational and technical re-
quirements which need to be considered in order to implement industrial services effectively.  
Figure 1 Fields of industrial service 
 
2.3 Industrial Services of the Future 
Having proposed a matrix to classify different types of industrial services we aim to identify future areas of 
interest in the domain by discussing how business and technological drivers are going to affect industrial ser-
vices in the future.  
There is currently a world-wide drive towards strengthening the industrial base in developed economies (see e.g. 
Popkin and Kobe 2010; European Commission 2012a; European Commission 2012b; Ministry of Industrial 
Renewal France 2013). In Europe, promoting industrial leadership is one of the focal points of research and 
innovation initiatives to achieve the strategic goals of the agenda Europe 2020. While the majority of research 
projects currently aim at the development of technologies and (product) innovations (see e.g. European 
Commission 2012a), complementary research and innovation in industrial services are needed to maintain 
technological leadership of the European industry and to achieve sustainable growth of the European economy in 
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a globalized world. In fact, all technological innovations promoted through European and national research 
initiatives such as Industry 4.0 (Federal Ministry of Eduction and Research and Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology 2012), Factories of the Future (European Commission 2013a), Sustainable Process Industries 
(European Commission 2013b), The New Industrial France (Ministry of Industrial Renewal France 2013) and 
many others require an equal advancement in research and innovation on industrial services to maintain and 
extend industrial leadership.  
Holistically, the calls mentioned above paint a picture of a future that can be used to extrapolate the necessary 
service research. There are business drivers and technology drivers that cause dramatic changes in the way 
industrial services are offered and delivered (compare Figure 1).  
On the business side, we see changing customer expectations and the demand for new business models ( 
Kindström and Kowalkowski 2009; Sakao, Sandström and Matzen 2009; Ostrom, et al. 2010; Meier, Roy and 
Seliger 2010; Reen 2014). Due to the ever increasing complexity of industrial products and services, customers 
are willing to buy more and higher value services from the supplier than they did in the past. On the other hand, 
customers want to avoid the risk of unpredictable service costs (Neely 2008; Meier, Roy and Seliger 2010) and 
more and more customers go over to requesting service offerings which guarantee performance or outcome via 
performance-based or full-service contracts (see e.g. Kim, Cohen and Netessine 2007; Hypko, Tilebein and 
Gleich 2010; Huber and Spinler 2014).  
Advances in technology are causing changes in almost every aspect of industrial services. The service objects, 
industrial products, are becoming more and more intelligent and connected. They can sense and monitor their 
condition, they can predict and analyze failures and they can configure, manage, and heal themselves. They are 
connected via networks (e.g. the Internet) with other systems or service centers. They know which part needs to 
be replaced and can order the required spare part by themselves. They have become cyber-physical systems, i.e., 
integrated computational and physical processes (Lee 2006; Lee 2008). This allows easy access and identifica-
tion for service personnel and the possibility to do remote diagnosis and maintenance. As a result new or ad-
vanced types of services become possible, which require active development to realize their full potential.  
Regardless of how industrial production systems do or do not change, the service operation itself can significant-
ly be improved and supported by technology. Service technicians are nowadays equipped with smart phones or 
hand-held devices that can automatically guide them to the point of service and can give them any information 
necessary to perform the service task. Augmented reality devices (e.g. eyeglasses) can display information 
(labels, instructions) in the field of view of the technician to support his or her work. Intelligent diagnosis sys-
tems can assist service personnel by quickly and automatically analyzing symptoms of a failure or malfunction 
and identifying probable causes that can explain these symptoms. With new technological advances around the 
corner, there will be new applications in industrial service as well. (Aleksy, Stieger and Vollmar 2009; Aleksy 
and Rissanen 2012; Tesfay, et al. 2013) 
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All these developments underpin that industrial services will play an important role in industry and academia for 
the years to come. Exploiting its potential will require an interdisciplinary approach which takes account of the 
diverse nature of industrial services.  
3 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a definition and taxonomy of industrial services. To take account of business 
and technological trends we have outlined future developments in the field which will affect the way in which 
industrial services will be developed, delivered and consumed in the future. We aim to inspire new research in 
this domain and we hope that this paper will contribute to constructive debates about the characteristics, bounda-
ries and the future of industrial services.  
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Total service experience as a function of
service experiences in service systems
Ronny Schueritz, ronny.schueritz@kit.edu, KIT
Service firms act as part of one or more service systems for the purpose of co-creating value. Customers interact with
multiple service firms during a customer journey, thus have several service encounters with different service firms. As
one encounter influences following encounters, as well as the overall customer experience, the provided service quality
of one service firm might impact the perceived service quality of another service firm and the overall service quality.
Therefore, it is not sufficient for a service firm to look exclusively at their own service encounters, but rather at the full
customer journey from a service system perspective. In other words, service providers need to focus on optimizing the
whole service system in order to ensure a positive total customer experience. This paper proposes a model that offers an
holistic view on the impact factors of the total customer experience. It illustrates the relationship between service
systems, service encounters and customer experience and thus gives guidance to researchers and practitioners on how to
optimize the total customer experience.
1 Introduction
The most common customer related metric used by managers is the customer satisfaction, as it is known to be connected
to repurchases (GUPTA & ZEITHAML, 2007). It is even referred to as the "one number you need to grow" in order to
increase profits (REICHHELD, 2003).
Since customer satisfaction is very transactionally focused and does not show the full picture, service design favors to
look at the customer experience (VOSS, ROTH, & CHASE, 2008). Even if both measures differ in their definition, an
increase lead to higher customer retention and loyalty (CARUANA, 2002).
What if factors that are influencing the customer experience are not on the agenda of researchers and managers? If they
do not understand all factors that are influencing the customer experience, they potentially fail to improve it and thus miss
the opportunity to maximize profits.
Through a number of publications in recent years a service and service system science has been established. So far re-
searchers have not sufficiently connected the research streams of service systems and customer experience. However, ser-
vice providers are in fact service systems that act as part of a bigger service systems (MAGLIO, VARGO, CASWELL, &
SPOHRER, 2009). If customers start to interact with these systems they will potentially interact with different providers.
Thus it needs to be analyzed if interacting with a service system can influence the customer experience and eventually if
customer experience can be measured on a service system level.
For that purpose the existing literature around the relevant topics is reviewed in the first part of the paper and the established
understanding is presented. By proposing a holistic model on the topic we will then connect existing research in order to
create a service system perspective on customer experience.
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2 Related work
This section illustrates the understanding of research towards customer satisfaction and how it is created in the service
encounter through the perception of service quality. This is followed by the concept of customer experience that looks,
opposing to customer satisfaction, more holistically at the topic. At the end, we briefly introduce the concept of service
systems.
2.1 Customer satisfaction, service quality and service encounter
It is generally accepted that customer satisfaction is the result of a subjective comparison between expected and perceived
performance of a product or a service (LEWIS & BOOMS, 1983; PARASURAMAN, ZEITHAML, & BERRY, 1985,
1988; OH, 1999). In services, expectations are the considerations made by the customer of what might happen in the
service encounter. If providers fail to achieve these expectations, the customer is dissatisfied (OLIVER, 1997). Customer
retention, which can be linked to customer satisfaction, is highly important for service firms as it shows the likelihood of
a customer to repurchase from a specific service provider based on a positive attitude towards this provider (GREMLER
& BROWN, 1996).
Customer satisfaction of a service is influenced by a variety of factors such as service quality, price, situational and
personal factors. In pure services (education, financial services, etc.), the service quality is the most crucial factor, it
represents the customers perception of reliability, assurance, responsiveness, empathy and tangibles (PARASURAMAN
et al., 1988). Customers have certain expectations towards the service which they compare with the perceived service,
resulting in the perceived service quality.(GRÖNROOS, 1984)
This customer perception of a service forms at the ’moment of truth’, the service encounter. In the encounter the customer
actually interacts with the service provider and experiences the service quality (SHOSTACK, 1985). Service encounters
can differ in nature. There are generally three types of service encounters: remote encounters, telephone encounters and
face-to-face encounters. A customer can experience several service encounters with a mix of these types with one service
firm (SHOSTACK, 1985; NORMANN, 2000), for example an airline customer books a flight online, may calls the airline
hotline, at the airport they check-in and drop off their luggage at the desk, later on board they order a drink, and so on.
Research shows that customers perceive each service encounter with a different level of service quality. The airline
customer may perceive the booking and checking with a high service quality but is unsatisfied with the service on board.
Furthermore, the perceived quality of different service encounters has a different impact on the overall service quality of
the service experience. Hence, the overall customer satisfaction with the service provided by a service firm is a function of
the perceived service quality in the service encounters(WOODSIDE, FREY, & DALY, 1989; HANSAN & DANAHER,
1999). Therefore the airline customer may still be very satisfied with the airline as weighing of importance among different
encounters in a service journey.
2.2 Customer experience
Concepts around service quality and service encounters are well established in research. Nevertheless they have been
criticized in the last years for their sole focus on the transaction between customer and service firm, where as service
design looks at the concepts of customer experience and customer journey from a less static perspective (VOSS et al.,
2008). The customer experience describes the whole journey a customer is taking and therefore possibly starts way before
the actual service encounters and goes on afterwards (BERRY, CARBONE, & HAECKEL, 2002). The created cus-
tomer experience is a subjective response of the customer towards multiple interactions with one service firm (GENTILE,
SPILLER, & NOCCI, 2007; MEYER & SCHWAGER, 2007). Therefore, the customer experience can include marketing
communications (BRAKUS, SCHMITT, & ZARANTONELLO, 2009), word of mouth (KWORTNIK & ROSS, 2007) or
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the experience approaching the service firm (GILMORE & PINE, 2002). Customer experience is consequently the “ total
experience, including the search, purchase, consumption, and after-sale phases” (VERHOEF et al., 2009). Referring to
retail, Verhoef further describes that this includes also elements outside of the control of the service firm. In the example
of the airline customer, the customer experience therefore also includes among other things the experience of finding the
airline online (search, purchase), the time at the airport and the flight (consumption). Some models are proposed to
illustrate the customer experience and the influence factors. They suggest that a customer holistically asses its journey
with the service provider. So far empirical research around customer satisfaction has only focused in assessing parts of it
in isolation (VOSS et al., 2008; GREWAL, LEVY, & KUMAR, 2009; VERHOEF et al., 2009; PAYNE, STPRBACKA,
& FROW, 2007).
Eventually Lemke suggests a connection to these theories in order to make customer experience more measurable by
including the service quality aspect and proposes a model that represents the customer experience quality (LEMKE,
CLARK, & WILSON, 2010).
2.3 Service systems
The goods-dominant-logic represents ”the neoclassical economics research tradition”(HUNT, 2000) which is focused on
the production and the output of goods and services. In this logic value is created by a producer and destructed by a
consumer. Further, services are inferior and only seen as an intangible good or as an add-on for goods. Service-dominat
logic (SD-logic) is based on the view that service is the fundamental basic for economic exchange in which competences
(knowledge and skills) are applied to benefit another party and eventually co-create value(VARGO & LUSCH, 2004).
Further SD-logic rejects the view of a producer and consumer (VARGO, 2007). In a concept where service is exchanged
for service and and value is co-created the entities are referred to as service systems (MAGLIO et al., 2009). A service
system is a ”...dynamic value-cocreation configuration of resources, including people, organizations, shared information
(language, laws, measures, methods), and technology, all connected internally and externally to other service systems by
value propositions” (MAGLIO et al., 2009). Service systems can be present in all kinds of representations such as people,
businesses, government, etc that engage in service interactions with each other in order to co-create value (MAGLIO et
al., 2009). Referring to the airline example that means the airline is a service system itself but is also part of a wider
service system consisting of a variety of partners such as the airports (departure and arrival) with all its players (security,
ground control, shops,etc.) and so on.
3 Total service experience
The measurements of customer satisfaction are classically based on the perceived service quality in the service encounters
with the service firm (WOODSIDE et al., 1989). Research in service design has expanded this very transaction focused
theory and looks at the customer experience in a more holistic way (VOSS et al., 2008; GREWAL et al., 2009; VER-
HOEF et al., 2009; PAYNE et al., 2007). Authors point out that they understand that there are other external elements
outside of the control of the service firm that influence the customer experience, but so far they do not look at it from a
system perspective. However, nowadays customers interact with a service system consisting of several players as service
providers have created a whole network of contractors and partners in order to fulfill their value proposition. In a customer
journey, customers often experience several service encounters in which they interact with multiple service providers and
service systems. The airline customer may use an online search engine to find the right flight, uses and online check in
service and uses services at the airport. All of the these service encounters take place directly with the airline but might
be performed with the support of contractors and partners. In some cases the customer might not even notice that he does
not interact with the airline itself. Todays models around customer experience do not cover this fact, but additional service
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providers and systems add factors influencing the customer experience that need to be considered in order to understand
how customer experience is created. The proposed model illustrates the relationship of these factors.
The proposed model in figure 1 shows a series of service experiences (En) with various service firms. A service experi-
ence is created through the combination of different factors such as the customers perception of a certain service quality,
price, external factors and others. The current mood of the customer can heavily impact the service experience and even
be affected by a service experience itself (PRICE, ARNOULD, & DEIBLER, 1995). This good or bad mood will then
spill over and affect following service experiences to a certain extent (yn) (PRICE, ARNOULD, & TIERNEY, 1989).
Woodside proved in his research that each service encounter is valued differently by the customer and is by that affecting
the total customer satisfaction with a different impact (WOODSIDE et al., 1989). In our proposed model the series of
service experiences (En) are as well affecting the total service experience (ET ) to a certain extent (xn). This means that
total service experience is the sum of weighted single service experiences or in mathematical terms: ET =
∑
(xn ∗ En).
This becomes very clear when using the airline customer as an example again.The customer might have a good experience
with the check in at the airport but have a very unpleasant contact with the security control which might causes a bad
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ET  Total service experience 
Pn  Service provider 
 
xn  Influence factor on ET 
yn  Influence factor on En  




Figure 1: Total service experience model
As Kwan and Hottum illustrate in their research the service provider may rely on the integration of other providers’ ser-
vices or even the service encounter might not be facilitated by the service provider itself rather by a contracted partner.
(KWAN & HOTTUM, 2014) In the later case the service provider has a service level agreement with their customers but
has less control over the actual service encounter, as it is fulfilled by a contracted partner. In any case there are several ser-
vice providers (Pn) involved in one service experience. The airline wants to transport their customers and the customers
luggage from A to B, but parts of that proposition get fulfilled by contractors at the airport and not the airline itself. If
the airport is losing the luggage, the customer might blame the airline for the loss and connect the bad service experience
with the airline, not the airport. No matter the explicit setup, it is important who the customer perceives as the service
provider and who they affiliate the experience with. The degree to which a customer is connecting the experience with a
specific service provider is expressed by the factor (zn).
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A series of service experiences is created by a variety of service firms (e.g. airport and airline). These service providers
might not even be directly connected to each other or have a contracted obligation to each other (e.g. the airline and a
taxi or a bar at the airport), but they are connected through the customer journey. Hence, service providers are formally
or informally connected in bigger more abstract service systems through their specific value proposition in the customer
journey.
Using this model as fundamental basis of understanding service experience in service systems, some implications are
emerging:
• Service providers, while being service systems itself, are embedded in higher-level service systems (with partners
and contractors) that are connected to other service systems via a customer that interacts along a sequence of service
experiences.
• As customers have service experiences created by other service providers and all service experiences of a customer
journey influence the total service experience, each service provider might be impacted by the service quality of
another service provider or system.
• Service providers need to understand the whole customer journey from a system perspective in order to manage
alliances, partnerships and value propositions accordingly.
4 Conclusion and future research
The concepts around customer experience and customer journey provide a promising basis to enhance the service of a
service provider as they have a more holistic view than customer satisfaction. Service providers and researchers still need
to change the way they understand customer experience. Instead of designing the customer experience from one service
providers view, it is important to view and optimize the entire service system. Customers are interacting with different
service systems through their customer journey and by that service systems are impacted by each others performance
even if they are not directly connected. Therefore it needs a service system view to the topic of customer experience,
introduced in this paper as the total service experience. In this paper we have contributed a model that provides a service
system perspective on the customer experience and introduces the concept of total service experience which is the sum of
single service experiences. This model will further provide orientation and basis for future research. It does not claim to
show the complete picture of influence factors, but shows how total service experience is created in service systems. It
still needs to be answered how to measure total service experience in a realistic and practical way. Further it needs to be
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We propose a data-driven approach to fuel the creative process in service design. It enables the identification of 
deficits and potentials in the ways services can be accessed and completed. This approach relies on a user centric 
perspective and is based on a synopsis of user clusters and three different types of conversions. In particular, we 
stress the importance of focusing service design not only on improving how a service is used (micro-conversions) 
and completed (pull-out-conversions) but also on how the service is accessed (link-up-conversions). The overall 
goal of our approach is to improve the user experience and thereby increase conversion rates. This is achieved by 
widening and adjusting the array of elements that can be used in personalization according to the usage patterns 
of different user clusters.  
1 Introduction 
Enterprises with complex high value products, such as car manufacturers, run websites that incorporate a lot of 
different services around their brand and products. Product catalogs, product configurators, information and news 
sections, entertainment and sweepstakes or feedback forms are prominent examples. Such websites offer users 
different ways of accessing, using and completing these services. Consequently, personalization of websites should 
also comprise these dimensions of how users interact with the offered service. First, the design of different ways 
of using and completing a service enables the personalization of services themselves. Second, the design of alter-
native access ways to services allows to personalize the way users may start a service. 
Monitoring and optimizing of design and personalization features usually focuses the successful completion of 
services (Kohavi and Parekh 2003). This web analytics approach is very useful for evaluating the functionality of 
individual services and appropriateness of contents of personalized elements. It is of limited use when the goal is 
supporting an overall orchestration and a further development of services, access ways and personalized elements. 
This is because the focus lies mainly on the functionality of services and not on the different ways they are accessed 
and used by different groups of users. 
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Our concept of Conversion Centered Personalization tackles the complexity of this enhancement task by shifting 
the perspective towards the user. We propose a data-driven approach that enables the identification of deficits and 
potentials in what access ways to services are provided and what options of using and completing a service are 
offered. In order to achieve this goal, we take a closer look at different types of of conversions that can be used to 
monitor and enable the user journey from service to service. This approach results in a widened array of personiz-
able elements that meet the needs and intentions of actual user groups.  
2 Conceptual Framework 
2.1 Enabling the User Journey 
Website personalization uses datamining techniques and/or business rules in order to create a bespoke user expe-
rience based on actual user data. In most cases, strategic reasoning is combined with mathematical algorithms in 
one way or another (Markellou, Rigou & Sirmakessis 2005). The general setup of personalization techniques re-
flects the marketing strategy followed. Traditional online marketing research approaches stress the importance of 
defining goals of customer journeys and focus on the completion of steps that have to be taken on the way (Heinrich 
& Flocke 2014). The idea of one distinctive sales funnel with minor variations is common sense around online 
marketers. This includes the notion that there is only one logical sequence of service use  the funnel. Sales funnel 
management is trying to jockey the customer through this funnel. Obviously this type of strategy has strong im-
plications for the design and personalization of services. 
However, actual website users do have more complex motivations. For example, many users of car manufacturers 
web sites do not plan or cannot even afford to buy in the nearer future but still do have a strong interest in the 
brand and its products for very different reasons. To be successful, the marketing strategy underlying website 
personalization user centric approach has im-
mediate consequences to the perception of the user journey and strong implications for the design and personali-
zation of services and access ways. 
Putting this into perspective, we suggest a shift in marketing strategy that ties together classical sales funnel man-
agement with the idea of behavior driven targeting. While sales funnel management is trying to activate the 
user, behavior driven targeting is comforting them by simply offering the experience an individual user will most 
likely respond to. This can include promoting website usage that might be considered counterproductive from a 
sales funnel perspective. 
2.2 Rethinking Conversions 
In prior research the concept of conversions is used to describe a hierarchy of marketing goals (Hassler 2012) or 
to focus on intermediate steps that need to be performed in order to complete services (Kohavi and Parekh 2003). 
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These authors use an idea of conversions that aims at constituting a sales funnel or at optimizing the way a user is 
led through a service, respectively. Into a different vein, we want to establish a notion of conversions that can be 
used in the field of diversification and personalization of access ways to and completion modes of services. Fol-
lowing Kohavi and Parekh (2003) it is based on the idea of defining all steps that perform or execute a service as 
micro-conversions. Following a functional perspective, we introduce two further kinds of conversions, namely 
link-up-conversions and pull-out-conversions. Link-up-conversions are actions that invoke a service. The suc-
cessful completion of one of the services on a website is regarded a pull-out-conversion.   
Website personalization usually includes specific calls for action to individual users. These calls are suggesting 
different ways of using services and work as shortcuts and gateways to start services like preconfigurations, lists 
of suggested products, prefilled forms or complete services. A user that follows such a call for action executes a 
link-up- or a pull-out-conversion. 
In order to get a clearer picture of the different ways in which web site usage can be personalized, we suggest a 
categorization of calls for actions and associated conversions that locates them somewhere on a continuous scale 
between those concepts of comforting and activating introduced above. From a methodological standpoint this is 
quite a challenge but it is a necessary step in translating the marketing strategy formulated above into a framework 
for an overall analysis.  
Figure 2.2  and will thus 
lead to link-up-conversions. They get more and more serious from a users perspective and can be ranked in an 
ordinal scale of categories like passive engagement, active involvement and real commitment. 
 Read information about specific 




Request a test drive for the 





Look at a video that 
highlights features of 
a new car model 
Take a look at a pre-
configuration of this 
model 
Register an account 
to be able to save 
your configuration 
Request an offer for 
your configured car 
Make a reservation for 
a production slot of 
your configuration 
      
               Passive Engagement                  Active Involvement                    Real Commitment 
     Comforting                                                                                                                       Activating 
 
Figure 2.2 
Categorization example of calls for action as in the car manufacturing industry. 
Calls for action connetcted to alternative pull-out-conversions can be situated on the same scale between comfort-
ing and activating. Examples for alternative calls to complete a configuration service are to save the configuration, 
to share it in a social network or to buy the product.  
Different design components available on a web site can be categorized in a similar way. The call to register an 
account can be embedded into a comforting video that advertises the content provided to registered users. Another, 
more activating way of linking-up to the registration service would be to pop up a registration form once the user 
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enters the web site. The user specific application of design components is another way websites are being person-
alized. 
The different ways such link-up- and pull-out-conversions are orchestrated by personalization of contents and 
design components that do reflect the marketing strategy in charge. Instead of trying to make the user follow a 
predefinded pathway by using more and more obtrusive calls for action and desing components, we suggest a more 
flexible and user centric approach to personalization and service design that enables different usage patterns and 
user journeys. It includes supporting backwards mobility in a suggested sequence of services and alternative ways 
of combining and completing services. We propagate a design approach that endorses a multitude of different 
pathways and a personalization that suggest users individual routes though a network of services. A notion that is 
less focused on overall marketing goals but on the needs and intentions of the user. This approach is based on the 
idea that meeting the customers  preferences results in improved long term results concerning conversions. 
From this widened orchestration perspective it becomes clear that a pull-out-conversion might flag a change over 
to another service and thereby have double functionality: it can both be a link-up as well as a pull-out conversion. 
Furthermore, it should become clear that some pull-out-conversions actually represent what is typically classified 
as conversion: the successful completion of the service resulting in a lead like an actual sale or order request. Our 
notion of pull-out-conversion however is broader in that is also includes conversions like saving a product config-
uration or even just clicking on a teaser that starts one but ends another service. 
3 A Data-Driven Approach to Service Design 
The conceptual framework outlined above enables a data-driven approach to the design of services and affiliated 
conversions. Where other authors advise to design and personalize services according to the presumptive needs of 
predefined target audiences (Kramer, Noronha & Vergo 2000), we want to use the behavioral data of real user 
groups in order to generate experiences that meet their needs. This can be achieved by looking at who uses the 
conversions and how  and who does not and why. Thus, we suggest a synopsis of user clusters and conversions 
that enables the detection of deficits and potentials in service design. 
3.1 User Clusters  
To improve website design and thereby enable an improved personalized user experience it is crucial to better 
understand user segments and user journeys. Cluster analysis can enable marketing strategists to spot different 
types of life cycles and their specific stages. In our approach, we use clusters to evaluate the offering of conversions 
on a website. 
Ongoing analysis of actual user data shows that there are natural groups of users with very similar journeys. They 
differ in intensity of use and general service usage patterns. Intensity of use can be measured by variables as active 
time on the page, numbers of sessions, time between sessions, duration of sessions, number of pages viewed per 
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session, user interactions per session and so on. General interest variables look at numbers as proportion of time 
spent using different services on the page, number of different products customer has shown interest in, interest 
proportions for first second and third product a customer is interested in and so forth. 
The analysis of user clusters reveals that different groups can plausibly get described with labels as bouncers, 
owners, shoppers or fans with different levels of activity. Obviously those clusters need far more scrutiny to fully 
understand the nature of the user groups they constitute. For the purpose of outlining how they can be used to help 
optimize the orchestration of services and calls for actions on a website the current level of cluster detail is, how-
ever, sufficient. 
3.2 Clusters, Conversions and the Design Process 
A synopsis of user clusters and conversions can provide real explanations for refusal-rates for link-up-conversions 
and dropout rates of services  explanations that reach beyond simple usability issues. A deep understanding of 
clusters allows deductive reasoning about why some users never use (certain) link-up-conversions or about why 
some users frequently use but never complete specific services. Such insight should be valuable input to the design 
of further developments for a web site. First results provide evidence that there are both positive and negative 
relationships between user clusters and different conversions. This is not limited to the content of calls to action 
but extends to the way they are presented to the customer. 
Reducing this to practice, it is plausible to supposse thatsome users are less inclined to follow calls for actions that 
demand a high level of engagement. Especially when suggested link-up-conversions do not really meet users needs 
from a content perspective. For example, a car enthusiast with no buying intention might refuse to register to a 
 via a pop up window. This sort of pushy design components will only appeal to users 
with a high propensity to engage with a certain service. Where recent buyers, eager to participate in the customer 
care program, will frankly follow this call for action, auto fans will be more likely to engage in a micro game on 
the page and might end up registering in order to be able to save some reward they just gained. A link to the product 
configurator can be embedded into an emotional video for a first time visitor, or a table comparing technical details 
of different cars for users that seems to be quite close to taking a final buying decision.  
This also works for pull-out-conversions. A user that refuses to buy a product at the end of a configuration process 
might be invited to finalize the configuration service by adding the configuration to a wishlist. This example shows 
that the fact that certain user clusters do not complete services may give valuable input for designing alternative 
pull-out-conversions that determine a meaningful endpoint and not an unfortunate breakup. 
Based on the presumption that all relevant user clusters will execute personalized link-up- and pull-out-conversions 
if they meet their intentions and needs, deficits and potentials can be spotted whenever certain groups hardly exe-
cute any conversions. 
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4 Conclusions 
As a conclusion we suggest the following roadmap for a data-driven service design project: 
1. Identify user clusters based on their general usage patterns and their intensity of using the website. 
2. 
tions. 
3. Make a comprehensive list of link-up- and pull-out-conversions and generate a taxonomy that classifies 
them in terms of what level of engagement they demand. 
4. Visualize a web of conversions that allow a personalized orchestration of services. And look for holes in 
the grid where different types of connections are missing. 
5. Look for relationships betwenn clusters and the use of specific services and conversions in order to answer 
the following questions: 
a. Is there a lack of cluster specific link-up- and pull-out-conversions at different levels of engage-
ment? 
b. Are there specific uses of a service that are not suggested by corresponding link-up- or pull-out-
conversions? 
c. Are there link-up-conversions that do not perform according to their marketing purpose? 
6. Enable a design process for further development of services and their personalization based on your find-
ings. 
7. Find out if the designed components create the suggested conversions in an experimental setting. 
8. Use findings and actual tracking data for personalization of link-up- and pull-out-conversions. 
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Existing Open Data initiatives have fostered the publication of a large number of datasets as well as the development of
Web APIs to manage these data. Nevertheless, because data providers usually do not follow standards to publish both
data and Web APIs, different interoperability problems may arise when they are integrated to meet a given request. We
illustrate the benefits of using the Local-As-View approach to define and integrate Web APIs. Additionally, we report on
theoretical and empirical results that show the size of the space of alternative Web API compositions that answer a user
request. The reported results suggest that LAV is expressive and appropriate to model catalogs of Web APIs, even in the
case, Web APIs are replicated and frequently change.
1 Introduction
Open Data initiatives have stimulated the publication of both data and Web APIs. Currently, more than 1,008,591 datasets
have been published in the International Open Government Data Search (IOGDS) catalog1, while more than 11,910 Web
APIs are available at the programmableweb2 catalog. Scientific organizations as NASA3, and Web platforms like Face-
book, also offer Web APIs for developers. However, because data providers are autonomous and usually do not follow
any publication standard, syntactical and semantic heterogeneity conflicts may exist across both open datasets and Web
APIs (Bülthoff & Maleshkova, 2014). For instance, only 75 out of the 11,910 programmableweb Web APIs are using
existing vocabularies or schemas. Moreover, Web APIs may constantly change, e.g., Facebook and LinkedIn. Addition-
ally, interface and output data can be heterogeneous: for example, FourSquare, Google Places, and Yelp all provide Web
APIs that output data of commercial places, but each API requires different input, and the output contains duplicates. In
this paper, we describe a framework that is grounded on the Local-As-View (LAV) approach (Levy, Mendelzon, Sagiv,
& Srivastava, 1995). This LAV-based framework facilitates the definition and integration of dissimilar data sources, and
naturally contributes to enhance interoperability among Web APIs.
The LAV approach has been defined in the context of the mediator-wrapper architecture to provide a flexible and uniform
schema to dissimilar data sources whose functionality may frequently change. Using the LAV approach, Web APIs are
described using views in terms of concepts from ontologies; views correspond to conjunctive rules where input and output
restrictions are represented as binding restrictions of the rules. Likewise, the problem of Web API composition is cast into
the problem of LAV query rewriting where user requests are represented as conjunctive queries in the ontology concepts.
Although the problem of query rewriting in the LAV approach has shown to be NP-complete (Levy et al., 1995), several
approaches have been defined to efficiently enumerate the space of rewritings, e.g., MCDSAT (Arvelo, Bonet, & Vidal,
2006), GQR (Konstantinidis & Ambite, 2011), MiniCon (Halevy, 2001), and to evaluate SPARQL queries against LAV
views (Montoya, Ibáñez, Skaf-Molli, Molli, & Vidal, 2014). These approaches can provide the basis for an efficient and
scalable implementation of the LAV Web API composition problem.
We illustrate how the space of Web API compositions grows as the number of replicated Web APIs and the input and





APIs has on the Web API compositions that can answer a given user request. All these results provide insights about the
expressiveness power and the appropriateness of the LAV approach for Web API description and composition.
The rest of the paper is as follows. We describe the mediator-wrapper architecture and existing approaches that solve the
LAV problem of query rewriting. Next, we present the LAV approach as a model to describe Web APIs, and report the
results of our evaluation. Then, we conclude and finish with a discussion.
2 Related Work
Typically, Web APIs are characterized by: i) different answer formats; ii) possible incomplete content; iii) interfaces that
usually impose some input and output restrictions; iv) possible redundancy between other Web APIs; and v) autonomic-
ity (Bülthoff & Maleshkova, 2014). In the literature, the mediator-wrapper architecture has successfully used to solve the
problem of providing access to data from heterogeneous sources like Web APIs (Wiederhold, 1992). In this architecture,
a uniform global schema is exported; thus differences in interfaces, schemas, and contents are hidden from the users.
Sources are folded by the wrappers, which solve mismatches between source local schemas and the global schema. Me-
diators, on the other hand, are able to receive queries against the global schema and translate them into the local schemas;
they are also responsible for gathering the responses produced by the contacted wrappers. Given the characteristics of the
Web APis, we can rely on this architecture to provide a uniform view of their functionalities and response format, e.g.,
XML files, CSV files, relational or RDF data. The Local-As-View (LAV) (Levy et al., 1995) is a well-known approach
to map global and local schemas in the mediator-wrapper architecture; it relies on views to define these mappings, where
a view corresponds to a conjunctive query on the predicates that define the concepts of the global schema. LAV views
can be easily adapted to changes in the sources. Additionally, input and output restrictions as well as content description
can be naturally represented in the views. Thus, as we will illustrate in this paper, the LAV approach provides the basis to
represent Web APIs and scale up to the frequent changes that these data sources may suffer.
Furthermore, user requests that require the solution of the composition of Web APIs problem are modeled as conjunctive
queries over the concepts in the global schema, in a way, that this problem is cast as the problem of rewriting a query in
terms of a set of views, i.e., the Query Rewriting Problem (QRP) (Levy et al., 1995). Several approaches have been defined
to efficiently enumerate the LAV query rewritings; for example, MCDSAT (Arvelo et al., 2006), GQR (Konstantinidis &
Ambite, 2011), and MiniCon (Halevy, 2001). Recently, in the context of the Semantic Web, Izquierdo et al. (Izquierdo,
Vidal, & Bonet, 2010) propose a logic-based solution to efficiently select the services that best meet a user requirement.
This solution also adopts the LAV approach to represent services, while user requests are expressed as conjunctive queries
on these concepts. Additionally, users can describe their preferences, which are used to rank the rewritings. We rely on
these approaches to support our proposal of using the LAV approach as an expressive formalism to describe Web APIs.
Likewise, Montoya et al. (Montoya et al., 2014) have proposed SemLAV, an approach able to answer conjunctive queries
against views defined using the LAV approach. SemLAV computes a ranked set of relevant views which are materialized
by wrappers. Each time a new view is fully materialized, the original query is executed to deliver results as fast as possible.
A demonstration of SemLAV published at (Folz, Montoya, Skaf-Molli, Molli, & Vidal, 2014) clearly shows how the LAV
approach can be used to integrate data from the Deep Web and the Linked Data.
Finally, to bridge the gap between Open Data sources and Web APIs, different approaches have been proposed (Pedrinaci
& Domingue, 2010; Speiser & Harth, 2011; Taheriyan, Knoblock, Szekely, & Ambite, 2012). These approaches attempt
at describing data sources or Web APIs in a way that they can be discovered and integrated into existing federations.
Particularly, Taheriyan et al. (Taheriyan et al., 2012) propose Karma, a system to semi-automatically generate source
descriptions. Using Karma, contents of structured data sources and Web APIs are described in terms of a given ontology
using LAV views. Karma has been used to generate source descriptions of a variety of open datasets and Web APIs; for
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instance, recently, data from the Smithsonian American Art Museum has been described as LAV views and made available
through a SPARQL endpoint (Szekely et al., 2013). Furthermore, Harth et al. (Harth, Knoblock, Stadtmüller, Studer, &
Szekely, 2013) describe an application that exploiting source descriptions provided by Karma and the Data-Fu Linked
Data engine (Stadtmüller, Speiser, Harth, & Studer, 2013) is able to integrate on-the-fly, static and dynamic data provided
by Web APIs. Based on the state-of-the-art approaches, there are evidence that the LAV approach can be used to describe
Web APIs. In the next sections, we will elaborate a bit more this assumption.
3 The Local As View Approach as A Service Description Model
3.1 The LAV Service Description Model
We illustrate the expressiveness power of the LAV approach using the travel domain presented by Izquierdo et al. (Izquierdo
et al., 2010). Consider an ontology that contains information about flight and train trips between cities and information
about which cities are in Europe. The ontology is comprised of the predicates: trip, flight, train, and europeanCity. The
first predicate relates cities (x, y) if there is a direct trip either by plane or train between them. The flight predicate re-
lates (x, y, t) whenever there is a direct flight from x to y operated by airline t, and similarly, for train. The predicate
europeanCity indicates if a given city is or not an European city. The ontology axioms capture two subsumption relations:
Axiom1 : flight(x, y, t)  trip(x, y). Axiom2 : train(x, y, t)  trip(x, y).
For the Web API, we assume the following description of the corresponding Web APIs:
• reg-flight(x, y) relates two European cities that are connected by a direct flight,
• from-ka(x) tells if there is a flight from Karlsruhe to x with the airline operator AB,
• reg-train(x, y) relates European cities that are connected by a direct train.
Based on the ontology concepts, the services are described using the following LAV views:
reg-flight(x, y) :− flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(x), europeanCity(y) .
from-ka(x) :− flight(KA, x,AB) .
reg-train(x, y) :− train(x, y, t), europeanCity(x), europeanCity(y) .
Formally, a catalog of Web APIs (WC) corresponds to a triple WC=〈O,W,M〉 where O is an ontology, W is a set of Web
APIs, and M is a set of LAV mappings. Thus, the properties of the data produced by a Web API are expressed with the
LAV paradigm in terms of mappings that describe this API in terms of concepts in the domain ontology(Ullman, 2000).
Each mapping corresponds to a conjunctive query on the predicates that represent the concepts in the ontology. For exam-
ple, the rule reg-flight(x, y) is defined in terms of three predicates flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(x), and europeanCity(y).
The variable x corresponds to the origin European city of the direct flight, while y models the destination city; the variable
t takes values of airline operators. The conjunction of these three predicates indicates that the output of the Web API is a
pair (x,y) where both variables are instantiated with European cities that are connected by a directed flight. Moreover, if
a new Web API pops up, a new view is added to the catalog. Additionally, if a Web API changes, only its corresponding
view needs to be modified. For instance, suppose the service reg-train is extended, and now it retrieves train trips between
cities around the world; then, the corresponding view is redefined as follows:
reg-train(x, y) :− train(x, y, t) .
Finally, LAV can also describe input and output restrictions of a Web API, i.e., the binding restrictions of the API. Suppose
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that S(x, y) that returns information about flights originating at a given European city, then S(x, y) can be described as:
S($x, y) :− flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(x) .
where the symbol ‘$’ denotes that x is an input attribute of S. The output of the API S denoted by the variable y, will be
instantiated with values of cities to which exist a direct flight from the European city represented by the variable x.
3.2 The Service Composition Problem
A user request is expressed as a conjunctive query Q on the predicates that represent the concepts of the ontology O.
Consider a user that needs to select the Web APIs able to produce one-way trips between two European cities with at most
one stop. The following conjunctive query represents this request:
Q(x, y) :−europeanCity(x), europeanCity(y), trip(x, y) .
Any rewriting of the ontology predicates in terms of the Web APIs defined by the predicates in the query, implements the
request. In total this query has eight rewritings; some of the valid rewritings are the following:
I(x, y) :− reg-flight(x, y), reg-flight(y, x) .
The execution of I(x, y) returns pairs of European cities x and y, such that, there is a direct flight from x to y, and from
y to x. Further, the next combinations of Web APIs also implement that query Q(x, y):
I ′(x, y) :− reg-flight(x, u), reg-flight(u, y), reg-flight(y, x) .
I ′′(KA, y) :− from-ka(u), reg-flight(u, y), reg-flight(y,KA) .
I ′′′(x, y) :− reg-flight(x,KA), from-ka(y), reg-flight(y, x) .
I ′′′′(x,KA) :− reg-flight(x, u), reg-flight(u,KA), from-ka(x) .
3.3 Complexity Issues
Although describing Web APIs using the LAV paradigm increases the expressiveness and facilitates the adaptation of
descriptions to changes in the Web APIs, it is important to take into account the complexity that characterizes the query
rewriting problem. First, given a conjunctive query Q with n predicates and a catalog WC with m Web API descriptions,
the decision problem of determining if a rewriting that combines n Web APIs in WC is a rewriting of Q is an NP-complete
problem (Levy et al., 1995). Additionally, the space size of different rewritings can be impacted by the input and output
restrictions of the Web APIs. For example, suppose there is a Web API reg-flight2 which produces the same results than
reg-flight but it requires that the origin city of the fly to be bound, i.e., there is an input restriction on this Web API:
reg-flight2($x, y) :− flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(x), europeanCity(y) .
According to this restriction, the following rules correspond to valid rewritings of query Q, i.e., instead of having one
rewriting, there are 2n−1 equivalent rewritings whenever no bindings are giving in the query:
I0(x, y) :− reg-flight(x, u), reg-flight(u, y), reg-flight(y, x) .
I1(x, y) :− reg-flight(x, u), reg-flight2($u, y), reg-flight(y, x) .
I2(x, y) :− reg-flight(x, u), reg-flight(u, y), reg-flight2($y, x) .
I4(x, y) :− reg-flight(x, u), reg-flight2($u, y), reg-flight2($y, x) .
In general, suppose a Web API S′ has k equivalent Web APIs, each one has different input and output restrictions, and
bindings can be received in the query; then the following rewriting will have kn equivalent query rewritings:
I ′(x) :− S(x1) , S(x2) , . . . , S(xn)
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where xi represents the variables of the i-th call of the Web API S, and x is the list of variables in the rewriting.
Although existing approaches can efficiently address the problem of query rewriting, none of them considers input and
output restrictions. Given the impact that these restrictions have on the space of compositions, existing techniques need
to be extended to be able to generate spaces of compositions that respect these restrictions.
4 Evaluation
We ran a simple test to analyze the size of the space of rewritings; MCDSAT (Arvelo et al., 2006) was used to count the
number of valid rewritings. This evaluation provides insights of the size of the spaces of Web APIs compositions that
implement the studied requests. For simplicity, we just consider the following query:
Q′(x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . , xn) :− flight(x1, x2, t1) , f light(x2, x3, t2) , f light(x3, x4, t3) , . . . , f light(xn−1, xn, tn−1) .
We assume that the following four Web APIs are available. Our research questions are: i) "How is the space of Web API
compositions impacted whenever new replicas of these four APIs pop up?", and ii) " What is the impact of the size of a
user request on the space of Web API compositions?".
reg-flight(x, y) :− flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(x), europeanCity(y) .
reg-flight3(x, y) :− flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(x) .
reg-flight4(x, y) :− flight(x, y, t), europeanCity(y) .
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Figure 1: Number of Web API Compositions for Query Q’
Figures 1(a) and (b) report on the number of Web API compositions of Q′ as the number of Web API replicas and the size
of the query increase. In Figure 1(a), we consider that query Q′ has up to four predicates and the number of replicas varies
from 1 to 128; we can observe that the space grows smoothly, i.e., the space complexity is polynomial in the number of
replicas. Complementary, Figure 1(b) shows the size of the Web API composition space when the number of replicas is
1, and the number of query predicates ranges from 1 to 20. In this case, the size of the space is exponentially in the size
of the query, and the number of compositions is 12 × e24 when the query has 20 sub-goals. Because the complexity of
the query rewriting problem is affected by the size of the space of rewritings, these results suggest that the LAV approach
is more suitable for large catalogs where Web APIs are duplicated and frequently appear. On the other hand, even in
presence of small catalogs, the space of Web APIs composition can be extremely large depending on the size of the user
request. Similar behavior will be observed whenever the input and output restrictions are considered.
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5 Conclusions
We propose the description of Web APIs as LAV views in terms of concepts in domain ontologies. Using the LAV
approach, user requests are expressed as conjunctive queries on the concepts in domain ontologies, and the Web API
compositions that implement these requests correspond to valid query rewritings of the corresponding queries. This for-
mulation allows us to exploit the properties of state-of-the-art query rewriting approaches to provide an efficient solution.
Initial results suggest that the approach can naturally represent real-world problems. We are currently working on the
extension of MCDSAT (Arvelo et al., 2006) in order to provide a scalable solution to catalogs of replicated Web APIs and
with different input and output restrictions. In the future, we plan to make available a Web API composer able to rank the
compositions and produce first those that produce more answers for a request.
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Bottom-up Web apis with self-descriptive responses
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The success or failure of Semantic Web services is non-measurable: many different formats exist, none of them
standardized, and few to no services actually use them. Instead of trying to retrofit Web apis to our models, building apis
in a different way makes them usable by generic clients. This paper argues why we should create Web apis out of
reusable building blocks whose functionality is self-descriptive through hypermedia controls. The non-functional aspects
of such apis can be measured on the server and client side, bringing us to a more scientific vision of agents on the Web.
1 The failed promise of Semantic Web services
The initial Semantic Web vision talks quite expressively about how intelligent agents will improve our lives by doing
things on the Web for us (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001). Unfortunately, after roughly 15 years of Semantic
Web research, nothing even vaguely resembling the envisioned agents has come out of our research community. An
important reason seems the apparent failure of Semantic Web services (Pedrinaci, Domingue, & Sheth, 2011) to gain
any traction or usage. Even if there were agents, they would not have any services at their disposal. Companies such
as Apple and Google have released software that seemingly acts as a remarkably clever agent; however, each binding
with a Web service appears hand-made and is thus still far away from agents that dynamically interact with automatically
discovered services. It seems that one of the only successes of the Semantic Web is—paradoxically—intelligent servers,
with sparql endpoints (Feigenbaum, Williams, Clark, & Torres, 2013) providing ad-hoc queryable semantic knowledge.
Sadly, even that can hardly be called a success: we found out the hard way that such omnipotent Web services result in an
unacceptably low availability (Buil-Aranda, Hogan, Umbrich, & Vandenbussche, 2013), making them one of the likely
contributors to the rather negative external perception of Semantic Web technologies. After all, if the average “intelligent”
server is unavailable for more than 1.5 days each month, how much remains for the intelligent agents?
Somewhere, something went horribly wrong. The main culprit might well be the way we have been building Web services
so far. Oddly enough, “Web” services have surprisingly little to do with the Web. The Web, at its core, is a distributed
hypermedia system (Fielding, 2000), a collection of three separate inventions that closely connect together:
• Resources on the Web are identified by a url.
• Through the http protocol, we can retrieve a representation of a resource via its url.
• Representations in a hypermedia format such as html contain the urls of related resources.
This recursive mechanism, characteristically driven by hypermedia, sets the Web apart from all other information systems.
Traditional Semantic Web services, on the other hand, use the Web’s core mechanisms in unrelated ways:
• A url identifies an endpoint (i.e., a purely technical artefact of a process or implementation, instead of information).
• An http message serves as an envelope to call procedures on that endpoint.
• Hyperlinks are not relevant at all; urls are hard-coded, sometimes in separate description documents.
Indeed, such services treat the Web simply as a black box to perform remote-procedure calling (rpc); the usage of http
and urls is merely an artefact to have things working through tcp port 80. The same functionality can be (and has
been) recreated with, for instance, the smtp e-mail protocol (Cunnings, Fell, & Kulchenko, 2001). Therefore, traditional
Web services are by no means native Web citizens at all, sharing none of their principles with the rest of the Web.
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Web-compliance by itself could be seen as simply a matter of technical purity, but the opposite is true. If we create such
an artificial world within the Web, it is quite meaningless to talk about Semantic Web agents. After all, to what extent do
they belong to the field of Web research if they simply execute pre-programmed remote procedures over tcp?
2 The false hope of service descriptions
From their inception, Semantic Web services had been associated with verbose descriptions. With Web services in essence
being firewall-friendly abstraction layers over rpc, a mechanism to describe the semantics of such procedures was nec-
essary. Both owl-s and wsmo claimed technical superiority (Lara, Roman, Polleres, & Fensel, 2004), but none of the
proposals ever achieved w3c standardisation, let alone adoption or usage. Furthermore, the manual work to generate such
descriptions by far outweighs their benefits, given the non-existence of agents that could use them.
In an effort to reduce the verbosity surrounding Web services, the service landscape moved towards services with a smaller
payload, abandoning the xml domination that had reigned so far. Instead of implementing a protocol such as soap on top of
http, those Web apis directly operate through the http protocol. This gave rise to a new generation of service descriptions
such as Linked Open Services (Krummenacher, Norton, & Marte, 2010), and Linked Data Services (Speiser & Harth,
2011). Such descriptions accept the heterogeneity of http interfaces and employ so-called lifting and lowering to convert
between the non-rdf responses of the interfaces to the rdf model and vice-versa. The descriptions themselves rely on
graph patterns to capture input and output patterns, indicating that an rpc way of thinking (a method call) still underpins
their design. While this is not technological burden, it does not bring us closer to a vision of agents on the Web.
To realize this, we have to look at the Web’s architectural properties and the exact point where it currently fails for
machines. Contrary to what current practice seems to imply, machines have no inherent need for rpc interfaces; they are
certainly capable of consuming hypermedia interfaces as offered by the Web. What they cannot do at present, is parsing the
natural language found in the majority of Web documents. Hence, machines need information in a machine-interpretable
model such as rdf, but this does not warrant an entirely different interface. Instead, through the content negotiation
feature of http, the same conceptual http resources and urls can be shared between machine and non-machine interfaces,
with only the representation having a different format (Verborgh et al., 2015). Clients consume such hypermedia apis by
navigating the links inside of their representations. However, since links only allow to look ahead one step at a time,
automated clients have difficulties performing multi-step tasks. To mitigate this, functional hypermedia api description
formats such as restdesc (Verborgh et al., 2012) explain a hypermedia api’s resources by detailing the affordances offered
by its links. Data-Fu (Stadtmüller, Speiser, Harth, & Studer, 2013) follows the example of restdesc by using rules and the
http vocabulary to deal with remote functionality. However, its rules live on the client side, so it is unclear to what extent
it can withstand change on the server side—something that is a frequent practice on the Web.
There are three major issues with all of the above approaches, regardless of whether they deal with rpc or hypermedia:
1. Creating descriptions or rules remains manual work, which will realistically not be undertaken given the lack of
a single standard and actually implemented use cases.
2. They all rely on the premise that reasoning will fix all remaining gaps. If there are ontological differences between
the desired goal and/or different services or descriptions used, such issues are implicitly assumed to be trivial and
entirely solvable by existing reasoning technologies. As a result, pressing problems remain unresolved.
3. No scientific methodology exists to compare the different description techniques. Most of the aforementioned
technologies have claimed to be better than one another, but such claims lack scientific evidence. No metrics have
been defined, and existing evaluations (e.g., Stadtmüller et al., 2013) examine the performance of a resulting system,
but fail to give a quantifiable measure of the appropriateness of any Web interface as such. Yet the Semantic Web
research community needs quantifiable results upon which we can build (Bernstein & Noy, 2014).
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3 Fostering reusability through a self-descriptive bottom-up approach
Lacking better measurements, the Web api community has been heading the same quantity-over-quality course that has
characterized the first years of the Linked Data initiative. An often-quoted fact in Web api papers and articles is the ever
increasing number of Web apis (Figure 1), which is supposed to be an indicator of the ecosystem’s excellent health. How-
ever, as Linked Data researchers have become painfully aware, quantity only loosely correlates with quality or usefulness.
Perhaps for Web apis, the correlation between quantity and utility could even be negative. Few other communities would
pride themselves on the existence of more than 12.000 different micro-protocols to achieve essentially the same thing:
communicating between clients and servers over http. Of course, each application has its own domain and domain-
specific vocabulary, but does that also warrant an entirely different way of exposing this, especially when we have rdf as
a uniform data model? Each different api currently requires a different client, given the lack of a uniform api description
format to explain the api’s response structure and functionality. Clearly, this approach to Web apis is a dead end.








number of indexed Web apis
Figure 1: The increasing number of Web apis is often named an indicator of their success, while the overgrowth of such custom
micro-protocols is unnecessary—and detrimental to the development of generic Web api clients. (data: programmableweb.com)
In order for machines to use information autonomously, it has to be composed out of pieces they can recognize and
interpret. The rdf model achieves this by identifying each of the triple components by reusable iris, which have a meaning
beyond the scope that mentions them. Furthermore, the Linked Data principles mandate the use of httpurls, which turn
these components into affordances toward relevant information. For instance, given the following rdf triple:
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Bill_Clinton> <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows>
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Al_Gore>.
the knowledge of the foaf:knows predicate is sufficient for a machine to determine that this relation is symmetric, and that
dbpedia:Bill_Clinton and dbpedia:Al_Gore are instances of foaf:Person—even though it might have never encoun-
tered any of those iris before. Furthermore, should the foaf:knows property be unfamiliar, its iri can be dereferenced to
find this information expressed in ontological predicates. Knowledge of these predicates in turn allows an interpretation
of foaf:knows and hence the aforementioned derivation. We herein recognize two characteristics in particular:
• The information is structured in a bottom-up way: machines interpret a larger unit of information through its pieces
instead of interpreting the pieces through the whole (while humans are capable of doing both simultaneously).
• Each piece in the unit is self-descriptive: anything needed to interpret a piece is contained within itself, with its iri
acting as both an identifier and a direct handle towards additional interpretation mechanisms. No external resource
is required beforehand, given the knowledge of a limited set of basic concepts.
This sharply contrasts with current practice for Web apis. Machines are assumed to interpret each api operation in its en-
tirety, as such smaller pieces do not exist, and api descriptions—if present—are external documents that must be collected
and interpreted before consumption is possible. While this does not imply the inviability of such an approach, it raises
serious doubt as to whether that is the most effective strategy towards automated Web api consumption by generic clients.
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3.1 Making apis self-descriptive
In order to answer the question of what bottom-up, self-descriptive Web apis should look like, we can find inspiration
in how the human Web works. Self-descriptiveness exists on two levels: on the one hand, humans understand natural
language, so written texts can guide them through a webpage. On the other hand, they interact with hypermedia controls
such as links and form elements provided through the <a> and <input> html tags, which avoids the need to read a separate
document to find out how to craft http requests against a particular server.
The first level of self-descriptiveness is provided by rdf: instead of describing content in natural languages, machines
retrieve a machine-interpretable representation of the response—similar to how French-speaking people would receive
a French-language representation. Analogously, we can also apply the same strategy of hypermedia controls to address
the second level. Instead of providing the http controls in html, we need a hypermedia ontology for rdf such as the Hydra
Core Vocabulary (Lanthaler, 2013). Figure 2 shows how an html form can be represented in rdf, preserving the exact
same semantics. Note in particular how each of the English field labels corresponds to an rdf property, which machines
can apply like any other rdf construct. Furthermore, the semantics of “searching parts in a larger set” is expressed using




[ hydra:variable "s"; hydra:property rdf:subject ],
[ hydra:variable "p"; hydra:property rdf:predicate ],
[ hydra:variable "o"; hydra:property rdf:object ]
].
Figure 2: An html form can be expressed in an rdf equivalent through the Hydra Core Vocabulary.
3.2 Building apis from the bottom up
While humans adapt much better to unknown conditions than machines, we often also resort to recognizable patterns in
unfamiliar environments such as new Web pages. They include frequently reused types of forms, such as search or contact
forms, and usability conventions such as underlined hyperlinks. To appreciate the strength of such factors, consider how
we have become accustomed to the fairly recent trend of clicking the main logo on any subpage to navigate to the website’s
homepage (Cappel & Huang, 2007).
Given the Web api ecosystem’s total lack of reuse on the macro level, it is not surprising that reuse is lacking on the
micro level as well. For instance, despite being highly similar in intent, each social media site offers a radically different
api to post an updated status message—even though the human counterparts in html look and behave fairly similar. This is
unintuitive, as machines actually need more structure than humans, precisely because they experience increasing difficulty
when adapting to new situations.
The need for reusable building blocks can also be addressed by hypermedia controls, given that they are carefully de-
signed in a progressive way. Again, the structure of webpages can inspire us here: we should provide smaller groups of
hypermedia controls than can be reused in different combinations, with a preference of giving more hypermedia controls
to users (and certainly not less). For instance, a common practice on current Web apis is to have a dedicated entry point,
which exposes significantly more functionality than other resources. However, this contrasts with websites: while there
is indeed an index page (often located at /), usually all of the pages carry navigational controls that provide access to
the entire website. In that sense, no page is more special than any other. Another issue is that people often omit “trivial”
metadata which they would include for humans: how many result pages there are, how these results can be filtered and
sorted, and so on. If we want to see intelligent generic clients, server have to enable such intelligent behavior by providing
the necessary affordances instead of making use-case-specific assumptions about their necessity.
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4 Transforming Web api engineering into measurable research
Such self-describing, bottom-up apis bring us to the question on how a particular approach can be evaluated from a research
perspective. In other words, we need to define objectively quantifiable metrics such that two or more Web apis used for
the same task can be compared in a reproducible manner. If such metrics do not exist, as has been the case in the majority
of Web api papers and articles so far, no matter how good the engineering contributions are, there is no way for others to
analyze or improve existing solutions (Bernstein & Noy, 2014).
As applied in our previous work on a self-describing, bottom-up Web api (Verborgh et al., 2014), we propose to measure
Web apis as follows. First, since backward compatibility (defined here as the ability of a client to interact with future
versions of an api) cannot be quantified generically, we require full backward compatibility if a modified version of
a Web api is proposed. Furthermore, the amount of out-of-band knowledge needed to consume the same part of an
api cannot increase. Should these constraints not be satisfied, the new and old apis must be considered different and
any improvements are not characteristics of the original api. Second, apis cannot be evaluated in isolation, as their non-
functional characteristics depend on a particular use case. As such, when discussing the results of api evaluations, external
validity should be thoroughly argued. Finally, the measurements must take into account quantifiable parameters, such as:
• The average number of http requests it takes for a client to solve (a particular task of) a use case.
• The average response size.
• The average response time of the server.
• The amount of processor and memory usage on the client and server in function of parameters such as the
concurrent number of clients and the complexity of use case tasks.
• The cache hit rate of responses.
• The total completion time of (particular tasks of) a use case.
Backward compatibility is an especially important criterion to avoid artificial manipulation of the above measurements.
For instance, removing hypermedia controls from responses would certainly improve the average response size and,
consequently, also the response time of the server. Yet this would mean an increase in out-of-band knowledge and/or
breakage of previous clients. In order to progress toward an objectively verifiable and improvable scientific discipline, the
utilization of such idiosyncratic shortcuts must be ruled out.
Figure 2 depicts the hypermedia form of a real-world hypermedia api that provides domain-agnostic access to triples.
Following the principles above, we have analyzed the concrete use case of sparql query execution through this triple
pattern fragments api (Verborgh et al., 2014) and the sparql protocol (Feigenbaum et al., 2013). Backwards compatibility
is ensured by self-descriptiveness and the api’s bottom-up structure. For instance, the current api only allows lookups
with exact matching of triple components. Should the api be extended with full-text search, an additional hypermedia
control would be added to facilitate this. That would guarantee compatibility with existing clients (since the triple-
pattern “building block” continues to exist), while at the same time, clients that can interpret the full-text control (the new
“building block”) can realize a faster execution time for several queries. In this particular case, we have shown that the
choice of interface influences the trade-offs between some of the parameters listed above: sparql query answering through
a triple pattern fragments interface requires significantly more http requests compared to when the server offers a sparql
interface, but responses are more cacheable and thus withstand a growing number of clients much better.
The example indicates how self-describing, bottom-up apis allow a gradual evolution, with different clients using different
parts of the interface—just like humans do on the Web. Reusing such building blocks ensures that similar use cases can be
tackled with recurring strategies. Furthermore, given the evaluation strategy introduced above, the effectiveness or fitness
of a Web api for a certain use case can be quantified. This enables a more meaningful debate in the Web api community,
beyond a hollow description format discussion that only pushes the vision of autonomous agents on the Web further away.
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Recent technology developments in the area of services on the Web are marked by the proliferation of Web applications
and APIs. This development, accompanied by the growing use of sensors and mobile devices raises the issue of having to
consider not only static but also dynamic data accessible via Web APIs. New implications on the communication in such
networks can be derived, i.e., the active role of pulling or pushing data is no longer exclusively assigned to specific roles,
e.g. services, or clients. Furthermore, the establishing of data flow between devices in such a network may be initiated
by any of the participating devices. In this paper we present a general approach for the modelling of a service-based
systems, which takes into consideration the providing/consuming of dynamic data sources. In particular, we develop a
formal model for capturing the communication between Web APIs and client application, by including dynamic data
producing services and data consuming client applications. We complement our model with a decision function for
optimising the pull/push communication direction and optimise the amount of redundant transferred data (i.e. data that is
pushed but cannot be processed or data that is pulled but is not yet updated). The presented work lays the foundation for
creating intelligent Web API-based systems and client application, which can automatically optimise the data exchange.
1 Introduction
Web services provide means for the development of open distributed systems, based on decoupled components, by over-
coming heterogeneity and enabling the publishing and consuming of data and functionalities between applications. Re-
cently the world around services on the Web, thus far limited to “classical” Web services based on Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) and Web Services Description Language (WSDL), has been enriched by the proliferation of REST ser-
vices, when their Web Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) conform to the Representational State Transfer (REST)
architectural principles (Richardson & Ruby, 2007). These Web APIs are characterised by their relative simplicity and
their natural suitability for the Web, relying directly on the use of Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), for resource identi-
fication and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for service interaction and message transmission.
At the same time, emerging complex and distributed systems composed of nodes with heterogeneous hard- and software
characteristics face new challenges. For example, the wider use of sensors and mobile devices raises the issue of having
to consider not only static but also dynamic data. However, traditional client-server based architectures are not optimal
for supporting the consumption and provision of static and dynamic data alike. Furthermore, devices seen as nodes
in a network, cannot be directly identified as data consumers or provides based solely on their role as server or client
application. This has implications on the overall communication between the nodes. As a result, mapping the data flow
in a distributed complex scenario to the Web pull-push-based communication becomes a challenge. While both, push and
pull, enable the data flow between nodes, one may be less efficient in terms of transmitting redundant data, with impact
on the overall system.
In this work we address some of the issues appearing in these scenarios. In particular, we provide: 1) a model to capture
a network of data producing and consuming nodes with their relevant properties, 2) a decision function to optimise the




Figure 1: House Monitoring System Scenario
In order to establish a more specific notion of the problem
we use the scenario of a house monitoring system. In this
example different sensors serve as services, e.g. as Web
API, and provide their sensor data on the network. Client
applications monitor the sensors and allow end users to
access and visualise the sensor data. Due to the nature of
the sensors, the rate, with which their services register and
provide new data, i.e. the sensor’s update frequencies, dif-
fers. Similarly, the characteristics of the monitoring clients
differ in their update rates, for instance in the type of vi-
sualisation (e.g., highly frequent display or rarely updated
web-based map). Some of the services and clients are connected by a data flow, thus the client requires data from the
service to provide a certain functionality.
We introduce our monitoring system scenario by looking at the communication and data flow in terms of a network. This
network incorporates services, which can produce or simply provide access to data, and clients, which consume data. A
service may be perceived as static (e.g., a blueprint of a house) or as dynamic (e.g., a video or a temperature sensor). In
addition, a service has an update frequency (over a certain time span), which may be zero in the case of static data, or
several times per seconds, in case of dynamic data. Clients can consume data from a data source very rarely (e.g., only
once to create a map) or up to several times in short intervals (e.g., multiple times per second to update a visualisation).
Thus clients are also characterised by a specific update frequency, depending on the functionality that they provide.
The result is a network of communicating services and clients as nodes, characterised by their update frequencies, and
the connections between the nodes, based on data production and consumption, visualised in Figure 1. In case of a data
flow a connection between a service and a client is placed. Furthermore, some nodes expose data at a constant update
frequency, while others, such as the temperature sensor, expose a minimum, maximum and average update frequency.
We use the scenario of a house monitoring system as the basis for deriving requirements for a formal model that is
capable of capturing services and client applications in terms of a data-driven communication network. In a scenario, as
the one described above, services and clients communicate to transfer data from a service to a client. Thereby, two basic
communication directions can appear – the client requests data from the service, i.e. pull, or the service actively sends
data to the client, i.e. push. In both cases the data, which is transferred in the messages, may be redundant. On the one
hand, a message contains the same data if a client requests data from a service, which has not been updated since the last
request. On the other hand, data is discarded if a service sends data to a client, which at that time cannot be processed by
the client. How often the data of services is updated and how often clients are able to process data are represented by their
update frequencies.
Based on the scenario and the described characteristics of the network nodes, we can derive requirements for defining a
model that supports the optimisation of the data-driven communication between data services and clients. In particular,
the model should enable: 1) the minimisation of redundant transferred data contained in messages. Moreover, it should
2) respect the flow of data in the network of services and clients, and 3) optimise the direction of active communication
between nodes in the network (services that actively provide data, i.e. push, vs. clients that actively request data, i.e. pull).




In this section we introduce our communication model, which captures all nodes, the data flow in the network, as well
as the different update frequencies of services and clients. Based on both, the data flow and the frequencies, a decision
function is introduced, which support the optimisation of the pull-push directions in the network. The optimised pull-push
directions result in minimising the volume of redundant data that is being transferred, therefore, reducing the overall data
exchange volumes. In the following we first elaborate on important preliminaries and definitions, second we introduce
the communication model and finally, we describe the decision function.
The following preliminaries apply, in order to keep the function and the model of the basic approach simple. Nodes in the
network may play the role of a service, client, or both service and client and expose one frequency, i.e. data consumption
and/or data provisioning update frequency. This frequency is, in case of a service, the update frequency of new data
provided on the network. In case of a client, it is the frequency, with which the client requires data coming from a service.
Nodes acting as a service and a client at the same time have only one frequency for both.
The following definitions apply. The number of events per unit time is called frequency. In this context we use the unit
Hertz (Hz) for frequency, defined as number of events (e.g. new data provided by a service) per second f = kt . While
k is the number of events and t is the time in seconds. It can be measured by counting the number of occurrences of an
event for a given period of time. All nodes in a network are numbered by 1, . . . , n with n ∈ N. Each node in the network
may play the role of a service, denoted by S, or client, denoted by C. A node in a specific role is denoted by Si or Cj
with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, n ∈ N. Each node in the network exposes its frequency with a minimum, average and maximum. A
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The model consist of a data flow graph D and the mini-
mal N , average G and maximal X frequencies of all in-
volved network nodes. It allows to determine a commu-
nication graph C, representing the nodes in the network
which actively communicate. Data flow and communica-
tion graph combined make a point, on which nodes pull
or push data in the network to establish the data flow. A
decision function, described in Section 3.2 determines the
communication graph C based on D, N , G and X .
The data flow is represented by a directed unweighted
graph and is encoded in the adjacency matrix D. Nodes
playing the role of a service are indexed by m, of a client
by n and the size m×n,m = n of the adjacency matrix is
determined by the number of nodes in the network. Each
connection dm,n between a service and a client is encoded
by 1 in the data flow adjacency matrix, in direction from
service to client. The diagonal entries are set to 0 to avoid
loops from a node to itself in the graph. Each entry in the
matrix specifies the direction, in which data is transferred
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between a particular service and client.
< D,N,G,X,C >
D ∈ {0, 1}n×n; N,G,X ∈ Rn; C ∈ Rn×n
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The minimum, average and maximum of the frequencies
of all nodes in the network are encoded as vectors. They
are indexed by the index of the respective node and the
size of the vector is determined by the number of nodes.
The determined communication graph is encoded in a
similar way as the data flow graph by a directed finite
simple graph with weights, encoded in the adjacency ma-
trix C. In contrast to the data flow adjacency matrix, the
range of the communication adjacency matrix is real num-
bers. Each entry in the matrix specifies the frequency and
direction, in which a particular service has to push, or a
particular client has to pull data in order to establish the
data flow encoded in the data flow adjacency matrix.
3.2 Decision Function
The entries of the communication adjacency matrix C are
derived from D, N , G and X . Each entry ci,j of the ma-
trix is determined by the decision function.
We distinguish four cases of the function, which differ
in the constant or inconstant frequencies of services and
clients. By default ci,j = 0 is set. In the first case, both
the service and the client have constant frequencies. In
the second case, the service has an inconstant frequency
and the client has a constant frequency. The border cases
fmaxSi = fCj and f
min
Si
= fCj are included in the cases
fmaxSi ≤ fCj and fminSi ≥ fCj correspondingly. A mini-
mal frequency fminSi of the service Si that equals the con-
stant frequency fCj of the client Cj means in average a
higher frequency of the service compared to the client,
which has at least the frequency of the client. The second
border case is handled analogically. In the third case, the
service has a constant frequency and the client has an in-
constant frequency. Finally, in the fourth case both service
and client have inconstant frequencies.
In summary, the decision function determines, which
node, given two nodes that are exchanging data (i.e. a
services and a client), has to be the active one. Combined
with the communication model, the decision function sup-
ports the formal capturing of a network of nodes, based
on data-driven communication, and prescribes the optimal
set of pushing and pulling nodes, in order to minimise the
transfer of redundant data.
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4 Evaluation




N C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
S1 0 0 1 1 0
S2 0 0 1 1 1
S3 0 0 0 0 0
S4 0 0 0 0 0









































N 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 0 30 0 0
2 0 0 0.005 0.005 0
3 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 0 0 0 0




In this section we provide two sets of preliminary evalu-
ation results. First, we apply the communication model
and the decision function on actual nodes, with specific
frequencies, and taking into consideration available con-
nections. Second, we check the conformity of the model
to the derived requirements. An in-depth experimental
evaluation is part of future work.
We apply the model on the motivation scenario s (see
Section 2) and, subsequently, calculate the communica-
tion matrix. We construct the data flow matrix Ds of sce-
nario s based on the description of the scenario and as
shown by the arrows for data flow in Figure 2 (solid ar-
rows). Each non-zero entry in the matrix represents one
data flow between nodes in the scenario (e.g., from node 1
as service (S1) to node 3 as client (C3)).
The frequencies of participating nodes in the network are
given by the specification of the devices and applications,
also shown in Figure 2. We construct all three vectors for
minimal Ns, average Gs and maximal Xs frequencies,
apply the decision function on the given arguments and
derive the communication matrix Cs.
The derived set of active nodes within the network are vi-
sualised in Figure 2 as dashed arrows. For example, for
nodes 1 and 4, 1 is the service and 4 is the client (solid ar-
row), however, based on the update frequencies, 4 should
be the active node and request or pull data from 1.
We also evaluate the communication model and the de-
cision function based on its conformity to the require-
ments, which were derived in Section 2. The decision
function is based on optimising (minimising) the redun-
dancy in terms of transferred data, thus minimising the
volume of exchanged data. It uses the update frequencies
in order to determine, which node should be the active
in terms of producing or consuming the data, thus reduc-
ing the data, which was not updated for pull or cannot
be processed for push (Requirement 1). Furthermore, the
model and the decision function do not require that the
function of a node is reassigned (services remain services
and clients remain clients) or that the data flow direction is
changed (Requirement 2), they simply determine, which
nodes should be active (Requirement 3), based on taking
the update frequencies into consideration (Requirement 4).
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5 Related Work
Related work has already been conducted in different domains, including economics and business administration, or,
taken as excerpt, the field of sensors and sensor networks. The authors in (Cheng, Perillo, & Heinzelman, 2008) discuss
different deployment strategies to avoid the decrease of sensor network lifetimes caused by high energy consumption of
specific important network nodes. They propose a general model to compare these strategies under certain restrictions
as well as calculate the costs caused by the deployment. For the scenario of a sensor network deployed over an area for
surveillance, (Mhatre, Rosenberg, Kofman, Mazumdar, & Shroff, 2005) propose a cost model approach to determine an
optimal distribution of sensing nodes and cluster head nodes. For large wireless ad-hoc networks (Liu, Huang, & Zhang,
2004) propose a combination of pull- and pushed-based strategies to optimise the routing for specific information needs.
Thereby, the query frequencies are take into account. Compared to our work these approaches focus more on including
factors specific to the deployment of sensors, e.g. power consumption, wireless strength or equipment costs, while we
focus more on the optimisation of general issues in a network of data producing and consuming nodes.
6 Conclusion
Current developments of the Web are marked by the growing adoption and use of Web APIs. This trend, in combination
with the wider use of sensors and mobile devices, raises new unaddressed challenges. In particular, there is the need
for a general solution that enables the modelling of service-based systems, which is also capable of handling static as
well as dynamic data exposed via Web APIs. In this paper we have presented a modelling approach that captures Web
APIs and client applications, as data providers and consumers, which are characterised by their update frequencies. We
use the formal model as the basis for applying a decision function for automatically determining, which communicating
party needs to be active, by sending or requesting the data, in order to optimise the communication in terms of minimal
data redundancy. The presented work lays the foundation for creating intelligent Web API-based systems and client
application, which can automatically optimise the data exchange. As part of future work, we aim to integrate further
influential factors. Currently, the proposed model allows only one type of frequency per network node. However, a node
can actually serve as a service and client at the same time and would have an input and an output frequency, which may
be equal or, e.g. in an aggregating node, differ. Similarly, latency and bandwidth are not considered in the current model.
Latency would influence both the communication model and, especially, the decision function, which would have to take
into account not only frequencies but also the possible latencies. The addition of bandwidth limitations would help to
optimise data-driven communication. On the one hand, some factors could exclude others (i.e. bandwidth limitations
overrule update frequencies). On the other hand, in combination with latency, the model could show the trade-off between
lower latency and higher bandwidth.
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An ever-increasing volume of social media data facilitates studies into behavior patterns, consumption habits, 
and B2B exchanges, so called Big Data. Whilst many tools exist for platforms such as Twitter, there is a notice-
able absence of tools for Facebook-based studies that are both scalable and accessible to social scientists. In this 
paper, we present FBWatch, an open source web application providing the core functionality to fetch public 
Facebook profiles en masse in their entirety and analyse relationships between profiles both online and offline. 
We argue that FBWatch is a robust interface for social researchers and business analysts to identify analyze and 
visualize relationships, discourse and interactions between public Facebook entities and their audiences. 
1 Big Data Challenges in the Social Sciences 
The vision of a Social Observatory is a low latency method for the observation and measurement of social 
indicators. It is a computer-mediated research method at the intersection of computer science and the social 
sciences. The term Social Observatory is used in its original context (Lasswell 1967; Hackenberg 1970); the 
framework is the archetypal formalization of interdisciplinary approaches in computational social science. The 
essence of a Social Observatory is characterized by (Lasswell 1967) as follows: 
“The computer revolution has suddenly removed age-old limitations on the processing of information [...] But 
the social sciences are data starved [...] One reason for it is reluctance to commit funds to long-term projects; 
another [...] is the hope for achieving quick success by ‘new theoretical breakthroughs’ [...] It is as though we 
were astronomers who were supposed to draw celestial designs and to neglect our telescopes. The social sciences 
have been denied social observatories and told to get on with dreams”  
This is also in line with the approach of the American National Science Foundation’s call for a network of Social 
Observatories: 
“Needed is a new national framework, or platform, for social, behavioral and economic research that is both 
scalable and flexible; that permits new questions to be addressed; that allows for rapid response and adaptation to 
local shocks […]; and that facilitates understanding local manifestations of national phenomena such as econom-
ic volatility.”   
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Today, the notion of a Social Observatory lends itself towards social media platforms, as digital mediators of 
social exchange, discourse and representation. This, as demonstrated by the COSMOS project (Burnap et al. 
2014), becomes especially valuable when combined with government data streams.  However, empowering 
social scientists to access data from social media platforms (even in the singular) is non-trivial.  
Figure 1 illustrates a general architecture of a modern Social Observatory entailing three processes; namely 1) 
Data Acquisition; 2) Data Analysis; and 3) Interpretation. Whilst it is apparent that a Social Observatory captures 
multiple sources of data, currently few scientific papers or services report this ability in a way easily replicable 
by social scientists (Cioffi-Revilla 2014). This is despite prevalent availability of Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs), and an almost endless supply of papers and studies that focus on specific platforms (Russell 
2013).  
 
Figure 1. A General Architecture for a Social Observatory 
Data Acquisition is well supported by most social media platforms via REST or streaming APIs, which are 
underpinned by lightweight data interchange formats like JSON. User authentication and access authorization is 
handled by technologies such as OAuth. There are also an ever-increasing number of software libraries available, 
reducing the implementation effort to extract data.  
The challenges instead lie in data volume, velocity, and variety, access rights, and cross-platform differences in 
curating data. The big data aspects of social media data are well known: producing 2,200 Tweets (at around 58kb 
each) per second, Twitter is a clear demonstrator of data volume and velocity. Variety is best shown using a 
Facebook post as an example: version 1 of Facebook’s Graph API contained at least 15 categories for a user post 
and this discounts other social actions like tagging, commenting, poking etc., as well as the diverse content range 
of a Facebook user’s profile. Lastly, the method of data curation is not without its ambivalence. Twitter data 
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curation tends to be proactive; by accessing future Tweets that fulfil a specific set of user-driven attributes (e.g., 
hashtags or geolocation). Facebook is retrospective; given a Facebook entity (e.g. a person, or page) access their 
posts, profile, likes etc. From the perspective of analyzing social data, this subtle difference significantly alters 
the effort and planning needed to curate a data set (González-Bailón, Wang, Rivero, & Borge-Holthoefer, 2014). 
The technical challenges also differ significantly from receiving a continuous stream of data (i.e., tweets) vs. 
Facebook’s paginated results. The latter incites large numbers of API calls, which are not limitless. On a side 
note, the validity period of an access token is also not infinite and must be refreshed periodically. 
(Mixed Method) Analysis as illustrated in Figure 1, is inherently iterative and interdisciplinary. Foreseeable is 
repeated interaction with the social media adapters and apps. Whilst approaches from computer science and 
computational social science are becoming more prevalent, the question of research methodology is often a 
poignant discussion point and challenge that cannot be overlooked. Computer scientists and social scientists 
speak very different languages. Therefore, the realization of a Social Observatory needs to accommodate a vast 
array of (interdisciplinary) methodological approaches.  
Irrespective of methodology, an important feature of a Social Observatory is the ability to view a community at a 
variety of resolutions; starting from an individual micro layer, and progressively zooming out via ego-centric 
networks, social groups, communities, and demographic (sub) groups, up to the macro layer: community. This 
ability is of significant importance for understanding a community as a whole; different granularities present 
differentiated views of the setting. Interpretation is hence domain specific in nature, and should be decided 
according to the proposed research questions. The architecture supports both inductive and deductive research. 
Necessary to address at this point are the ethical boundaries of an unobtrusive approach of Big Data analyses of 
social data. Both Twitter and Facebook have terms and conditions allowing for the anonymized assessment of 
data which the use has indicated to be public. Specifically Facebook has argued that this is tantamount to in-
formed consent, and this is a common position across social media platforms. This study agrees that when 
information is placed in public fora and domains, it is subject to public review. This is in line with the ethical 
guidelines of (Markham & Buchanan, 2012). In the case of obtrusive design (i.e., greedy apps), informed con-
sent must continue to be in place as the standards of human subject research demand. A further ethical (and 
security) concern is that the provide architecture can also be used irresponsibly. In the case of public-facing data, 
this is of a lesser concern. Obtrusively-designed architectures still require user consent (e.g., downloading an 
app), as such research works are neither the work of hacking nor ‘Trojan horses,’ thus guaranteeing a moderately 
informed subject base. 
1.1 Implementation: a Facebook Social Observatory Adapter 
The first step towards a Social Observatory focuses on a Facebook social adapter for several reasons. Firstly, 
Facebook lends itself to the case study, especially due to the large number of “open” Facebook entities; where 
Facebook pages are a prime example. Secondly, when extracting data from Facebook, the researcher receives 
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near complete datasets.  Finally, there is lack of general-purpose Facebook data acquisition tools available. 
Those that are available tend to rely either on crawling techniques, which cannot fully acquire paginated Face-
book data, or data extraction via the Graph API that typically focus on the logged-in user or do not return data in 
full.  Whilst such approaches are useful, especially in classroom settings, they do not provide mechanisms to 
curate research worthy datasets. This chapter presents a general and extensible Facebook data acquisition and 
analysis tool: FBWatch.   
The objective is simple: an interface-based tool allowing social as well as computational scientists to access 
complete Facebook profiles irrespective of programming ability or data size, as no such tool is available. In 
extracting data from Facebook, the researcher first needs to define what is accessed: an entity that has a unique 
Facebook identifier.  FBWatch is implemented such that it can access any Facebook entity that is public, or for 
which it has received user permissions.  
FBWatch is implemented using the Ruby on Rails framework, and consists of five top-level components and 
modules: 1) Sync is the module responsible for fetching data from Facebook. It executes Graph API calls, 
converts graph data to the internal data structures and stores it in the database.b2) Metrics are the analysis com-
ponents of FBWatch and responsible for analyzing fetched data. They contain parameters used for case studies 
and data structures for storing results. A metric can therefore be any result of an analysis (see Section 4). 3) 
Tasks are an abstraction for running Sync and Metric jobs as background processes. 4)  A relational database for 
storing Facebook resource data, and running more complex queries regarding connections between Facebook 
entities. Any SQL-Server can be used provided that it supports UTF-8 encoding, as this is needed for handling 
foreign languages. MySQL and PostgreSQL both proved adequate. 5) A web front-end as an access point and 
controller for FBWatch. Here the user can request the retrieval of new Facebook entities, refresh previously 
fetched entities, group entities together for comparative analysis, execute metric calculations, visualize metrics 
as well as the social network of individual or grouped entities, and download datasets for use in third party 




Figure 2. Workflow illustrating the steps to acquire, analyses, and interpret Facebook 
Figure 2 shows the architecture of FBWatch, and highlights a typical request involving either the data fetching, 
or the metrics calculation. Upon a request, the controller triggers a background worker class and returns an 
appropriate view to the user who is notified that a task was started. The worker then performs one of two tasks, 
depending on whether Facebook data is to be retrieved, or retrieved data is to be analyzed.   
The first step in the process flow the user providing the Facebook URL of one or more entities of interest, which 
are parsed for their username or Facebook ID. To synchronize the data of Facebook resources, a background 
sync task is started by FBWatch. The user can check the status and progress of the task, as required. Depending 
on the size and number of entities, synchronization can take several hours, and can also encounter several errors 
that need to be handled manually. Once synchronization has successfully completed, this will be visible and the 
user informed of how many feed entries have been retrieved. If errors were encountered that could not be han-
dled this will also be displayed.   
To access data, Koala, a lightweight and flexible Ruby library for Facebook, is used. It provides a simple user 
interface to the Graph API and the Facebook Query Language. As the Graph API returns the data in JSON 
format, Koala automatically parses the resulting string and converts it into the appropriate data structure using 
Arrays and Hashes and aligns the primitive data types into Ruby’s data types. Furthermore, the library supports 
the use of the OAuth protocol to authenticate within Facebook through the use of the OmniAuth Ruby library. A 
valid, i.e. Facebook authenticated, instance of Koala is generated on a per-session basis and stored in the session 
context. At this time this is also the only real authentication the application performs directly. To mitigate expos-
ing all data fetched by FBWatch, HTTP authentication is enforced on the server.   
Synchronizing a Facebook resource is done in a two-step process. First, any basic information of that resource is 
pulled by calling the Graph API link facebook-id.  Basic information contains the information visible at the top 
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of a Facebook page and in the about section, like first and last names, website, the number of likes etc. Second, 
the actual feed data is retrieved.   
This is not trivial. First of all, not all data will and can be received at once, as Facebook limits the number of 
results per query; 25 per default. Increasing this limit drastically reduces the number of Graph API calls, and 
thus, speeds up the data gathering process. By default FBWatch uses a limit of 900, increasing speed and manag-
ing scalability. Facebook also only returns a subset of the comments and likes of a feed item; four by default. 
The resulting data contains a paging feature, similar to the one of the feed itself in a single feed item. Comments 
as well as like arrays have to be fetched using multiple API calls, dramatically increasing runtime. The 
UserDataGatherer module automatically navigates the paging system until it receives an empty data array. 
FBWatch also stores the link representing the first response from Facebook. This allows FBWatch to easily 
update a resource at some point in the future. If, however, a problem occurs, the last feed query is stored to 
enable the future continuation of a sync task.   
The second part of the Sync module stores fetched data via the UserDataSaver. Aside from transforming Face-
book JSON into internal data models, data entry needs to be optimized such that it scales. In order to decrease 
runtime, multiple INSERT and UPDATE statements are grouped into transactions. However, not all statements 
can be executed in one transaction due to interdependencies between data models. Thus, saving the data in the 
correct order is important. In order to take into account all possible dependencies, four transactions are used: 1)  
resources and their basic data are updated as well as all new Facebook entities that posted or interacted on the 
feed at the root level. 2) Feed entries. 3) Resources which interacted at a lower level, i.e. with a comment, like or 
tag. 4) The comments, likes and tags.   
Once an entity has been fetched, it can at any time be resynchronized to retrieve any new feed items and their 
properties or continue to fetch all historic data if the synchronization was not successfully completed before. If a 
resource is no longer available on Facebook or no longer relevant for the analysis it also can be disabled or 
removed. Apart from the ability to traverse Facebook data automatically using the provided paging mechanism, 
the other main feature of the UserDataGatherer is error handling. The Facebook API is not reliable all the time, 
and is badly documented. Therefore, flexible error handling is required. The most pertinent hurdle is a limit to 
the amount of calls a single application can execute for a given access token in a certain time frame from the 
same IP address. While it is not officially documented, as per Facebook, apps tend to be limited to 600 calls 
every 10 minutes. For large resources, this limit is hit multiple times. FBWatch handles this by pausing the sync 
task, and retrying periodically (every five minutes) to resume it. This can require up to 30 minutes. FBWatch 
also handles when a resource cannot be queried, be it that it was deleted or disabled, when a username has been 
changed, and other miscellaneous errors.  
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1.2 Data Model  
The data models representing social network data is loosely based on the Facebook Graph API format.  A re-
source model corresponds to one Facebook entity but also constitutes the most important object in FBWatch. All 
overlapping properties of the different types of Facebook resources are saved in this data model: the free text 
name, the unique Facebook ID, the unique username and the full link to the resource on the Facebook system. 
Additional data relevant for the application is saved in this data model as well: a flag indicating whether or not a 
resource is active, i.e. if it should be synchronized, and the date of the last synchronization.   
Other information returned by Facebook differs greatly for different entity types and is thus stored as an array of 
key-value pairs. Here, information such as the number of likes for pages, a website URL or the first and last 
names of real users, their gender and email address is represented. Furthermore, configuration data of the appli-
cation is stored: information of the last synchronization so that it can be resumed more easily and no duplicates 
are retrieved. The value of stores the URL of the first link of the paging feature of the first feed page, i.e. where 
at the moment of synchronization newer data would be available. A property is called ‘last link’ stores the link to 
the last feed page unsuccessfully queried if an error occurred.   
The core data structure is the feed (or timeline); a set of feed items. A feed item is modeled such that any type of 
textual activity can be represented, i.e. posts, comments and stories. Obviously, stories play an important role in 
user feeds. Note, however, that stories often appear right next to the actual activity, especially for comments; 
therefore, the content will be duplicated without care. So as to not lose too much information when handling 
different types of feed entries, a few additional properties are needed to the standard Facebook set. In order to 
simplify the data model differences in the available post types are mostly ignored. Post types are links, photos, 
statuses, comments, videos, swfs (flash objects) and check-ins as well as the corresponding stories. After analyz-
ing the properties of these entries, the following attributes were selected: the unique facebook ID, timestamps 
representing when the entry was created and when it was last updated, the originator of the entry, optionally also 
the receiver of the entry and the comment and like count if present.   
The originator and receiver are represented as separate resources, hence, only their unique IDs are stored here. 
The count of comments and likes are taken from the comments and likes properties of the Facebook format if 
present. A normal post has an attribute message which holds the text the user posted. A story, however, does not 
have a message, but rather a story property. The different sub-types of a post additionally have attributes contain-
ing the link, photo URL, etc. Each of these properties are mapped onto a single property. In order to distinguish 
between different types of feed items this property can be any of message, story or comment. The attribute then 
holds either story or comment for these two data types and the concrete post type for messages. A foreign key to 
the resource which this feed item belongs to, i.e. on which timeline it is posted. Last, to link comments to their 
respective post, a parent property is included, which is null for top-level posts.   
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1.3 Summary 
The developed artifact demonstrated a first prototype of forming a general service that is capable of facilitating 
Big Data analyses based on Facebook data. The resulting software was designed to be modular enough to be 
extended in many di erent possible ways in order to support a multitude of research questions. As an endeavor 
like this is a large project only a first foundation was implemented. Nevertheless, as a first exploratory work in 
that direction the feasibility of a larger service was demonstrated. The aim of targeting software towards non-
computer scientists is met for the main workflow. For this main workflow the other usability requirement of 
response times of less than ten seconds is met.  Clearing data or loading the deep details of a resource can take 
more than ten seconds. For future applications to be performed on a di erent set of resources, the application 
provides a simple workflow without the need to adjust any source code. Modifying the scoring or adding new 
metrics requires programming knowledge, but is feasible.  
In order to facilitate di erent analyses, the metric system was modularly defined. By providing a general base 
class where all specific metric classes can register themselves, it can be easily extended. Should external systems 
be required to perform additional analyses, the fetched data can be exported into a JSON format and put to other 
software. The structure of the JSON format was designed to be close to the one Facebook provides itself. Since 
not all returned data is saved and some parts are stored di erently, the JSON feed of Facebook and FBWatch are 
not a one-to-one match. Only small di erences exist, though, and any Facebook format parser should be adapted 
easily to the artifact’s format. In general, the data input is extensible.  
In summary, it can be said that the contribution of this research is twofold. First, it provides an exploratory social 
network observatory. Essential information and challenges were discovered and a robust error handling intro-
duced. Second, a comprehensive solution for retrieving a new market perspective from the customer point of 
view was presented focusing on Facebook data. Additionally, the information contained within should provide 
guidelines and a solid base for conducting further social network research and for creating further social observa-
tories. With internet services and online social network services developing at a rapid pace and more and more 
services being created the possibilities of facilitating the data which they collect stays an interesting topic of 
research. It remains to be seen whether or not more services will open up their platforms and provide access to at 
least some part of their data warehouses giving academic researchers and in particular social scientists new ways 
of studying people’s behavior and get a new perspective on markets.  
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